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CH.AP1'ER I 
THE VALUE OF HISTORICAL FICTION 
Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to present a selected, annotated 
list of historical fiction and biography which may be used as supple-
mentary reading to accompany an ~rican history course on an eighth 
grade level. This bibliography is to form the nucleus of a class-
room library and about which a much more extensive list may be built. 
The school in which this b,ibliography is to be used has no school 
library. The classroom library at present is meager and consists 
of odd copies of parallel texts and one encyclopedia. Therefore 
the urgent need of the present seems to be one of supplying materials 
for more extensive reading. Books a re obtainable on loan from the 
city library and can help form a temporary classroom library. 
The author hopes that an extensive reading program will 
materially benefit not only the immediate subject being taught but 
will also create a love for reading and ~nish some measure of 
guidance for the child's fUture reading. 
William Glenn Kimnel, former supervisor of social studies 
in New York State says, 
Unless habits of reading for enjoyment and 
pleasure are formed during the Junior high school 
period, there seems to be less opportunity of the 
development of reading habits at the senior high 
school level. If pupils have not formed reading 
habits, or if theY have learned to dislike read-
ing because of poor procechres, the problems of 
the teachers at the senior high school level are 
increased in number and degree and difficulty. 
Provision for exploration of new reading 
interests must also be provided at the junior 
high school level. Pupils gain new experiences, 
new insights, and a new sense of relationships 
through wide reading. Much of the reading 
phase of a gu.idance program can be correlated 
with the1extensive reading program in the social stu.dies. 
Jolm Dewey tells us that, 
The scope of personal, vitally direct ex-
perience is very limited. If it were not for 
the intervention of the agencies for represent-
ing absent and distant affairs, ou.r experience 
would remain almost on the level of that of the 
brutes. Every step from savagery to civiliza-
tion is dependent upon the invention of media 
which enlarge the range of purely immediate ex-
perience and give it deepened as well as wider 
meaning by connecting it with thkngs which can 
only be signified or symbolized. 
Similarly John D. Snider encourages the development and 
gu.idance of a reading program. 
The person who acquires the habit of intelligent 
reading invariably gets more out of life, for books 
kindle the imagination and enrich the whole being 
with grace and power. The culture of a finer, fuller, 
manhood or womanhood is often obtained through the 
inner meanings of life as recognized by some gifted 
soul and translated to u.s through his writings. In 
view of the transforming power of good literature, 
!Kimmel, William Glenn, The Management of the Reading Program 
in the Social Studies, Philadelphia, McKinley Publishing Company, 
1929, P• 66. 
2newey, John, Democracy and Education, New York, The Macmillan 
Company, 1916, p. 272. 
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no one can afford to be unconcerned over the 
effect upon himself of his reading habits and 
accomplishments. 1-Te deem life tragic for the 
illiterate, who never learned to read, but 
the net result1is the same for those who know how and don't. 
Blanche E. Weekes feels that guidance is important not 
only for individual growth but also for the growth and development 
of a better society. She says, 
Unquestionably a permanent interest in 
reading is both desirable and possible. This 
has implicit in it the desire to read for 
recreatory or leisure time occupation. Then 
there must be the hope for a continuous en-
richment of experience with a constantly widen-
ing range of reading interests, and a corres-
ponding improvement in reading tastes. The 
latter is to be interpreted to mean a develop-
ing power of discrimination and an increasing 
tendency to make better reading choices. • • • 
It must not be ignored that the poets, 
story writers and dramatists as well as the 
other creative artists of tomorrow are school 
children of today. The school, as the most 
effective agency of education, should assume 
more responsibility than it has for the develop-
ment of creative ability.2 
The Teacher and the Classroom Librar:y 
rt is readily admitted by all educators that wise reading 
is essential for future growth, enricr1ment of life, and a more dis-
criminating society. Since school is the most effective agency of 
education, it is upon the teacher that the burden for guidance in 
Isnider, John D., I Love ~ooks, Washington, F~view and Herald, 
1944, P• 22. 
2Weekes, Blanche E., Literature and the Child, New York, Silver 
Burdett Company, 1935, p. 11. 
reading activities must fall. A teacher must be ready to direct 
pupils into new channels of reading and teach them to read widely. 
Reading guidance is a desirable aspect of 
teaching, but to select the right book for the 
right pupil, the teacher must have a wide acquaint-
anceship with many books.l 
The teacher who guides is active, not passive, 
but her activity makes possible activity of a more 
desirable nature on the part of the child. She is 
primarily responsible for the total situation which 
stimulates interest in reading in general, and the 
reading of a book, story, or po~m in particular. 
It is she, who, by a deliberately specific, yet 
natural approach to the reading, can help to arouse 
readiness, curiosity, interest or anticipation; who, 
by guiding -the thinking of the children during the 
' discussion period, can stimulate better thinking 
that leads to better understanding and interpre-
tation; who, by her own attitude toward the read-
ing and the whole situation can help to build up 
favorable attitutes. At no time is she passive, 
but active, because she is stimulating and guiding. 
Stimulation is not to be constnued as being verbal 
but as a thoughtful building up of an environment 
which speaks to the child through physical, tangible 
things like books and pictures, end intangibles such 
as an atmosphere conducive to reading, to a liking 
of books and a liking to read, to a desire to talk 
about what has been read, to wanting to read better 
books, a.nd more books as well as stories and p~etry. 
To stimulate thus is teaching of a high order. 
Since it is admittedly most difficult to reach the pupil away 
from his school environment, then this stimulating and motivating guid-
ance must certainly originate in the classroom. This can best be done 
through the establishment of the classroom library where the books are 
lWalraven, Margaret Kessler and Alfred L. Hall-Quest, Library 
Guidance for Teachers, New York, John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1941, p. 158. 
2Weekes, Blanche E., Literature and the Child, New York, Silver 
Burdett Company, 1935, p. 259. 
always at hand whenever the situation presents itself for discussion 
more advantageously. 
The Commission on the Socia~ Studies of the American Historical 
Association emphasized this point in its "Conclusions and Recommenda-
tions." 
Although the gifted and well-trained teacher 
will be able to achieve much from the use of text-
books and utilization of the life and institutions 
of the school and surrounding community, a well-
equipped library is indispensable to the realiza1 tion of the purposes outlined by the Commission. 
A teacher in the field, Clarence C. Stegmeir of the Thornton 
Township High School, Harvey, Illinois, reiterates the findings of the 
Commission. 
The classroom in history should become a 
laboratory in which pupils learn through read-
ing history rather than a place where the pupils 
tell the teacher what they have learned. The 
teacher must spend more time in helping the pupil 
learn and less time in testing whether he has 
learned or not. To do this a classroom must be-
come a laboratory in which the pupil really works. 
In order to make the history classroom a labora-
tory it is essential to have a classroom library.2 
Wesley believes that the library has a profound influence upon 
the success of the social studies program. He says, 
The library markedly influences the success or 
failure of the work in the social studies. Whereas 
some school subjects can be taught with relative 
success without any great use of books, the very 
essence of the social studies is found in an ex-
panded realization of the various forms and instances 
!Commission on the Social Studies of the American Historical Associa-
tion, Conclusions and Recommendations, New York, Charles Scribner's Sons, 
1934, PP• 62-63. 2stegmeir, Clarence C~, "The Introduction and Use of' the Classroom 
11 Socja J Studie ~1~2~~a. -~~~============~F======== 
of social cooperation. Much of the knowledge 
can be derived only from books and other 
printed materials. The social studies teacher 
should therefore give constant thought to the 
acquisition and utilization of pertinent ma-
terials. The library is perhaps the best sin-
gle index of the quality of instruction that 
is given in the social studies.1 
In sunnnary, the success of the social studies program depends 
upon a wide-awake, dynamic teacher with a love and knowledge of books 
with which she can capture the interest and enthusiasm of the students. 
While the immediate goal of increased knowledge and understanding is 
achieved for the social studies, a larger success may be achieved by 
giving the student broader horizons and a love for reading which may 
last him all his life. ~~ile city and school libraries are of profound 
importance, the classroom library is more so since it furnishes the 
immediate need of the student at a time when the material can be used to 
the best advantage. 
History and Fiction 
The author believes that the teacher of history is particularly 
fortunate in having the opportunity to closely associate this subject 
matter with the development of a good reading program. Edgar Bruce 
\>lesley says, 
Great areas of desirable knowledge are beyond 
the realm of experience. No matter how extensive 
and varied one's experience may be, he is unable 
1Wesley, Edgar Bruce, Teaching the Social Studies, Boston, D. C. 
Heath Company, 1942, P• 334. 
'I . 
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to extend it into the past or into all places. 
In order to secure experience vicariously one must 
therefore resort to reading. This situation is 
true in all fields, but it is peculiarly true in 
the social stud±es which undertake to introduce 
the pupil to the past as well as the present, 
to the far away as well as the near.l 
Katherine L. Clarke, instructor in education at Washington 
University and primary supervisor of the city schools of St. Louis 
County, believes that, 
One of the greatest instructional problems 
in the teaching of the social studies in the ele-
mentary grades is that of giving reality to sub-
ject matter. This difficulty is due in part to 
the meagre background of experience which the 
children bring to the learning situation and 
in part to the abstract materials in textbooks 
through which we attempt to introduce these 
children to social understandings.2 
Most historians believe that the textbook is now not the whole 
course but a compact and systematic summary of the minimum essentials. 
Therefore, the author believes that much of the enrichment of the history 
program can be found in the reading of historical fiction. While there 
is widespread disagreement about the value of historical fiction, the 
preponderance of opinion of all research made by the author seems to be 
largely in favor of historical fiction as furnishing a valuable contri-
bution to the field of history teaching. 
lwesley, Edgar Bruce, Teaching the Social Studies, Boston, D. c. I 
Heath Company, 1942, p • .32.3. I 2
clarke, L. Katherine . "Recreational Reading in t he Social St udies . " · 
Social Educ at; on, 2:31-34, J anuary, 1938 • II 
I 
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T N.J. Thiessen believes that fiction can broaden and make history more meaningful. 
History, the story of mankind, should be one of 
the most interesting courses offered in the curri-
culum. Too frequently, however, it is presented to 
the learner as a series of state papers, protocols, 
conf licts, and men and women as abstractions of 
humanity. The historian shows the causes and effects 
of past events, but must omit the human elements in 
the various coccurrences. It is the task of the 
historical novelist to supply this desired need. 
It is for him to present the characters of the 
past as men and women who actually lived and faced 
the stern realities of life. Such presentation 
gives to the learner a new meaning in ~istory and 
enhances the interest for the subject. 
Similarly Paul Klapper, former Dean of Education of the College 
of the City of New York states, 
The novel or drama that is accurate in its historic 
atmosphere and historic setting contributes much to 
history teaching. It gives a picture of the times 
and of the people. A knowledge of the customs, of 
prevailing ideas and prejudices, the modes of living, 
the controlling values of life--these are a few of 
the by-products of collateral reading of historical 
fiction and drama.2 
Hannah Logasa claims a further value for the use of historical 
' fiction. She believes that it furnishes the average or overworked teacher 
with a medium by which reality to the facts of history can most effectively 
be given. 
For many students the facts of the past as they 
are gathered from textbooks remain abstract, dry and 
lifeless. Unless the student comes to visualize the 
lThiessen, N.J., An Annotated Bibliography of American Historical 
Fiction, Emporia, Kansas State Teachers College, 1938, p. 7. 
2Klapper, Paul, The Teaching of History, New York, D. Appleton and 
Company, 1926, p. 233. 
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past, unless it comes to have reality in his mind, the 
lessons which history teaches are largely lost to him. 
The skillful teacher or the student gifted with imagi-
nation may not need any aids, and for these the devices 
of method and material are not so necessary. But with 
the average teacher in the average school, there can be 
little doubt that the historical novel may become a 
great aid to the effective teaching of history. The 
hard-worked teacher, who has not the time to build up 
a technique of illustration, will find helpers in the 
masters of imaginative fiction. These writers, by 
giving background and atmosphere to the facts of 
history, may contribute to the work of the teacher. 
While from the individual standpoint, this type of 
reading does not appeal to some, there are others 
for Whom it becomes a gateway to historical interests 
and historical knowledge.l 
Historical fiction can also develop in the adolescent ethical 
values of right and wrong, the power of discrimination, and idealism. 
On this point Albert Silverman states that there are accruing values to 
the use of historical fiction. 
History is made vivid and real. Whether past 
or present, it becomes charged with surprising 
vitality and animation. Concepts are clarif'ied 
and knowledge and thought are depened. • .Pupils 
better understand their social relationships and 
ethical responsibilities. The adolescent who 
reads historical fiction readily cultivates the 
high ideals and conduct propounded in the pages 
of his reading ••• The pupil's comprehension of 
values and sense of discrimination are materially 
strengthened.2 
A joint committee of history teachers add f'urther spiritual 
values which may be developed in youth from the use of historical fiction. 
Fiction may be used by skillful teachers, 
not merely to excite fancy or vague interest, 
lLogasa, Hannah, Historical Fiction and Other Reading References for 
Classes in Junior and Senior High Schools, Philadelphia., McKinley Publish-
ing Company, 1941, p. 10. 
14=l 
2Silverman, Albert J., "Historical F'iction and the Junior High School 
with a Selected Bibliography," HistoricaLOu.tlook.----__l.Z~~bel', l-C)2:€l~F=====ol 
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but to help a really interested and intellectual 
pupil to go further and learn some reliable history 
and possibly take a first step in a life-long task 
of trying to distinguish between fact and fiction 
on some not too difficult point. • • • 
Novels written by men with historical training, 
and based upon real knowledge of history and litera-
ture of the period, may give the pupil a lively appre-
ciation of conditions under which people lived ••• 
may make a contribution to the development of sound 
imagination and healthy sympa~ies ••• 2 
Much criticism is leveled at the use of historical fiction be-
cause it does not enable the student to employ the tools of history. 
Some believe that while the facts in the novel may be sound and authenti-
cated, its author is too much influenced by the "mood and perspective of 
his own time when he attempts to rebuild and interpret the past" to give 
an accurate account. 2 However, Roorbacrr believes that while the first 
reading is for sheer enjoyment, the final aim is utilitarian or practical,-
the development of the historical method. 2 
The historical method is one of the greatest 
values claimed for teaching history. It teaches 
the pupils how to use indexes, how to search for 
reference material, how to evaluate the references 
when found,. and how to apply internal and external 
criticism • .; 
1
"Books for Historical Reading in Schools," Report of the Joint 
Committees of New England History Teachers' Association, the History 
Teachers' Association of the Middle States and Maryland, the Teachers' 
Section of the Mississippi Valley Historical Association, Historical Out-
look, 15:306-312, October, 1924, p. 312. 
2Horn, Ernest, Methods of Instruction in the Social Studies, New York, 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1937, p. 274. 
3Roorbach, A. 0., "The Historical Novel as an Aid to the Teaching of 
the Social Studies," Historical Outlook, 20:396-398, December, 1929. 
-- . !J 
To summarize: the values most generally claimed for the 
use of historical fiction are that: (1} it brings reality to the 
dry facts of the history textbook; (2) it gives an opportunity to 
develop ethical and spiritual values at the age when the child is most 
apt to be susceptible to their development; (3) it gives an opportunity 
to develop the historical method; (4) it may develop a desire for im-
proved leisure time reading. 
Historical Fiction and the Novelist 
One of the claims often levied against historical fiction is 
. 
that it is not founded upon fact. The author feels that this statement 
is not necessarily true. Historical novels, like other reading materials, 
should be carefully selected. There are historical novelists who take 
pride in stating the amount of research that their work necessitated and 
affirm their statement with imposing lists of sources of their material. 
Whenever it has been ncessary to deviate from the truth for literary 
reasons, they usually have most carefully brought this discrepancy to 
the attention of the reader. Some of them delve so thoroughly into 
historical research that they contribute to historical knowledge as 
well as to historical fiction. 
Perhaps the most impressive proof that Kenneth 
Roberts is historian as well as novelist is found 
in relation to Northwest Passage. In this book he 
rescued from the comparative oblivion of specialized 
scholarship one of the most interesting figures of 
all American colonial history, Major Robert Rogers, 
Commander of Rogers' Rangers in the French and Indian 
wars; narrated adeauately ••• one of the most remarkable 
military marches of all time, Rogers' St. Francis expedi-
tion; and for literally millions of readers made 
a living reality of a part of American history 
that would otherwise have remained for them a 
vague ~d dim desert of meaningless names and 
dates. 
Ben Ames Williams believes that the short assignments which 
characterize textbook teaching give a disjointed picture of the whole 
historical situation. 
Textbooks are studied on assignment, a few 
pages at a time. They are read as a task; to read 
them is no pleasure; they are as dull as dates. 
But the novel is written to be read. Well done, 
it ·:.c.ate:hes and holds the reader's attention; and 
it is read with eager zeal, and as rapidly as the 
reader's capacity permits. The reader sees-instead 
of a skeletonized and often disjointed narrative 
hung on dates,--a coherent and more or less complete 
picture; and in many cases the interest thus provoked 
will lead him to further reading.2 
Hervey Allen states that the historical novel is worth while 
when it brings reality and vividness of the past to the reader. 
It is in this capacity to produce an illu-
s~on of reliving the past that the chief justi-
fication for the historical novel exists. Sonce 
no one, neither historian nor novelist, can re-
produce the real past, one may infer that if 
supremely well done, the historical novel, by 
presenting the past dramatically, actually gives 
the reader a more vivid, adequate, and significant 
apprehension of' past epochs3than does the historian who gives facts about them. 
In summing up, historical novelists believe that their work 
is justified because it recreates the past more vividly, givesan un-
!Frederick, John T., "Kenneth Roberts," English Journal, 30:435-443, 
June, 1941. · 
2williams, Ben Ames, "Fiction's Fourth Dimension," .Saturday Review 
of Literature, 31:8-9, October 16, 1948. 
3Allen, Hervey, "History and the Novel," The Atlantic Monthly, 
173:119-212, February, 1944. 
interrupted picture of the historical situation, and inculcates a desire 
on the part of the reader to read more historical fiction. Most research 
by novelists is so thorough that it brings to life and reality men and 
situa tions in our history that the years have covered with oblivion. 
History and Biographyn 
The reading of biography has again become popular in recent 
, years. This probably can be attributed to an improvement in style and 
subject matter. Present-day biography deals largely with ordinary 
people whose lives have been dramatic and colorful. Biographers try to 
portray their characters as truthfully and as accurately as possible. 
Their style of writing is usually narrative in fom and makes for easier 
readability. 
Biography has several pedagogical values. It makes history 
more real and vivid since events and actions hang upon individuals. 
May Lamberton Becker says, "• •• history is a network of biographies 
for it is made by the lives of men. By encouraging the reading of bio-
graphy, subjects, movements, and events may be better interpreted and 
understood by students in the schools."1 
Victor L. Albjerg of Purdue University states that the service 
I of biography is to 
I • • .reveal that leaders not only lead, but 
I that they are also led, that the leaders not only 
I 
I 
L 
lBecker, May Lamberton, Adventures in Reading, New York, Fredericka 
A. Stokes Company, 1927, p. 98. 
ti3 
receive their mandates from their followers, but 
that they also impose their imprint upon their 
constituents. 
• • .Biography therefore seizes upon man as 
a hwnan being. It recalls to us the fact that 
history is the study of man, not merely an in-
vestigation of blind metaphysical forces dis-
sociated from human feelings. It furnishes 
history at low reader resistance.l 
Biography also furnishes the inspirational literature which 
molds and enriches the character. On this point, Lillian Hollowell says, 
Young and old alike read biography for the 
inspirational value. The innate desire of the 
human heart is to achieve greatness, overcome 
handicaps, and strive nobly. Young people, in 
particular, have a keen interest in personality, 
in the "secrets" of popularity, and in the prob-
lems of getting along with others and making ad-
justments to their environment. They like to 
feel that what has been done can be done again 
and that they are not attempting the impossible 
although obstacles may confront them ••• 
A by-product of inspirational literature of 
any type is the enrichment of character. What 
can teach tolerance, sympathy, admiration for 
the great and good, wor~~y ambitions, a sense 
of human fellowship and world brotherhood better 
than the reading of inspiring biographies of men 
and women who have moved the race forward and 
furnished our best examples of noble conduct?2 
Therefore, biography serves to broaden world horizons for both 
young and old. It makes the past real .and vivid because it deals with 
the human element. It inspires the reader to nobler deed:s and greater 
heights. 
1Albjerg, Victor L, "History through Biographical Lenses," Social 
Studies, 38:243-246, October, 1947. . . 
2Hollowell, Lillian, "Biography for Young Readers," Elementary 
English Review, 23:262-266, October, 1946. 
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Studies on Historical Fiction in the Classroom 
Many classroom teachers believe that historical fiction serves 
the valuable purpose of making an understanding of the past more concrete 
for the student. Frances G. Coburn, high school teacher of Marshfield, 
Oregon, says, 
To achieve this (understanding) we must get 
the outlook of the people of the period; we must 
acquire a knowledge of their immediate surround-
ings; ~e must know what they were most concerned 
about--What were their chief worries. In other 
words, we need the atmosphere of the period and 
this is what the novelist gives, us. He reconstructs 
an everyday situation, in which his characters think, 
travel, talk, worship, dress, eat, a.nnise themselves, 
and transgress the laws of God and man in the spirit 
and after the fashioh of the period. A worthy novel 
carries the student into the very action of a previous 
time.1 
Frances G. Coburn provided for her three classes in American 
history an opportunity to work based on the pupil's own choice of level 
of achievement. The minimum essential of classroom recitation from the 
text and brief special reports remained the same. But to this minimum 
core she added opportunities for reference readings on a four-point scale. 
Students working for a grade of A for the semester were to do: reading 
averaging 75 pages a week. (This to include historical reference and 
three historical novels.); one term paper of no less than 2,500 words; 
to take part in two debates. The requirements for grades of B, c, and D 
were reduced proportionately. As a result of the experiment, Miss Coburn 
1coburn, Frances G., "Definite Requirements for Additional Work in 
American History Classes," Historical Outlook. 19:173-175, April, 1928. 
/ ;1-5 
found that the exceptional student was doing work Which made real demands 
upon his ability. The poorer student was getting the minimum essentials 
of the course and was not being distracted by those about him who had 
finished their own work.1 
Leo J. Alilunas faced the situation realistically in his class-
room at Dearborn, Michigan, High School. He asked his classes to criti-
cize the history material they were studying. This is a summary of the 
criticisms he received. ncontent is almost totally devoid of any concrete 
dramatic experiences. Pupils have a feeling that history is racing across 
the author's pages as a mess of names, parties, wars, and dates. People 
do not live for. them. Everything is artificial and woodenish. 112 
As a result he conducted a three-day experiment and allowed 
them to read certain selected books dealing with the topic under consi-
deration. As a result he found "a genuine liking for history. Many 
actually expressed amazement that history could be so interesting. Through 
a literary approach, subjective though it was, they were finding a motive 
for a more serious study of history. 112 
Robert Weaver of the Laboratory School of the University of 
California undertook an experiment to determine the relative value of an 
extensive reading method and an intensive study method. Both groups had 
study guides to follow. The first group read as many of the accounts as 
1Coburn, Frances G., "Definite Requirements for Additional Work in 
American History Classes," Historical Outlook, 19:173-175, April, 1928. 
2Alilunas, Leo J., "History Spree," Clearing House, 18:230-231, 
December, 194:3. 
IJ 
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I possible but did not prepare exercises. 
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I 
The second group wrote exercises 
which were read critically by the teacher and returned to the student. 
The result of his experiment was as follows: a test revealed that the 
understanding of the pupils who read extensively was as : good as, if not 
better than, the understanding that they gained -when they studied a few 
accounts intensively and wrote exercises focussed on these accounts.1 
In general the results of classroom experiments with extensive 
reading programs have obts.ined the following results: (1) Pupils i1-ead 
j more widely outside of school and felt that the library period contributed 
I 
to a better understanding of the material in the textbook; 2 3 
{2) The more intelligent groups had a greater challenge to their ability 
li and secured greater values from extensive reading assignments.4 5 
I (3) Extensive reading assignments provided as great a factual understand-
~ ing of the subject matter as intensive reading assignments with written 
~~~~~ exercises •1 
(4) For all groups history became more interesting and meaningful. 
I 
lweaver, Robert B., "Extensive and Intensive Methods in History," 
Historical Outlook, 23:292-296, October, 1932. 
1 2Kepner, Tyler, "History Reading Groups in the Library," Wilson I Bulletin, 10:507-511, 549, April, 1936. . 
1
·1 3Alilunas, Leo_ J., 'History•:Spree, n Clearing House, 18:230-231, 
I Deceml;>er, 1943. 
I 4aood, Carter V., "An Experimental Study of the Merits of Extensive 
I and Intensive Reading in the Social Sciences," School Review, 33:755-770, 
December, 1925. 
· 5coburn, Frances G., "Def'ini te Requirements for Additional Work in 
i American History Classes," Historical Outlook, pp.l73-175. 
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CHAPTER II 
ANALYSIS PROCEDURE 
Method of Procedure 
This bibliography includes only the historical novels that can . 
be found in the Children's Room of Forbes Library, Northampton, Massachu-
setts. The teacher will need to make loans from this library for her 
classroom library so it was thought best to confine this bibliography to 
a list of books that are immediately available. 
The following existing bibliographies were used for guidance 
in assembling this bibliography. Logasa 's Historical l',iction and Other . I 
Reading References for Classes in Junior and Senior High Schools is the mos~l 
- I 
helpful and complete bibliography for this research. This work covers the 'I 
Whole field of history from ancient to modern as well as the field of 
U:i.dted. State.s history. The books marked with a dagger are suitable for 
use in junior high school. There is a brief statement about each book 
and those marked with an asterisk are deemed "especially valuable" by 
the compiler. 
THE FICTION Catalog, ·which is kept up to date by supplements, 
is an author, title, and subject index of all fiction published. Anno-
tations are given in the author index. It is necessary to search under 
several subject headings to obtain a list of historical fiction. 
The Standard Catalog for High School Libraries is a graded 
list of reading materials for junior and senior high schools. It is kept 
up to date by supplements. The first part includes classifications 
II 
according to the Dewey decimal system and has annotations. The second 
part of the catalogue includes title, subj ect, and author indexes inter-
spersed in one alphabetical list. An exhaustive search is required to 
formulate a list but it is an excellent source because the material is 
highly selected and graded. 
The Children's Catalog is a similar volume of annotated, graded 
list of material for pupils up to grade nine. 
The Book Review Digest contains excerpts of reviews from the 
Saturday Review of Literature and the New York Times Book Review Section. 
Further lists were compiled from books suggested in various 
history texts and workbooks: 'lnis Is America's Story by Howard B. Wilder, 
Robert P. Ludlum, Harriett McCune ·Brown; Story of Our Land and PeoPle by 
Glenn W. Moon; America, Land of Freedom by Gertrude Hartman, C. C. Ball, 
Allan Nevins; workbook, Directed Studies in Uni~ed States -History by 
Marie Johnson Schuer. 
Finally all lists were checked for their availability with the 
Card Index File of the forbes Library in Northampton, Massachusetts. 
Data Collected 
Each novel was read or skimmed with more than a cursory exami-
nation. During the reading the following information was secured: the 
time and setting of the story; the characters of historical significance; 
events and customs denoting the political, economic, and social trends 
of the period and which are likely to be found in the history course at 
this level. Upon completion of the reading, a brief synopsis of the 
book 'lffi.S written as well as a f'ew key quesii ons on the contents • The L 
I 
I 
I 
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I I annotations were written in the form to be found in chapter three. 
I The period of time covered by this study is separated into 
I 
I 
11 
I 
seven divisions. The novels of historical fiction and biography are 
listed chronologically in the different eras. Some of the era.s are 
fuxther subdivided into topics. The years of some novels cover a longer 
span of time than that allotted for the period. In such cases the more 
important period for the particular book was selected. In some cases 
of collections of biographical stories, the location of the book was 
placed in the first era represented so that the book would be immediately 
available in the classroom library; in other instances, the book was 
placed in the unit where it will parallel the text. 
The questions that follow each annotation may serve in a 
variety of ways. They may be used as accounting questions in an inde-
pendent reading program or may be used as lead questions follmving an 
oral report in the/ classroom. If this bi bliography i s used over a period 
of years, the questions w~y serve to refresh the teacher's memory as to 
the content highlighted in the book. 
No ·attempt was made to grade the books more specifically than 
is already done in the bibliographies already mentioned. 
Significance of Findings 
The author found t hat the more spectacular period and episodes 
of our history, such as the colonial period, the Revolutionary period, 
the Civil War period, were all popular themes with novelists and material 
was easily available. The periods following the Civil War with emphasis· 
i on expandin business and 1m erialism deals with material of a more mature 
I 
II 
II,· 
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nature and. therefore less suitable for children of junior high age. Far 
less material was available on the periods following the Civil War. 
The more recent writings were found by the author to be written 
in a much more entertainLl'lg and inf ormative manner than "Titings of an 
earlier period. Much more attention i s now given to illustrations and 
appeal is made to the eye as well as to the mind. 
Unit One 
THE AGE OF DI SCOVERY AND EXPLORATION 
(1000 - 1607) 
In the days of the knight in armor and the Crusades to 
the Holy Land, Europe learned of the spices, silks and other rare pro-
ducts of the Orient. Trade with the East f'lourished until the Turks 
cut the trade routes. P~ all-water path to the East was needed and 
one daring man thought he could find it by sailing west. But a vast, 
wild continent stood in the way! Soon adventurers frommany lands came 
seeking wealth and fame in the New World and many more continued to seek 
a way around the continent to the East. 
Unit One Table of Contents 
(arranged chronologically) 
Kummer, Frederic A. 
Knox, Esther M. 
Kent, Philip A. 
Means, Philip A. 
Shippen, Katherine 
Meadowcroft, Edith 
Kent, Louise A. 
Craine, E. J. 
Lansing, Marion 
LEIF ERIKSON THE LUCKY 
SWIFT FLIES THE FALCON 
HE W~NT WITH MJ..RCO POLO 
TUPAK OF' THE INCAS 
NEW FOUND WORLD 
SHIP BOY "HITH COLUMBUS 
HE WENT WITH VASCO DAGAMA 
CONQUISTADOR 
AGAINST ALL ODDS 
-
Kummer, Frederic Arnold. LEIF ERIKSON THE LUCKY. 
New York, The John C. Winston Company, 1939, 245 pp. 
Time 
1000 
Story 
Setting 
Iceland, Greenland, Norway, coast 
of North America 
Leif Erikson was the first discoverer of America in the year 
1000. Here he and his men spent a fall and a winter hunting and fish-
ing on the shores of a region where grapes abounded. His dream of· 
colonizing this new.land with a great expedition was shattered when 
King Olaf of Norway was killed by his enemies. His father's death 
also made him chieftain in Greenland with heavy responsibilities. 
Two small colonies of Vikings were l ater driven away when they en-
countered fi13rce attacks from the Indians. 
Topics 
Iceland home of stone and sod--Red Erik banished from Iceland 
for three years--description of Viking ships--spear, broad-sword, 
shields of wood--description of temples of the gods--making a dragon 
ship--tales of Viking conquests in many countries of Europe--Red Erik 
gathers nine hundred colonists to settle Greenland--settlements a t 
Erik's Fjord and Western Settlement--King Olaf of Norway becomes a 
follower of the Wbi te Christ--Leu· earns nickname of Leif, the Lucky--
Leif voyages to the south and west, lands on Atlantic coast (possibly 
Maryland or Virginia from description of winter)--names new land Vin-
land--party spends winter; hunting, fishing, preparing provision for 
homeward journey--returning to Greenland with timber, furs, seeds--
Leif's dream of colonization ends with death of King Olaf of Norway 
and father--two other colonizing parties encounter Indian attacks 
Historical Characters 
Red Erik, Leif Erikson 
Illustrations 
· . . . One map, two colored pictures, black and white pictures 
Questions 
1. Why did Leif Erikson never return to colonize the land 
he discovered? 
24 
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Knox, Esther M. swrFr FLIES THE li'ALCON. 
New York, The John C. Winston Company, 1939, 244 · pp. 
Time 
--1096 
Story 
Setting 
Europe 
SWIFT FLIES THE FALCON gives an account of the first crusade. 
The times and customs of that era are vividly portr13.y.ed. Gareth and 
Margaret, children of the Earl of Penbridge, escape their uncle's 
plan to kill them and seize their estate. With Uther, the faithful 
servant, and two minstrels, Gareth and Margaret travel to Jerusalem 
to find their father who became a pilgrim in the First Crusade. 
Topics 
Strongest fief in southwest England--seneschal's tasks--
children of Earl of Penbridge and seneschal escape plan of uncle--
Benedictine Order--minstrels sing SONG OF ROLAND--enmity of Normans 
and Saxons--falcon provides meat on escape journey--bad news of 
Peter the Hermit's CRUCIATA--herbs are only medicinies--dangers 
of road to Londontown--pilgrims bound for Dover and the sea--
description of Londontown--paper, a new product in England--
route across-:·· France, the Rhine, Bavaria, along the Danube to 
the Black Sea--capture of Margaret by gypsies--Crusaders surround 
Antioch--falcon captures pigeons bearing messages from besieged 
city--gold buys treason--the hauberk and the broadsword 
Historical Characters 
Lord Boheimmd 
Illustrations 
Black and white sketches 
Questions 
1. Why were so many pilgrims going to Jerusalem? 
2. Who was Peter, the Hermit? 
3. Of what value was the falcon? 
4. Name a few of the customs of that era? 
II 
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Kent, Louise Andrews. HE WENT WITH MAJtcO POLO. 
New York, Houghton Mifflin Company, 1935, 223 pp. 
Time 
1271-1295 
Story 
Setting 
Venice to Cathay 
Maffeo and Niccolo Polo arrive in their native Venice wi:th 
tales of the fabulous Cathay. They prepare fo:t• .a second trip and 
this time, Marco, the son of Ni ccolo, accompanies them. In the 
group is a poor gondolier called Tonio. They take three years 
over water, mountains, rivers, and deserts to reach Cathay. 
Marco becomes so valuable to Kublai Khan t hat he is reluctant 
to allow them to return home. Finally, after an absence of 
more than twenty years, they return home as unknowns. 
_Topics 
Description of seaport of Venice--return of galley ship 
bearing Polos after a nine year absence--cargo from the east--
the Doge of Venice--tales of wealth of Cathay--captives of Tartars 
sold as slaves--mangonel, a machine for hurling rocks at the walls 
of a city--preparations for next journey--water route to Acre--
caravans across deserts to Hormuz--Tartars, nomadic herdsmen-- · 
exchaning gifts with Tartar Khan--golden tablets of Kublai Khan 
insure safety of Venetians--joining the Jade Caravan and cross-
ing mountains, rivers, deserts--runners bear messages to the 
Khan--the court of Kublai Khan--Marco becomes an agent for the 
king--return of the Polos by sea--dangers from cannibals, mon-
soons, pirates, sickness--Palos are not recognized on their 
return. 
Historical Characters 
Marco Polo, Niccolo Polo, Maffeo Polo, Kublai Khan 
Illustra tions 
One in color, black and white pict~es 
Questions 
1. Why were the golden tablets useful to the Polos~ 
2. What effect did their trip to China he.ve on the 
history to follow? 
,, 
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Means, Philip Ainsworth. TUPAK OF THE INCAS. 
New York, Charles Scribner's Sons, 1942, 136 pp. 
~ 
Before the coming of the 
Spaniards 
Story 
Setting 
Peru 
Tupak is the nephew of the reigning emperor of Peru. Be-
cause of his father's disgrace, Tupak is brought up in the royal 
palace but ignored by the royal family and the nobility. However, 
his bravery and worth are finally recognized and Tupak is accepted 
into the royal household as an equal. 
Topics 
Rules of punishment of Incas--method of writing with 
knotted string--separate education and quarters in palace for 
boys and girls--dress of peasants and incas--transportation: 
litter, afoot, horseback--terraced crops--custom of prayer 
and greeting--post-houses and post-runners--warlike sports--
inns--description of royal procession--barter with necklaces 
of copper bangles--swinging bridges- -the Inca armies--food 
of army--descriptioiL .of architecture--religious festival--
education of Inca youth 
Historical Characters 
None 
Illustrations 
Many black and white drawings 
Questions 
1. vlhere the Inca punishments more severe than ourS? 
Prove the answer. 
2. vlhat was used instead of money? 
3. Which of their customs resemble ours? 
4. What did Tupak learn at school? 
Shippen, Katherine . B. N:B..'W FOUND WORLD. 
New York, The Viking Press, 1945, 252 pp. 
Time Setting 
1400 to the present Latin America 
Story 
This book covers six centuries of Latin American history 
and includes brief biographical sketches of such famous men as: 
Columbus, C.ort~s, Pizarro, Sim6n Bolivar, San Martin, Santa. Anna. 
There are also descript ions of various Indian tribes and histori-
cal accounts of the background of many Latin American countries. 
Topics 
Indjan tribes of Latin America: origin, tribes, customs, 
location--coming of the Spanish explorers and conquerors: 
Columbus, Cort~s, Pizarro, Mendo~a--government of Latin America--
church--class system--mercantile system responsible for maraud-
ing pirates and later for the revolts-liberators of' Latin 
America: Miranda, Bolivar, San Martin-recognition of republics 
by United States, Monroe Doctrine-Santa Anna--Maximilian · and Juarez 
Historical Characters 
Above-mentioned men 
Illustrations 
Many maps and pictures 
Questions 
1. vlhat was the class system of the Latin American 
countries before the Revolution? 
2. Name some causes of their fight f'or independence? 
.3-· Why did the United States recognize Latin American 
independence speedily? 
I IL 
Meadowcroft, Edith LaMonte. SHIP BOY vHTH COLUMBUS. 
New York, Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1942, 129 pp. 
~ 
1492 
Story 
Setting 
Spain and the New World 
Pedro, a lad of thirteen, is friend to Diego, son of 
Columbus. He begs and receives pem.ission to sail with Columbus 
as cabin boy. The story tells us of the beliefs of the men, their 
fears and superstitions, and their final success. 
Topics 
Superstitious beliefs of the age concerning the world--
desire for goods of the East--dangers of existing routes to the 
East--the prior intercedes for Columbus at the Court of Spain--
Columbus' terms-difficulties in obtaining ships and crews--
preparations for departure--grumblings aboard ship--reward f or 
first to see land--claiming land for Spain--first sight of 
Indians--exploring islands--shipwreck of Santa Maria-gold is 
seen--men volunteer to stay and spread Christianity--reception 
of Admiral Columbus 
Historical Characters 
King and Queen of Spain, Christopher Columbus 
Illustrations 
Black and white drawings 
Questions 
1. 
2 • . 
3. 
what were all the difficulties Columbus experienced 
before starting out? 
What were some of the fears of the sailors? 
Why did so many men offer to stay in Espanola? 
II 
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Kent, Louise Andrews. HE WENT WITH VASCO DAGAMA. 
New York, Houghton Mifflin Company, 1938, 258 pp. 
Time 
1497 
StorY 
Setting 
Portugal, Atlantic Ocean, 
Indian Ocean, India 
This is the story of Vasco da Gama 1s discovery of India. 
Customs and beliefs of the time are introduced, as well as the 
mutinous attitude of the crew and the treachery of the Moors 
they encounter in Africa and India. 
Topics 
King of Portugal consults an ast~ologer--superstitions 
of the period--Vasco da Gama chosen commander of the fleet--
prisoners freed for crewmen--men grow mutinous and afraid--
Moors on east coast of Africa prove treacherous--arrival in 
India--imprisonned by Moors--scurvy--persecution of Jews in 
Portugal--triumphant return 
Historical Characters 
Vasco da Gama 
Illustrations 
Black and white drawings 
Q\lestions 
1. 
2. 
3. 
1.-lh.y were the Moors hostile to the Spaniards wherever 
they met? 
What decided the king to sent out the expedition? 
~~y did the astrologer's life change f or the worse 
during the absence of the expedition? 
I:Jo 
Craine, E. J. CONQUISTADOR. 
New York, Duffield and Green, 1931, 284 pp. 
Time 
1532 
Story 
Setting 
South America 
This story follows the adventures of Pedro Cieza de Leon 
as recorded in his several volumes of "Travels." He c&~e as 
secretary to Don de Heredia who was bringing men, women, and 
supplies to colonize in the New vlorld. Pedro witnessed the un-
speakable cruelty and corruption of the Spanish explorers. He 
was disgusted by their great greed for gold and treasure. He 
wrote of what he saw so that the true facts might be presented 
to the Emperor. 
Topics 
Fleet leaves Seville for New Granada--hardships aboard: 
lack of food and water; sickness; storms; death--Spanish ill 
treatment of Indians against the King's law--Spanish ships fire 
on natives Who refuse to pay tribute and to be Christiartized--
stockade at Cartegena--Royal Fifth of treasure for king--six 
weeks expedition into interior of South America--Indians hide 
treasure of temples--the colony of San Sebastian--expedition 
crosses the Andes--men hear story of Pizarro and the Incas--
ruins of Inca Impire and people evidenced a short fifteen 
years later · 
Historical Characters 
Don de Heredia 
Illustrations 
Black and white pictures 
Questions 
1. what happened to the Inca Indians of Peru? 
2. Why did the Spaniards ill treat the Indians? 
3. What was the Royal Fifth? 
Lansing, Marion. AGAINST ALL ODDS. 
Garden City, New York, Doubleday, Doran and Company, Incorporated, 
1942, 260 pp. 
Time 
1535-1902 
Story 
Setting 
South America 
This book contains a collection of biographical sketches of 
men who explored and developed South America. Many of their experiences 
were like those with which we are familiar on..our Northern continent. 
Ma.ny more, however, followed a much different pattern. The South Ameri-
can continent with its high mountains, wide plains, and deep jungles 
presented a much more difficult and diversified problem. As a result 
there came to be separate nations and not unified states as fri the 
Northern continent. 
Topics 
The search for El Dorado, the Gilded King--founding of 
BogotA--voyages through the tropics, jungles, dense fores-ts, lowlands, 
over high mountain passes--cruel conquest of the natives--Father Fritz 
maps the Amazon, founds forty native villages along the riv~r, converts 
. heathen--the horse changes the life of Indian-.;..di scovery of gold and 
diamonds in Brazil brings settlers--Condamine experiments with rubber--
Governor O'Higgings in Peru: improves roads, builds great dam, tries . 
to better the lot'·,of the po_or--Bolivar and San Martin establish 
developing the continent--pioneering in tropical medicines 
Historical Characters 
republics--~ 
Above-mentioned men, Mendoza, Dr. Cruz, Quesada 
Illustrations 
Questions 
Black and White pictures 
1. On the whole, how did the early Spanish explorers 
treat the Indians? 
2. Why was the exploration and development of this 
continent more difficult than our own? 
I 
Unit Two 
COLONIZATION AND THE STRUGGLE FOR 
A CONTINENT 
(16o7 - 1763) 
In the early days of America, Philadelphia, Boston, and 
New York were mere villages. The sites of Chicago, Pittsburg, and 
1 Los Angeles were in the wilderness. Yet today these cities are among 
the greatest in the country and even the world. How did these cities 
begin? Was life easy for our early ancestors? From the courage and 
endurance of our forebears has sprung the great, democratic nation 
of which we are all justly proud. 
As settlements grew, struggles for possession of the soil 
began. The American Indian fought for the lands he loved because 
they meant life itself. France and England wanted the New World as 
a source of raw materials and the desire for power that goes with the 
control of vast possessions. 1hus different groups fought each other 
for survival and control of the new continent. 
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Unit Two - Table of Contents 
COLONIZATION AND THE STRUGGLE FOR A CONTTI~ENT 
Colonization (arranged chronologically) 
*Sickels, Eleanor IN CALICO P~D CRINOLINE (1608-1865) 
Hayes, Marjorie \{M1PUM Al1"D SIXPENCE 
Robinson, Gertrude THE SIGN OF THE GOLDEN FISH 
Dix, Beulah Marie BLITHE MCBRIDE 
Berry, Erick SEVEN BEAVER SKINS 
Malvern, Gladys JONICA1S ISLAND 
Malvern, Gladys ERIC 1 S GIRLS 
Gaither, Frances THE SCARLET COAT 
Crownfield, Gertrude STRONG HEARTS AND BOLD 
Bolton, Ivy RAEBUP.N UNAFRAID 
Gaither, Frances THE PAINTED ARROW 
Lenski, Lois OCEAL1'-BORN MARY 
Stone, Eugenia. FREE MBN SHALL STAND 
Judgson, Clara Ingram THEY CAME FROM FRANCE 
Turpin, Edna LITTLING OF GAYWOOD 
Turner,Nancy,Byrd IN THE DAYS OF YOUNG WASHINGTON 
Brill, Ethel C. MADELEI NE TAKES CO~ D 
Skinner, Constance DEBBY BPJillES, TRADER 
Meigs, Cornelia MOUNTED MESSENGER 
Choate, Florence 
and Curtis, Elizabeth THE CRTI"iSON SHAvJL 
Table of Contents - Continued 
Lenski, Lois 
Orton, Helen Fuller 
Best, Herbert 
Allen, Merritt Parmelee 
*Biography 
INDIAN CAPTIVE 
THE GOLD-LACED COAT 
THE LONG PORTAGE 
BLACK RAIN 
I 
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*Sickels, Eleanor. IN CALICO AND CRINOLINE 
Nei-r York, The Viking Press, 1935, 270 pp. 
Time 
--1608-1865 
Story 
Setting_ . 
Various parts of the 
United States 
These are true stories of American women who lived in 
the first two and a half century of our history. Although none 
of these women achieved great renown, most of them helped to 
add to the colorful pages of our history by performing a deed 
of courage and unselfishness. The social and historical back-
ground of the various periods are very interesting and informa-
tive. 
Topics 
Colonial days--Starving time in Jamestown--religious 
persecution in New 1ngland--guarding the Connecticut Charter 
Revolutionary times--personalities and events of the 
war--conditions in various section 
Westward movement--pioneers in Tennessee--Le~ds and 
Clark expedition--Texas revolution and the battle of the Alama--
pioneers to Oregon 
Cotton fields and factories--southern life before and 
during the Civil War--cotton mills of Lowell--the· Underground 
Railroad--a spy in the Civil War--nursing in the Civil war 
Historical Characters 
Anne Hutchinson--Lydia Darragh--Betsy Schuyler Hamil-
ton--Kate Sevier--Sacajawea--Narcissa Whitman--Harriet Tubman--
Belle Boyd--Mary Ann Bickerdyke 
Illustrations 
Black and white pictures 
Question§. 
1. wbat story did you prefer? ~fuy? 
2. What heroine suffered greatly for her beliefs? 
3. "Wb.a t was the Charter Oak? 
II 
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Ha.yes, Marjorie. \?.Ali1PUM AND SIXPENCE. 
Boston, Little, Broym and Company, 1936, 309 pp. 
Time 
--1636 
Story 
Setting 
Connecticut 
This is a story of settling of the town of Hartford, 
Connecticut. The Dawson children become friendly with Indian 
children and share many adventures with them. 
Tonics 
Traveling to the Connecticut River--reasons for leaving 
Boston--building the settlement--arrival of seed and household 
goods on a ship up the river--refuge in 8n Indian camp--the house-
raising--thatching the roof-the Dutch on the Connecticut--using 
a divining rod to locate water-~dishes from clay--Indian village 
wiped out by smallpox--Indian children become wards of white family--
military drill--tithing-man at meeting--the stocks--hiding from 
Indians in a secret place in fireplace--making maple sugar--Newtown 
becomes Hartford--attack on Pequot fort in retribution 
Historical Characters 
Thomas Hooker 
Illustrations 
Questions : 
Twelve black and white drawings 
1. How did the Indian boy and the English boy show their 
friendship for one another? 
2. At this time why were English always superior in 
battle? 
3. What did Indians learn from the English? 
4. ~~at did the English learn from the Indians? 
I 
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Robinson, Gertrude. THE SIGN OF THE GOLDEN FISH. 
Philadelphia, The John C. Winston Company, 1949, 207 pp. 
Time 
--1646 
Story 
Setting 
Coast of Maine 
Chris Tobey escapes from a British fishing schooner off 
the coast of Maine. He is looking for his parents who escaped 
from England during the reign of Cromwell. Chris takes over his 
father's business of smoking and curing fish. His fair dealing 
with the neighboring Indians cause them to be friendly to the 
settlement. 
Topics 
Bound boy on a British fish schooner--escape to Maine 
coast--deserted Popham colony of George Popham and Raleigh Gilbert 
started in 1607--Maine, coast is refuge from Oliver Cromwell and 
Puritan court--smoking and curing fish for Boston markets--Indians 
kidnapped by English as slaves or curiosities--no law in Machi-
gonne (Portland*--selling rum to Indians--Indian village--beaver 
hunt--press gang from Protector's Navy--shipbuilding--punishment 
in the stocks 
Historical Characters 
None 
Illustrations 
Questions 
One map, black and white piatures 
1. Why were the Indians growing resentful of the 
white men? 
2. How did Dicken avoid an Indian raid at the wedding? 
l_ 
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Dix, Beulah Marie. BLITHE MCBRIDE. 
New York, The Macmillan Company, 1926, 258 pp • 
Time 
--1657 
Story 
. Setting 
Massachusetts 
Blithe McBride .becomes an indentured servant to escape 
her enviornment in London. $he is bound out i..'ll .a fine home and 
is very happy. However, she gets into trouble and is accused of 
stealing when she tries to help her friend Gilbert escape from 
his cruel master. She proves her bravery and loyalty when she 
follows baby Kitt when the latter is captured by the Indians. 
Both are l ater released and Blithe receives her freedom. 
Topics 
Transportation of indentured servants to the colonies--
colonial transportation--punishment for offenses--description of 
colonial customs and homes--lack of education of the colonists--
receiving mail--punishment of bonded servants for hitting the 
master and for stealing--captured by Pawtuckets--Indian village 
and Indian life 
Historical Characters 
None 
Illustrations 
Questions 
One color picture 
1. What punishment did a bonded servant receive if 
he struck his master? 
2. Ho:w did Blithe prove her bravery? Her loyalty? 
J. What made Blithe's, Gilbert's, and Kitt 1s return 
to the colony so difficult? 
_, .,r-.. 
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Berry, f:rick. SEVEN BEAVER SKINS. 
Philadelphia, The John c. Winston Company, 1948, 275 pp. 
Time Setting 
Around 1660 New Netherlands 
Story 
Kaspar de Selle , a young fur expert, arrives from Holland. 
He is bound to a patroonship u_~til he can pay his passageway with 
seven beaver skins. He becomes friendly with a trapper in whose 
company he gets acquainted with the forest and meets various Indian 
tribes. He also becomes friendly with a family of farmers. This 
story tells of the conflict of opposing ideas,--profits versus 
colonization, trading versus farming, and beavers versus wheat. 
Topics 
Description of the town--using a falcon to obtain. f ood--
fur trading with Indians--the patroonship--the market place--rivAl-
ry of patroonship and the West India Company--types of transporta-
tion--government of West India Company--Indian sign language--
farming versus trapping--loss of beavers' dams cause of floods--
shell currency--breaking up of patroonship system-making a kiln 
and firing bricks--attemp1B to evade the tax paid to \.fest India 
Company of one skin in twenty 
Historical Characters 
Governor Peter Styvesant 
Illustrations 
Questions 
Many black and white sketches 
1. How did the falcon help her owner many times? 
2. ~y was the river growing more dangerous each 
year? 
3. Why were the sett lers beginning to be dissatisfied 
with patroonship? 
4. Why did some men accuse Kaspar unjustly? 
5. What did Kaspar prove about these men? 
Malvern, Gladys. JONICA'S ISLAND. 
New York, Julian Messner, Incorporated, 1945, 255 pp. 
Time 
-"1660-1664 
Setting 
New Amsterdam 
Story 
Jonica is a bonded servant in a well-to-do Butch family. 
She is suspected of stealing and is sent to another home as puniSh-
ment. When she hears that her beloved mistress is stricken With 
smallpox, she makes a long, dangerous journey back to take care of 
the family. 
Topics 
Colonial methods of punishment--indentured servants--
household chores--Dutch clothing--St. Nikolaas Eve--New Year's 
Day--the Nieuw Amsterdam Kerrnis or fair-Woman's Day--going to 
church--shopping with wampum-importance of "funderal money"-
the wedding ceremony--going to market--slaves in the colony--
funeral customs--Indians on the warpath--Jonica's longtrip 
back to New Amsterdam--friendly Indians--taking care of smallpox 
patients--custom of getting engaged--fear of English 
Historical Che.racter 
Governor Peter Stuyvesant 
Illustrations 
Questions 
Many full page black and white drawings 
1. What events in the story prove that kindness pays? 
2. What do you think was the most exciting pa:rt of the 
story? 
3. Make a list of as many customs as you can think of 
that have changed since Jonica 1s day. 
4. ~"'hat finally happened to the colony of New Amster-
dam? 
Mal vern, Gladys. ERIC'S GIRLS. 
New York, Julian Messner, Incorporated, 1949, 244 pp. 
Time 
~664 
Story 
Setting 
New Amsterdam 
Henrietta and Jane Sparrow persuade their father to leave 
their Connecticut home to settle in a city. They arrive in New 
Amsterdam, a thriving Dutch settlement. Here they make friends 
and are very happy until the English fleet threatens to destroy 
their town. Governor Pieter Stuyvesant is determined not to 
surrender but finally does when a petition bearing ninety-three 
signatures begs him to do so. 
Topics 
Proclamation invites settlers to New Amsterdam--traveling 
by barge dqwn river--night stops at homes alon.g the river--descrip-
·tion of clothes, homes, and food of the Dutch--growing trouble be-
tween the English and Dutch on Long Island--bell tolls: for church, 
for rising, to begin and end work, at death, to summon prisoners 
to trial--nocturnal watchman warns of fires--chimney inspection: 
failure to heed inspector's advice meant imprisonment or public 
whipping--municipal herder _~ollects cows at daybreak--New Nether-
land, property of West India Company--Pieter Stuyvesant governs 
like stern father--death penalty for supplying guns to Indians--
wampum for money--brief history of Stuyvesant--rumor or impend-
ing English fleet--Dutch strengthen fort--English fleet arrive 
and give terms of surrender--Stuyvesant prepares to resist--
petition forces Stuyvesant to surrender 
Historical Characters 
Pieter Stuyvesant 
Illlustrations 
Questions 
Many attractive black and white pictures 
1. "\tlhy were people of New Amsterdam willing to surrender 
without fighting? 
2. What made Governor Stuyvesant change his mind about 
surrendering? 
Gaither, Frances. THE SCARLET COAT. 
New York, The Macmillan Company, 1934, 205 pp. 
Time 
--1666-168'7 
Story 
Setting 
Coast of Texas 
LaSalle tried to find the Mississippi River from the gulf 
coast. On his third attempt he is killed by mutineers in his band. 
A young lad of the band lives with the Indians for a few years. He 
guides the Spanish in this region and frees his sisters, brothers, 
and other white children who had been captured by the Indians when 
they attacked and destroyed Ft. Louis. 
Topics 
Harbor of Santo Domingo--hardships on the Gulf Coast--
building the first fort-life at the fort--buffalo hunting--
LaSalle's first attempt to find the river fail--second attempt 
gains information and horses--travel through the wilderness-
mutiny in the third expedition--LaSalle is killed by one of his 
men--life in an Indian village--Ft. Louis is destroyed by Indians--
The Spanish set up a military fort in Indian country--rescue of 
white children from the Indian village 
Historical Characters 
LaSalle 
Illustrations 
Questions 
Small sketches 
l. For what was LaSalle searching? 
2. How did he die? 
Crownfield, Gertrude. STRONG HEARTS AND BOLD. 
New York, J. B. Lippincott Company, 1938, 307 pp. 
Time 
--1670-1677 
Setting 
Virginia 
Story 
Cicely Northcote lives in the colony of Virginia when 
Governor Berkeley ruled for his own selfish interests. Her father 
joins Nathaniel Bacon's army in their fight to protect themselves 
against Indian attacks. This made them rebels and Governor 
Berkeley took retaliation. In the strl~gle that followed, James 
Town was looted and burned. Finally a Royal Commission investi-
gated and the men were pardoned. Governor Berkeley was ordered 
back to England. 
Topics 
Indenture--luxUries imported--costume of Cavaliers--
massacre and capture by Susquehannocks--description of Nathaniel 
Bacon--travel in Virginia colony--trade and port of James Town--
fortress church--homes and taverns for guests--description of 
Governor Berkeley--Berkeley's laws: trade is restricted, clergy 
extortionate, Navigation Acts, duty paid in intercolonial trade--
Nathaniel Bacon seeks authority to campaign against Indians--
Berkeley unwilling to lose profitable trade with Indians--
refuses to allow intervention--planters indignation forces Bacon 
to organize against Indians--"Rebels 11 are captured and freed--
Old Assembly dissolved for first time in sixteen years and New 
Assembly institutes new laws called Bacon's laws--Plot to kill 
Bacon--burning of James Town--Bacon dies--Home of Governor Berkeley--
the Sabbath--Royal Commissioners pardon all and King repudiates 
Berkeley's course 
Historical Characters 
Nathaniel Bacon, Governor Berkeley 
Illuntrations 
Questions 
Six black and white pictures 
1. 'l'o what unfai r laws did the colonists object? 
2. Why did Governor Berkeley object to fighting the 
Indians? 
3. Do you think Nathaniel Bacon acted wisely? Prove your 
answer. 
Bolton, Ivy. RAEBURN UNAFRAID. 
New York, Longmans, Green and Company, 1942, 213 pp. 
'l'ime 
~680's 
Story 
Setting 
Maine settlements 
The Raeburns were the third generations to live in Maine 
founded by Popham and Gorges. These settlers for the most part came 
for adventure and freedom. Puritan Massachusetts made an effort to 
take over the colonies and inculcate its harsh ideas but failed utterly. 
The Raeburns were caught in the mesh of family intrigue and Puritanical 
laws. Janet, aged seventeen, was tried for a witch and her father was 
about to stand trial for piracy when both were released by their friend, 
the High Sheriff. 
Topics 
Gorges and Popham,. founders of Maine settlements--Maine 
settlers not Puritans--the VENTURE prepares for trip . to \vest Indies--
fear of French and Indian attack--news that the VENTURE is captured 
by pirates--on a ship to search for lost Spanish gold--crew planning 
to mutiny--rescue of· the VENTURE from pirates--preparing supplies 
for winter--making bayberry and tallow candles--Puritan harshness 
inflicted on Maine settlers--captured by Indians--an Abenaki village--
French missionary helps captives--a trapper rescues fugitive children--
Puritan uncle denounces girl as a witch for reasons of 'greed and hatred 
the witch trial--released by the High Sheriff with the powers of the 
King 
Historical Characters 
Cotton Mather 
Illustrations 
Questions 
Black and white pictures 
1. How Here the Maine settlements different from those 
of Massachusetts? 
2 • i-.lhy were witch trials allowed? 
Gaither, Frances. THE PAINTED ARROW. 
New York, The Macmillan Company, 1931, 244 PP• 
Time 
1702 
Story 
Setting 
France, Louisiana 
A French lad, Jacques Duval, signs on with Monsieur d'Iber-
ville as cabin boy to come to Louisiana. \{hen they reach the New 
World, Jacques is sent into the Wilderness to live with the Indians 
in order to learn their language; their ha.bits, and even their 
thoughts. His life with the Indians. has many pleasing and exciting 
experiences. 
Topics 
Preparing for the voyage to the New World--the Spanish fort 
near the mouth of the Mississippi--claiming the land and river for the 
king of' France--greeting the savages with gifts--building the new 
fort--transportation through the wilderness forests--Indian customs: 
harpooning fish--dress of the period--training of boys--medicine man 
of the tribe--feasting--hunting 
Historical Characters 
None 
Illustrations 
Eight black and white 
Questions 
1. What made Jacques change his mind about returning to 
France? 
2. What color was the remarkable deer in the story? 
3. How did Jacques made bullets for his gun? 
4. How did Lit tle Chief die? · 
Lenski, Lois. OCEAN-BORN MUL~Y. 
New York, Frederick A. Stokes Company, 1939, 380 pp. 
~ 
1732 
Story 
Setting 
Portsmouth, New Hampshire 
Ocean-Born Mary came to live in Portsmouth, New Hampshire. 
She met and became acquainted with the pirate who had spared her life 
and everyone else's on the voyage to America when she was born a t sea. 
Mary is friendly and everyone grows t o love her. Her curiosity leads 
her into many strange situations--on land and sea. This book gives 
an accurate picture of life in a New England seaport town fifty years 
before the Revolution and describes the dangers to the West India 
trade caused by piracy. · 
Topics 
Selling farm products and homemade wares at the market--
bartering at the village shop--~~e almshouse-slaves in Portsmouth--
the towncrier--a ship arrives from England--making rope--the Pine 
Tree Law--the Meeting House--punishment at the stocks--taking 
"ventures"--smugglers--learning from a hornbook--salting and dry-
ing fish-- l aunching a ship--Exeter riots-- colonial weaving of woolen 
goods illegal--scarcity of toys--bounty paid on masts for royal navy 
Historical Char acters 
None 
Illustrations 
Questions 
Many black and white sketches 
l. "Why was the pirate so fond of Mary? 
2. What are some of the seeds of rebellion against 
King George shown in this story? 
Stone, Eugenia. J!'REE MEN SHALL STAND. 
New York, Thomas Nelson and Sons, 1944, 264 pp. 
'I'ime 
1734 
Story 
Setting 
New York 
This story tells about the life of New York in the early 
1700's. Peter Zenger is sent to jail for printing articles against 
the tyranny of Governor Cosby of New York. His apprentice, Matt 
Ferris, goes to Philadelphia to enlist the aid of Alexander Hamilton 
in defending Zenger. 
Topics 
Fire fighting method: hand pulled fire engine, bucket 
line, relays of pumpers, volunteer firemen--fire for owner of 
property and chimney viewer--sedan chair--apprentice system--
bonded servants-Assembly serves at "pleasure of governor11--
JOURN~L attacks tyranny of governor--crafts signs--arrival of 
ships with Redemptioners and rree-willers--demands for improve-
ment of prisoners in Jaul--whipping for attacking master--public 
burning of JOURNAL--dress of period--arrest of Zenger--inns of 
period--roads and wagap traveling--Alexander Hamilton defends 
Zenger. 
Historical Characters 
Peter Zenger, Alexander Hamilton, Benjamin Franklin 
Illustrations 
Questions 
Many black and white sketches 
1. \lh.y was it important for Peter Zenger to win his case? 
2. In what ways was he prevented from having a fair trial 
at first? 
Judson, Clara Ingram. THEY C.AHE F'ROM 1<1~ANCE. 
Boston, Houghton Mifflin Company, 1943, 244 pp. 
Time 
1741-1743 
Setting 
New Orleans 
Story 
The Remy family settle down to live temporarily in New 
Orleans. The father goes west to hunt for · gold. Pierre, the eldest 
boy, becomes a metal worker and the mother a seamstress. The family 
have little with which to begin their new life but prosper in the 
new colony because they are hard working people. Pierre's father 
returns penniless from his gold hunt. However, he is given a com-
mission in the King's Guards and the family decide not to return to 
France after all. 
Topics 
Escaping from the pirates in the Gulf--reasons why the 
Remy family left l!'rance for New Orleans--dower chest brides-early 
scenes in New Orleans--early household customs of cooking and 
laundering, etc.,--an auction--the harbor of New Orleans--men go 
west- to :· seek gold--clam shells make lime-education for the girls 
at the Ursuline Convent-making wax from myrtle berries--learning 
trades--breaking down of class consciousness in t he New World 
Historical Characters 
None 
Illustrations 
More than forty historically correct sketches done by 
Lois Lenski whose work is based on research in libraries and old 
houses in New Orleans 
~estions 
1. How did the Jesuits help the new settlers? 
2. What was the great treasure given to Pierre by the 
Indian? 
3. How did Pierre capture the alligator? 
Turpin, Edna. LITTLL~G OF GAYWOOD. 
New York, Random House, 1939, 365 pp. 
~ 
1742 
Story 
Setting 
Williamsburg 
A dying woman is brought to Gaywood with a two-year old 
child. She dies without being able to reveal the child's identity. 
Littling grows up loved by everyone for her sweet disposition and 
king heart. It is finally discovered that her father is Mr. Robert-
son who was in England when the Indians wiped out the village where 
he had left his family. 
Topics 
Arrival of -trader--tobacco notes used for payment--mourn-
ning customs--colonial transportation--clothes of colonials--methods 
of caring for sick--education for girls of plantation--dyeing cloth 
with roots---and berries-the pillory--the church--clothes from England--
sports at the Fair--recreation at the Capital--dislike of English 
laws restricting colonial trade and manufactures--fear of Indian 
raids-refuge with friendly Catawbas--tracking through the forests 
Historical Characters 
None 
Referred to: Major George Washington, Governor Dinwiddie 
Illustrations 
Questions 
Several black and white sketches 
1. How did' Mr. Robertson finally find the proof that 
Littling was his child? 
Where was the locket found? 
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Turner, Nancy Byrd. IN THE DAYS O:F' YOUNG WASHINGTON. 
Boston, Houghton Mi££lin Company, 1931, 241 pp. 
Time 
1745 
Stort 
Setting 
Virginia 
Judith and Richard Archer are sent to a relative's house in 
Fredericksburg while their parents return to England on business. Here 
they live in the country and learn to enjoy many country sports, es-
pecially riding. They become friends with young George "ltTashington· and 
stay at Mt. Vernon overnight. Richard is especially pleased to care for 
George's horse, Starface, while George is away. 
Topics 
Postrider at the tavern--receiver of mail pays postage--re-
lations between whites and negro servants--mantua maker outfits the 
ladies with clothes--costumes of the period--traveling by coach--poor 
roads-ferrying the carriage and horses--education by tutor--ships 
on the & .ppahannock--gristmill--staying overnight at Mt. Vernon--
Lawrence i>Tashington's plan to send young George into His Majesty's 
Navy--the Fair · 
Historical Characters 
George Washington (boy) - Lord Fairfax, Lawrence Washington 
Illustrations 
Questions 
One colored; six black and ~>rhi te 
1. What bet did Judith and the postrider have? 
2. What impressed Judith and Richard about Mt. Vernon? 
3. What did the people oi" Fredericksburg say about 
young George? 
4. What were Lawrence Washington 1 s plans for his yormg 
half-brother? 
8nston Univ~c>fty 
School of Educ:at.ioo 
Ubrar 
Brill, Ethel C. MADELEINE TAKES COMMAND. 
New York, Whittlesey House, 1946, 202 pp. 
Time 
--1692 
Stor::v 
Setting 
Vercheres, near Montreal 
This is the story of a real heroine in the history of 
New Fra.TJ.ce. Ivladeleine de Verchere, in the absence of' her parents, 
held the fort of Verchere for a week against raiding Iroquois. 
Helped by her two younge3~ brothers, an old servant, the settler 
F'ontaine, and two none-to,o-brave militiamen, she kept the Indians 
from attacking by her resourcefulness and courage. 
Topics 
Military seigneury--danger from Iroquois--dress of period--
St. Lawrence, highway of travel--transportation by canoe--class 
consciousness--guarding habitants in fields while they worked--
Indian alliances--King YJilliam' s War ]:rings l<'rontenac back to 
New France as governor--Indian fur-trade resumed--Iroquois attack 
fort--M8.deleine takes command--the seven-day siege of Vercheres--
defense by one girl, two boys, an old servant, a settler 
Historical Characters 
Madeleine de Vercheres 
Illustrations 
-Questions 
Black and white sketches 
1. Why was the fort in great danger of being immediately 
captured by Indians? 
2. How did Madeleine prove her courage? Her resourceful-
ness? Her Initiative? Her 1eadership? 
Skinner, Constance Lindsay. DEBBY BARNES, TRADER. 
New York, The Macmillan Company, 1932, 244 pp. 
~ Setting 
about 1750 Western Pennsylvania 
Story 
Debby's ramily is scattered by an Indian attack in the 
wilderness. She meets the Boone family and ·becomes a hunting partner 
of Daniel Boone. Later she chooses to live in the wilderness rather 
than return to her mother's aristocratic family in Virginia. 
Topics 
Danger from Indians cheated by white traders--Hunting 
woodcraft--transportation in the ~~lderness-beliefs of Quakers--
trapping furs in Philadelphia--meetL~g young George Washington 
and Benjamin f ranklin 
Historical Characters 
Daniel Boone; George Washington, lad of sixteen; 
Benjamin Franklin 
Illustrations 
Questions 
One colored picture; rew small sketches 
1. What dangers came from illegal trading? 
2. What was the chief difference between the characters 
of Rose and Debby? lfuich did you admire most and why? 
3. At 1-lha t stage of George Washington 1 s career doe we meet 
him in this book? 
Meigs, Cornelia. MOUNTED MESSENGER. 
New York, The Macmillan Company, 1943, 189 pp. 
Time 
1755 
Story 
Setting 
Eastern Pennsylvania 
Tom Wetherall of Philadelphia becomes a poathoy. and delivers 
the King's mail to Boston and to western Pennsylvania. Benjamin Franklin 
relies on him to deliver important messages to men who later become our 
Revolutionary leaders. He has many adventures since much of his journey 
lies through wilderness country. Hi·s sister, Prudence, and Gertrude 
Penrose of Boston help Franklin and General Washington by writing many 
important letters for the two men. 
Topics 
Sending the King's mail by postriders over all the post roads--
ferrying horse and wagons--dangers of post riding--delivering the mail 
to innkeeper--Benjamin FranklL~ sends a message to Mr. John Adams--
news of war between Fr~ce and England--Boston prepares for an attack 
by French fleet--Pennsylvania farmers f urnish horses and wagons to 
carry General Braddock's supplies--post-journey to western Pennsylvania--
traveling from Philadelphia to Winchester--writing letters for General 
Washington--news of Braddock's defeat 
Historical Characters 
Benjamin Franklin, John Adams, General Washington, 
General Braddock 
Illustrations 
Questions 
None 
1. Why did Tom enjoy being a postboy? 
2.. Why was his work important? 
3. Wbat great help did Tom bring to General Washington's 
army? 
Choate, Florence and Curtis, Elizabeth. THE CRIMSON SHAI>1L. 
New York, Frederick .A. Stokes Company, Incorporated, 1941, 211 pp. 
'l' . ~ Setting 
About 1755 Ipswich, Massachusetts 
Story 
lbe Landrey family are forced out of Acadia and sent to Ips1dch. 
'lbe children are bound out to the villagers. Mary goes to live with the 
Cogswells, a well-to-do family, and she is gradually accepted as one of 
the family! She shows her loyalty to Ipswich by revealing the fact that 
the "Defiance" financed by the .villagers is . to be destroyed by French 
privateers. After the fall of Quebec the family decide that .America is 
their home and refuse a chance to return to France. 
Topics 
Acadian children are "bound out"--shipbuilding at Ipswich--
transportation of the period--colonial schools--lncidents of fight-
ing at Crown Point, Ft. William Henry, and other battles reported-
a quilting part-y--men and boys of the village join the expedition 
against Quebec--massacre at li'ort Edward stirs villagers against 
family-French spies plan to sink the 11Defiancen--report of the 
fall of Quebec from one of :the soldiers 
Historical Characters 
None direct. 
Referred to: Montcalm, Wolfe, Lord Jeffery Amherst 
Illustrations 
Questions 
Eight black end white drawings 
1. How did Mary and Susan become friends? 
2. How did Mary show her loyalty to the Gogswells? 
3. 'Why do you think the Landreys decided to stay in 
Ipswich? 
4. Do you think the story is well named? Explain. 
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Len ski, Lois. INDIAN CAPTIVE 
New Yor~, The Frederick A. Stokes Company, 1941, 269 pp. 
Time 
--1758-1760 
Story 
Setting 
Genesee River Valley, New York; 
also along the Ohio River 
This is the story of a girl of twelve, Nary Jemison, "'"hose 
entire family is captured and killed by the Indians. Because they 
like her. long. yellow hair, Mary's life is spared. She is adopted 
by a Seneca tribe and gradually grows to understand their customs. 
After two years she decides to remain with the Indians rather than 
to return to a white settlement. This is a true account with cer-
tain liberties taken to adapt it to fictional use for modern young 
people. 
Topics 
Colonial chores--description of cabin-~capture by Indians 
and French--forced march into the wilderness--two children are 
separated from their families and taken to Ft. Duquesne--adopted 
by a Seneca tribe--Indian village--description of long house--
Indian customs--trading skins for wares--Ft. Duquesne is captured 
by the English--running the guantlet--Molly hears her family is 
·dead and decides to remain with the Indians 
Historical Characters 
None 
Illustrations 
Questions 
Many excellent black and white sketches 
1. Did you expect the story to end as it did? Explain 
your answer. 
2. i·Jhat customs of the Indians interested you most? 
Orton, Helen Fuller. THE GOLD-LACED COAT. 
New York, Frederick A. Stokes Company, 1934, 226 PP• 
Time 
1758-1759 
Setting 
Fort Niagara 
Story 
. 
Philippe de Croix arrives from France to live with his 
father who is a captain at F'ort Niagara during the French and 
Indian i·lar. His father is killed soon after his arrival by 
enemy Indians. His most treasured possession is his father's 
gold-laced coat, but he gladly gives it to an Indian to free 
a young English girl captive. 
Topics 
Supplies are brought from Montreal to Fort Niagara 
by voyageurs in canoes--French and English aims in North America--
description of Fort Niagara--portage around rapids in Niagara 
River--Indians trade furs at post for various articles-~mention 
to French forts in Great Lakes region--five tribes of the Iroquois 
Indians--the Five Nations--French purchase of English prisoners 
from Indians--siege of Fort Niagara~-surrender to English 
Historical Characters 
None 
Illustrations 
Questions 
Many sketches and two maps 
1. Why did the French want to hold Fort Niagara? 
2. Who belonged to the Five Nations? 
3. Which one of three things might happen to 
Indian captives? 
4. Describe the method of portage around the Falls? 
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Best, Herbert. THE LONG PORTAGE. 
New York, The Viking Press, 1948, 250 pp. 
~ Setting 
About 1760 Upper New York 
Story 
Phil Dearborn has been on his own in New York for five 
years. He melees his way to F'ort Edward and falls in with the 
Rangers and Regulars. He is assigned by General Howe to watch a 
captain whom they suspect will betray their preparations to 
attack Fort Ticonderoga to ~he French. He succeeds in prevent-
ing the information from reaching the French and t~~es part in 
the British attack on Fort Ticonderoga. 
Topics 
Transporting goods upriver to troops--The Long Portage, 
fourteen miles of undefended road between Fort Edward and Fort 
William Henry--tactics of Rogers Rangers--preparations to raid 
Ticonderoga--French victory and retreat of British and Rangers 
Historical Characters 
General George Howe, ·Haj or Rogers 
Illustrations 
Small sketches 
Questions 
1. How did Phil come to New York? 
2. ifuat tells us he was a keen-witted boy? 
3. What was his great ambition? 
4. What was the Long Portage? 
Allen, Merritt Parmelee. BLACK RAIN. 
New York, Longmans, Green, and Company, 1939, 189 pp. 
Story 
Setting 
Detroit 
Jack Gladwyn lives at Fort Detroit where his brother 
is commandant. Pontiac, the great Indian chief, is inciting 
four I~dian tribes to wiping out the hnglish in that section. 
They attack and besiege the fort. Jack has many exciting ad- . 
ventures in various encourters with the Indians. 
Topics 
Indian hatred of British--fort at Detroit--"habitants 11 
and "voyageurs 11-importance of holding Fort Detroit--Pontiac's 
conspiracy--French incite Indians to attack English by promises 
of supplies and .solders--11habitants 11 on English side and furnish 
besieged fort with food--news of Treaty of Paris 
Historical Characters 
Pontiac 
Illustrati ons 
Questions 
Ma~y black and white · sketches 
1. What was Pontiac's great ambition? 
2. How did French encourage him? 
3. 'Why did Indians favor the French and hate t he 
English? 
4. Why did the French habitants help the English? 
UnitTbree 
THE STRUGGLE FOR INDEPENDENCE 
(1770-1763) 
"We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men 
are created equal, that they are endowed by their 0reator with 
certain unalienable rights, that among these are life, liberty, 
and the pursuit of happiness. Thatw secure these rights, 
Governments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers 
from the consent of the governed •••• 
"We, therefore, in General Congress assembled ••• do~ 
declare that these United Colonies are, and of right out to be, 
free and independent States; • • • • And, for the support of 
this Declaration ••• we mutually pledge our Lives, our Fortunes, 
and our Sacred Honor." The Declaration of Independence. 
• • 
No part of the history of the United States touches the 
hearts of true Americans more deeply than does the struggle to gain 
independence. It is a good thing for us to remember the struggle, 
fought against terrific odds by our ancestors, for it is their 
struggle that has given us the rights of individual liberty and 
the privilege s of self-government. a better understanding of 
the fight for independence shall make us better citizens who will 
be willing to r epeat their sacrifices whenever it becomes necessary 
to preserve their sacred heritage. 
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*Daugherty, James. POOR RICHARD. 
New York, The Viking Press, 1941, 159 pp. 
Time 
~706-1790 
Setting 
The colonies, London, Paris 
Story 
This is an excellent account or the lif'e of Benjamin 
Franklin written in a very understandable and interesting style. 
Topics 
Childhood in Boston--apprenticed as printer--avid 
reader--,-rrote anonymously as Silence Degood for the "New England 
Courant"--ra.n away to Philadelphia--colonial trave.l--a printer 
in Philadelphia and London--Ben's paper, 11 The Pennsylvania 
Qazette"--the almanac, "Poor Richard"--belonging to the Junto--
organizer: first free lending library, volunteer fire depart-
ment, police force, the Academy of Pennsylvania, the American 
Philosophical Society, a hospital--fame as an electrical wizard--
Post-Master General of the Colonies--participated in peace talks 
with Indians and in Indian campaigns--colonial agent in London--
prolific writer-.:..signed the Declaration of Independence--peti-
tioner for help from France--American Peace Commissioner--Presi-
dent of Pennsylvania--member of the Constitutional Convention--
president of the first abolition society--"Autobiography" 
Historical Characters 
Benjamin Franklin 
Referred to: many colonial leaders 
Illustrations 
Questions 
Many lithographs in two colors 
1. vlhich of all Benjamin Franklin's services during his 
lifetime do you think was of the greatest value to 
his country? Explain your answer. 
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Forbes, Esther. JOHNNY TREMAIN. 
Boston, Houghton Mifflin Company, 1943, 256 pp. 
Time 
1773-1775 
Setting 
Boston 
Story 
Johnny Tremain is a fifteen year old apprentice to a 
silversmith in Boston. When his hand gets badly burned, no one 
will hire him. He finally becomes a rider to deliver the BOSTON 
OBSERVER. He soon becomes acquainted with many of the Revolu-
tionary leaders and does useful work for them in the months pre-
ceding the battles at Lexington and Concord. There is an excellent 
description of life in Boston in this period. 
Topics 
System of apprenticeship--signs indicative of crafts of 
the time--BOSTON OBS~RVER--description of market day at the Dock 
Square--description of tavern kitchen--the Wharfs of Boston--
towncrier--countinghouse--Sons of Liberty--the courts--rider 
for the BOSTON OBSERVER--express riding for Boston Committee of 
Correspondence--Tea Tax--introducing Revolutionary leaders--town 
is faced with bankruptcy--militia drill secretly--British troops 
in Boston--Sam Adams, agitator--James Otis, visionary--prepara-
tions for attack on Lexington and Concord--patriots alerted--
Paul Revere's plan--battle of Lexington and Concord 
Historical Characters 
John Hancock, Joseph \.Jarren, Paul Revere, Sam Adams, 
Willi~~ Dawes, General Gage 
Illustrations 
Questions 
One map in color, one colored picture 
1. \~at is meant by the closing phrase, 'A man can 
stand up'? 
2. What Revolutionary leader was sho-wn as a man of 
great intellectual ability? Which was an agitator? 
*Rogers, Frances and Alice Beard. PAUL REVERE, PATRIOT ON HORSEBACK. 
New York, Frederick A. Stokes Company, 1943, 211 pp. 
Time 
1743-1790 
Setting 
Boston 
Story 
This is an interestingly told story of Paul Rever • 
The social and historical background of the times is told in a 
clear and vivid style. This book would make a valuable supple-
ment to the briefer extracts found in textbooks. The biographi-
cal subject is treated in a sensible manner and not unduly eulo-
gized. 
Topics 
Huguenot and English ancestry--apprenticed to his father 
as goldsmith--mob challenge royal government over· ·the kidnapping 
of Boston men by the British navy--soldiering during the French 
and Indian War--enforcement of old navigation laws begin trouble 
in Boston--smallpox and inocculation--meetings with colonial 
patriots--Sons of Liberty unite to resist Stamp Act--royal troops 
arrive in Boston to quell riots over taxes--Paul Revere branches 
out into dental work--becomes cartoonist--Boston Ma.ssacre.-:-Boston 
Tea Party--rider for Committees of Correspondence--port of Boston 
is closed--rides to warn Lexington and Concord--becomes a colonel 
in continental army--becomes foundry-owner 
Historical Characters 
Paul Revere; many colonial leaders referred to. 
Illustrations .. 
Questions 
Many black and white sketches 
List as many services of Paul Revere to his country 
as you can r emember. Star the ones you think especially 
important. 
Orton, Helen Fuller. HOOF-BEATS OF FREEDOM. 
New York, F'rederick A. Stokes Company, ·1936, 233 pp. 
Time 
1775-1776 
Story 
S~tting 
Newtown, near New York City 
Roger Sherman lives in Newtown, a short distance from 
New York City. His family are ardent patriots. Rogers does many 
things to help the patriot cause. He helps to evacuate Washington's 
army from Long Island to New York City •. Later he becomes a dispatch 
rider for the Continental Army. 
Topics 
Taking produce to New York City by periauger--Tory 
versus Patriot sentiment in the region--the water peddler--lamp 
lighting--paying Quit Rent to King's Collector--reading of the 
Declaration of Independence in the village--evacuation of Washing-
ton's troops from Long Island to New York--Redcoats and Hessians 
in Newtown-red ribbon denotes Tory--price on heads of certain 
patriots--dispatch riding 
Historical Characters 
Illustrations 
Questions 
Generals Washington, Howe, Clinton, Lord Cornwallis, 
Nathan Hale 
Several black and white drawings 
1. In how many ways did Roger help the cause 
of freedom? 
2. How did the colonists feel toward the war? 
Updegraff, Florence M. COAT l<'OR A SOLDIER. 
New York, Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1941, 294 pp. 
Time 
.1775-1776 . 
Story 
Setting 
· Village near Boston 
Deborah lives in a village near Boston. She learns to 
do all the chores customary to a· young girl of colonial days. The 
times are troubled and Deborah and her brother rescue Paul Revere, 
dispatch-rider for the colonies,. who i s being pursued by Tories. 
Deborah helps the patriot cause in many ways and finally gives up 
her precious weaving to make a coat for a soldier. 
Topics 
. Shearing sheep--war talk--spbL~g and weaving~-descrip­
tion of colonial kitchen--closing of port of Boston--Sons of Liberty 
medal--a fulling mill--search for saltpeter to make gunpowder--
secret powder mill--molding bullets--military drill--women make 
Liberty Fl ag for Minute Men of the village--colonial chores; making 
maple syrup and sugar, soap-making, candle making, "whangs" of 
housecleaning bees--British attack Concord--Minute Men leave for 
war--Tories are tarred and feathered--Continental Army is formed--
George Washington takes command of troops--making coats for soldiers 
Historical Characters 
Paul Revere· 
Referred to: many Revolutionary leaders 
Illustrations 
Many black and white drawings 
Questions 
1. what chores did colonial children need to do? 
2. Is _.this book well named? Explain your answer •. 
Hayes; Marjorie. THE YOUNG PATRIOTS. 
Philadelphia, J. B. Lippincott Company, 1941, 287 pp. 
Time 
~774-1776 
Setting 
Block Island, off Rhode Island 
coast 
Story 
Patience Barstow is the niece of a Tory on his way to 
England when the pirates attack the ship and kidnap her. She es-
capes from the ship with her negro slave and rows to a nearby is-
land. She lives with the Terry family and has many further adventures 
with the pirates and the British. 
Topics 
A Tory family returns to England--captured by pirates--
escape to Black Island and refuge in a cave--community shearing 
of sheep--town crier--sending of mail by post rider--"minutemen" 
prepare for war-colonial recreation--colonial school--slaves 
declared free in Rhode Island--British sloops patrol the Sound--
sending food to Washington's army--masquerading as a .Tory--travel-
ing by coach--Pine Tree flags 
Historical Characters 
General Washington, General ~athanel Greene 
Illustrations 
.tviany black and white drawings 
Questions 
1. Which adventure of Patty's did you enjoy most? 
2. How did Patty outwit the pirates? 
3. What finally happened to the buried gold? 
4. Why were the islanders forbidden to leave the island? 
Allen, Merritt Parmelee. TI1E GREEN COCKADE. 
New York, Longmans, Green and Company, 1942, 199 pp. 
Time 
1774-1777 
Setting 
Present-day Vermont 
Story 
The New Hampshire men under Ethan Allen and settlers from 
New York are bitter enemies over disputes of land grants. Hal Stone-
bridge's father is murdered and his home burned as a result of these 
disagreements. Hal becomes a Green Mountain Boy and fights in the 
battles of Ticonderoga and later against the British under Burgoyne. 
Topics 
Green Mountain Boys form to protect land 'grants of Governor 
Bennine Wentworth of New Hampshire against claims of New York governor--
feuds between Yorkers and Grants men--rising feeling against King 
George and British--traveling afoot over blazed trails to nearest town--
building a cabin with few tools--settlers join to capture Ft. Ticon-
deroga--Arnold and Allen both to command--Allen's capture and humilia-
tion in E:ngland--compa.rison of fighting methods of British and Americans--
scalpmoney--families split as they take sides--Burgoyne's surrender 
Historical Characters 
Ethan Allen, Benedict Arnold, Daniel Morgan 
Illustrations 
Questions 
Small sketches 
1. What was the trouble between the Green Mountain Boys 
and the Yorkers? 
2. How did the British fight? 
J. Why did Walter Gort and his father feel dif ferently 
about the war? 
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*Parry, Edwin S. BETSY ROSS, QUAKER REBEL. 
Philadelphia, The John C. ~!inston Company, 1932, 242 pp. 
Time 
--r752-1836 
Setting 
Philadelphia 
Story 
This story is a good account of the social and political 
histo~r of Philadelphia at the time Betsy Ross lived. The author 
has attempted to show how various events in history influenced 
Betsy Ross's life. The story is well documented and makes a 
valuable supplement to a history text. 
Topics 
Colonial ancestry--(~uaker schools--colonial .transportation 
colonial punishments--skills .taught women..,--dress of women--colonial 
recreation--Meeting House, Community center-- friction between 
~'UB.kers and Episcopalians--disormment by Society of Friends and 
family f or marriage outside the faith-- political unrest ·of 1773--
Philadelphia of 1773--Tories vs. patriots vs. Quakers--description 
of colonial flags--need f or national flag to cement fighting groups--
~Tashington commissions Betsy to JP.ake flag--Congress 'adopts flag 
on J1xne 14, 1777--British invade Philadelphia--supplies smuggled 
through Brit ish lines to army 
Historical Characters 
General George Washington 
Referred to: many Revolutionary figures 
Illustrations 
Hany in color; black and white draldngs also 
Questions 
1. wnat were some of the Quaker beliefs? 
2 . What flags were used before the Stars and Stripes? 
3. ~llio visited Betsy Ross concerning the flag? 
What point was the object of their discussions? 
*Brown, Marion Marsh. YOUNG NATHAl~. 
Philadelphia, The Westminster Press, 1949, 191 pp. 
Time 
1772-1777 
Story 
Setting 
Connecticut, Boston, New York 
Nathan Hale gr aduates from Yale an.d becomes a teacher. The 
Revolution breaks out and he becomes one of the leaders of the 
patriots in his district. As a captain in Washington's army, he 
volunteers to go i nto enemy terri tory to ge-t much needed inf orma-
tion. A jealous Tory cousin inf orms on him and he is executed as 
a spy. 
Topics 
Home enviornment--college life--work as a schoolmaster--
influence of the times--recruiting for lvashington 's army--captain 
at siege of Boston--battle of New York--volunteer to secure informa-
tion within enemy lines--betryaed by a Tory relative--trail, im-
prisonment--and death 
Historical Characters 
Nathan Hale, General Goerge Washington, Benedict Arnold, 
apothecary 
Illustrations 
Many black and white sketches 
Questions 
1. Why were there no volunteers to do spy work .for 
Washington? 
2. Who betrayed Nathan Hale? 
3. ~~y was he condemned to die as a spy? 
4. What were his famous l ast words? 
Patterson, Emma L. MIDNIGHT PATRIOT. 
New York, Longmans, Green and Company, 1949, 304 pp. 
Time 
--1776-1778 
Setting · 
Peekskill, New York 
Stan .. 
Philip Van Darn, in the guise of a Tory, i s actually a 
spy to inform the patriots of the Tories' identities and plans. 
He also undertakes to spy for the Tories. He suffers- much 
humiliation and self-contemp since no one in his family nor his 
friends know of his services. However, he does valuable work 
including the saving of General Washington from capture. 
Topics 
Divided loyalty in the war--Orga.inizations of Patriots: 
Committee of Safety and Minute Men--Tory hunt--Peekskill becomes 
an army post --Loyalists form Loyal American Regiment--lack of supreme 
authority to coordinate defense and offense-British victory at 
Peekskill-~BurgoJme's surrender at Saratoga 
Historical Characters 
Generals George Washington, Israel Putn~l, George Clinton, 
Major Aaron Burr, John Jay 
Illustrations 
One 
Questions 
1. Why was Philip Van Porn's role in the Revolution a very 
difficult one? 
2. '\-Jhat . y a a the Keystone .fllan? 
3. 'VJhy did · Stroup turn traitor? 
Singmaster, El sie. Rli"LES FOR WASHINGTON. 
Bos ton, Houghton, Hifflin Company, 1938, 321 pp. 
Time 
1775-1781 
Stor:v 
Setting 
Western York County, Pennsyl-
vania; Boston and New York 
Davie McKail, a sixteen year old lad, and his uncle join 
the Pennsylvania rif lemen to fight with 1.Je.shington. 'l'his is an 
account of the hardships and sufferings borne by the men who 
fought in the Revolution. The varying loyalties and beliefs of 
the colonials are illustrated by many incidents. 
Topics 
Dress of the period--selecting soldiers for Washington's 
army by marksmanship pro\-ress--the militian and riflemen assemble 
at York--customs and beliefs of the Dunkers--experiences on the 
march to Boston--meeting with Washington--punishing a British 
sympathiser--the Virginians with "Liberty or Death" sewed on 
their breast--the Declaration of I ndependence is proclaimed--
Moravians of Pennsylvania. march to reenforce 1-lashington--Hessians, 
forced to come to America to fight, grumble and ·desert--hanging of 
Nathan Hale--soldiers, ill and tired, desert Washington's army 
in droves--wounded and sick are carried home in carts--accounts 
of various engagements of the war. 
Historical Characters 
General George Washington, Israel Putnam, Lafayette, 
Hamilton, Molly Pitcher 
Illustrations 
One color plate; several black and white sketches 
Questions 
Compare in as many ways as you can the smiliarities and 
the differences between the armies of the Revolution and 
the armies today. 
*Lender, Charles Franklin. DOV..'N THE OHIO lHTH CLARK. 
New York, Thomas Y. Crm-1ell Company, 1937, 278 pp. 
Time 
1777 
Story 
Setting 
Virginia and Kentucky 
Colonel George P~gers Clark recruits men to form an army 
to clear the British out of the Ohio Valley. His army is small 
and poorly equipped, but it manages to win the vlest despite 
terrific hardships. 
Topics 
Difficulties in recuiting men for Clark's army--British 
at Detroit--travel on the Ohio River--simple remedies for colds 
and rattlesnake bites--settling in Kentucky--Indian treatment 
of prisoners--uses of the buffalo--Clark's plan to drive the 
British out of the Ohio Valley by capturing Kaskaskia and Vincennes--
Capture of Kaskaskia--Clark makes French and Indian allies--diffi-
cult march to Vincennes--reneg~des distribute counterfeit money 
to discredit patriots 
Historical Characters 
Colonel George Rogers Clark 
Illustrations 
Black and white sketches 
Questions 
1. w'ho were the "Long Knives"? 
2. What were the hardships on the march to Vincennes? 
3. Why was Clark a real leader of men? 
Skinner, Constance Lindsay. BECKY LANDERS, FRONTIER WARRIOR. 
~ New York, The Macmillan Company, 1926, 234 pp. 
Time 
1777 
Story 
Setting 
Kentucky 
Becky Landers, a girl of fifteen, is head of her family 
since her father is dead and her bl:'other captured by · Indians. 
She saves an'. · enemy's life emd he repays her by telling her where 
her brother is held captive. After the siege of Boonesborough 
she accompanies Clark's men to Vincennes to find her brother. 
Topics 
Clothing offrontie:r---Indian ambush--George Rogers Clark's 
plan to capture Kaskaskia and Vincennes--a pioneer home--gunpowder 
forced from the Virginia governor is distributed to forts in 
Kentucky--Daniel Boone allows himself to be captured by Indians 
to save Boonesborough--collecting the catch in fur traps--prize 
of $20 per scalp paid by French governor to Indians--frontiel:' 
school attended by adults and children--spring "pow-pow" for 
summer war. campaign--Maybr.ook settlement takes refuge in Boones-
borough--description of fort--a 11 r aisin11 --Bones escapes and 
returns to fort--account of Boone's visit to Detroit and his 
adoption by Black Fish--all Kentucky settlers in F;orts Boones-
borough and Harrodsburg--capture of three white girls by Indians--
lives saved because of Indian superstition~-siege of Boonesborough--
women foil Indians by going to creek for needed water--Clark's 
terrible march to Vincennes 
Historical Characters 
Captain George Rogers Clark, Daniel Boone 
Illustrations 
One in color 
Qu.estions 
1. 'Why did t.J.r·e- Frenchman change in his treatment of 
pioneers? 
2. vfuy did the Indians want to adopt Boone? 
*Ellsberg, Edward. 11 I HAVE JUbT BEGUN TO FIGHT." 
New York, Dodd, Mead and Company, 1942, 269 pp. 
'l'ime 
1773-1781 
Story 
Setting 
Nantucket, France, the high 
seas 
John Paul Jones, ex-slaver, ex-privateer, a fugitive from 
the British navy is made a lieutenant in the new Navy. He has 
many adventurous trips, fighting British warships and harassing 
British coastal towns. The battle between the BON HOMME RICHARD 
and the SERAPIS win him fame and acclaim at home and abroa.d. 
Topics 
wnaling--slaughter of crew by whale--mutiny on Captain 
Paul's ship--Captain Paul becomes fugitive and changes his name 
to Captain Jones--becomes mate on Spanish privateer--aboard a 
slaver for Virginia--meeting l eading Virginians"--news of Boston 
Tea Party and Concord--Paul Jones receives a lieutenancy in 
new Navy--success in harassing enemy ships and fisheries on 
Nova ::!cotian coast--bearer of dispatches to Benjamin Franklin 
in France--RANGER takes captured :tnglish DRAKE to F'rench port--
Jones outfits a squadron in France and half rapidly desert of.f · 
coast of England--battle of BON HOMME RICHJLRD and SERAPIS--
11 I HAVE JUST BEGUN TO FIGHT. 11 
Historical Characters 
Captain John Paul Jones, Benjamin Franklin 
Illustra ti. ons 
Three color, many black and white drawings, sketches of 
battles 
questions 
1. Wby was it difficult for Captain Jones to get ships 
to command? 
2. How did he show his ability to command? 
Allen, Merritt Parmelee. BATTLE LANTERNS. 
New York, Longmans, Green and Company, 1949, 279 pp. 
Time 
-"1776-1782 
Setting 
South Carolina, i-iest Indies 
Story 
Bill Barlow comes to Charles Town to seek the aJd of his 
father's friend to find gold his father had buried. He helps save 
the city of Charles Town when the British navy attack. Then he is 
kidnapped and taken to one of the West Indies islands where he is 
sold as a prisoner of war. After three years he manages to escape 
and returns to South CaiOlina to fight with Marion's men. 
Topics 
Survivors from ship blasted by British land in Charles To~m-­
building of fortification--British shell the town--friction between 
South Carolina Militia and political appointees or· Continental Army--
fort rechristened Fort Moultrie--decisive victory at Charles Town 
for patriots--Tories are restricted--street lighting--kidnapped by 
pirate--negroes lured from masters with promises of freedom sold in 
West Indies--Bill sold as prisoner of war--works on plantation for 
three years and witnesses much cruelty--escape and return to Charles 
Town--retreat with Marion and the militia into the swamps--skirmishes 
with British--ragged uniforms--joining DeKalb--Tory resi~tance 
Historical Characters 
General F'rancis Marion, Colonel Houl trie, General de Kalb, 
General Gates 
Illustrations 
A few small sketches 
Questions 
1. Why did the militiamen despise the generals of tbe 
army? 
2. Why was General Marion called "The Swamp :F'ox"? 
3. ~~omelse beside the British did the militia have to 
fight? 
*Fast, Howard. HAYM SALOHON, SON OF LIBERTY. 
New York, Julian Messner, Incorporated, 1941, 243 pp. 
Time 
----"1776-1785 
Setting 
New York, Philadelphia 
Story 
Haym Salomon, a young Polish Jew, found a refuge in P~erica. 
It beqame his burning ambition to help his new country free herself 
from her yoke and become a place Where all persecuted might live in 
freedom and security. Despite the prejudices and insults of many 
because of his Jewish faith, he devoted himself whole-heartedly to 
raising funds for the Continental Army and in stabilizing the new 
paper money. He is one of the little known heroes of America's fight 
for freedom. 
Topics 
As interpreter to Hessians, induces many to desert--arrested 
by British for treason--condition of jails--military court-martial--
escapes 'tleath sentence by escaping from jail--description of New 
York of 177-~~condition of Washington's army--earned money on his 
way to Philadelphia by writing letters at inns--colonial trans-
portation--commercial Philadelphia--importance of coffee house--
a broker--one-sided support of fight for freedom--continental paper 
money almost worthless-gives money to feed and clothe army--Robert 
Morris puts aside his dislike of Jews and agrees to cooperate with 
Haym Salomon 
Historical Characters 
Haym Salomon-James Madison, Robert Morris 
Illustrations 
Many black and white sketches 
Questions 
1. What made Haym decide to go to Philadelphia? 
2. How did he earn money on his way to Philadelphia? 
3. Why did Robert Morris refuse to see him for so long? 
4. In what two ways did Haym help in furnishing money 
during the Revolution? 
Crownfield, Gertrude. FREEDOM 1 S DAUGHTER. 
New York, E. P. Dutton and Company, Inforporated, 1930, 307 pp. 
Time 
1777-1779 
Setting 
Philadelphia 
Story 
Reba Stanhope is a Free or Fighting Quakeress ~ho believes 
strongly in the cause for freedom. She tried to help in all possible 
w~ys. She helps a friend escape from a British jail and intercepts 
a message which greatly helps Washington's army. This story tells 
many of the adventures she experiences during the winter the British 
spent in Philadelphia. 
Topics 
Shopping in the market--Friend Bartram's botannical garden--
Quaker sentiment of non-resistance and peace--Free or Fighting 
Quakers--disowned in open meeting for views about war--Tories and 
Quakers are persecuted and brought before the Council of Safety--
profit3 from the West Indies Trade--entrance of British into Phila-
delphia--Battle of Germantown--British and Tories spend a gay 
winter while the Continental Army suffers at Valley Forge 
Historical Characters 
General George Washington, Lord Cornwallis, General 
Lafayette, Major Andre 
Illustrations 
Black and white dra~ngs 
Questions 
1. Why was life difficult for the patriots during the 
winter mentioned in this story? 
2. Contrast the life of the British troops in 
Philadelphia with the soldiers of Washington's army 
at Valley Forge? · 
3. What part did the silver bullet play in the st'ory? 
The costume of the Quakeress? 
Corrila.ck, Iv1aribelle and William P. Alexander. LAND l''OR MY SONS. 
New York, Century Company, Incorporated, 1939, 311 pp. 
~ 
1775-1780 
Setting 
Donegal, eighty miles >-rest 
of Philadel}')hia 
Story 
This is the story of a Scotch-Irish frontier settlement in 
Donegal, Pennsylvania. The people wholeheartedly send men and 
supplies to vlashington during the Revolutionary War. Michael 
Cameron, a young surveyor, was sent on several missions to the 
Senecas because he knew their language and had their trust. 
Topics 
Surveying a road to the Alleghenies--dress of frontiersman--
Scotch-Irish ancestry--trading post--Senecas wonder whether to follow 
colonials or remain neutral--news of Concord by express rider--news 
of massacre by Wyandottes--refuge in a secret tunnel--militiamen 
in buckskins leave for Cambridge--two weeks' march to Cambridge--
digging breastworks--battle of Bunker Hill--supply train from home--
Hessians on Christmas Eve--convoying Hessian prisoners through 
hostile crowds-- Indians receive prize money from British for scalps 
of American officers--Indians and British massacre Wyoming Valley 
settlements 
Historical Characters 
General Artemus Ward of Massachusetts 
General Israel Putnam of Connecticut 
General John Stark of New Hampshire 
General George Washington 
Major Andre, Colonel Anthony viayne· of Pennsylvania 
Illustrations 
Many black and white drawings 
guestions 
1. Why was Michael Cameron a valuable scout? 
2. Why did the Indians side with the British? 
3. wbat happened to the captured Hessians? 
*Nolan, Jeannette C. TREASON AT THE POINT. 
New York, Julian Messner, Incorporated, 1944, 224 pp. 
Setting 
\-lest Point, New York 
Story 
This story tells of the treachery of Benedict Arnold. 
He is appointed commander at West Point and plots with the British 
to deliver the fort into their hands Major Andr~, a British 
officer, is intercepted carrying Arnold's maps and information. 
Andre is hanged but Arnold escapes to a British ship. 
·Topics 
Molly Pitcher--General Benedict Arnold--appointed to command 
West Point--courtmartial of Arnold for profiteering referred to--
Arnold suspected of Tory connections--West Point protected by boom 
and chain--hints of forthcoming treachery: plans of' forts, chain 
is broken, minute accounting of supplies at West Point, suspicion 
of of ficers under Arnold--plot with iVJajor Andr~ is revealed--flight 
to British ship--Andre's trial and hanging 
Historical Characters 
Generals George 1.Jashington, Benedict Arnold, Lafayette, 
Colonel Alexander Hamilton, Major Andre 
Illustrations 
Questions 
Six black and white drawings 
1. What would the loss of West Point mean to the 
colonies? 
2. \fua t was a 11 skinner"? 
J. \fuat hints does the story give us of the forthcoming 
treachery of Benedict Arnold? 
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*Vance, f'larguerite. MARTHA, DAUGHTER OF VIRGINIA. 
New York, E. P. Dutton and Company, Incorporated, 1947, 190 pp. 
Time 
--17 42-17 85 
Setting 
Tidewater Virginia, New York 
Story 
This is a simply told tale of Martha Dandridge from her 
eleventh birthday to First Lady of the L~d. · Family and personal 
rel&tions are foremost while historical events form a background 
to the biographical tale. 
Topics 
Work at the plantation--pla..ntation life--the Dandridge 
family--description of clothes of the period--colonial manners--
tutor system of education--preparation for Governor's Ball--
marriage to Daniel Custis--birth and death of children and hus-
band--marriage to George \>Tashington--home at Mt. Vernon--war 
clouds gather--Tory friends return ·to England--Washington is 
appointed Cormnsnder-of Continental Army--Martha i-iashington -
f'ollows her husband 1 s campaign--events of the Revolution--in 
New York as First Lady 
Historical Characters 
George Washington, Lord Fairfax, Lafayette 
Illustrations 
Questions 
Many black and white drawings 
1. 'Why was Nartha 1 s mother stern with her? 
2. I•That events in history made a great change in 
Martha's life? 
8 :1 
I 
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Unit Four 
DEMOCRACY liND NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
(1783-1860) 
After the Revolution, the ~rican people were faced with 
the problem of building a new government. In the 1780's peopl e 
were interested in local rather than national affairs because 
communication and transportation were so poorly developed. Further-
more, loyalty to the state was stronger than loyalty to a new nation. 
George Washington, and others of his time, established this nation 
on a firm basis, and we have enjoyed more than one hundred fifty 
years of uninterrupted Constitutional government. 
This period of national expansion is filled with exploits 
of heroism and valor--the Battle of New Orleans; the Lewis and Clark 
expedition to the Far West; the glorious defense of the .Alamo; 
,, 
I 
I 
the War with II/Iexioo; . the settlement of California and Oregon. 
andrew Jackson greatly affected our national life because he brought 
a new democratic attitude to the presidency. This period marks 
unusual growth in area in transportation in foreign policy, and 
in democracy. 
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DORINDA 
THE \:ilSHING STAR 
FLYING EBONY 
THREE GOLDEN RIVERS 
~R UNDER SAIL 
Dyer, \iTalter A. SPRIGS OF' HEMLOCK. 
New York, The Century Company, 1931, _290 pp. 
Time 
--1786-1787 
Stacy 
Setting 
Pelham, P..JJJherst, 
Northampton, Springfield 
This story tells of the rebellion of the farmers of Massa-
chuAetts after the Revolution. Many returned home to .find their 
property mortgaged beyond their ability to pay. Petitions to 
Boston for new laws were unheeded. The Regulators, as they came 
to be called, chose Daniel Shays for their leader. Their acti-
vities consisted mainly in preventing the courts from sitting and 
deciding cases agains t the farmers. 
Topics 
Grievances of f armers--alignment of f armers against l awyers 
and Boston merchants-~property qualifications for voting .in.Massa-
chusetts-Regula.tors formed in western counties--resolut ions to 
Boston--Regulators prevent court at Northampton from sitting--
courts of Massachusetts intimidated--Massachusetts authority and 
Secretary of War , General Know, prepare to break up rebellion--
Shays ' march on ar senal at Springfield--insurgents routed--si ege of 
Pelham--prisoners · freed who took oath of allegiance--fourteen 
leaders convicted of treason e..nd hanged--Daniel Shays · escaped to 
Vermont 
Historical Char acters 
Daniel Shays 
Illustrations 
Few black and white dra~~ngs 
Questions 
1. What did the Regulators want from the state? 
2. \vbat good results came from the rebellion? 
3. What has the title of the book to do with the story? 
Emery, .Anne. BRIGHT HORIZONS. 
New York, G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1947, 219 pp. 
Time 
~787 
Story 
Setting 
Boston 
Timothy Swain works as an apprentice in a counting-house 
in . Boston. Times are very hard after the Revolution. Timothy tries 
to seek his father sea-captain who has disappeared from a ship. In 
his investigations he discovers a plot to weaken the support of the 
townspeople for the new Constitution which is shortly to be voted 
upon. 
Topics 
Apprenticeship in a countinghouse--money is scarce--shops 
closed . and many bankrupt--l'.ta.ssachusetts legislature instruct dele-
gates going to the Federal Convention--rising resentment of the 
· unemployed--slaver in Boston illegal--new Constitution given to 
state assemblies for ratification--opposition to Constitution--
Constitution ratified by a vote of 167-187 · 
Historical Characters 
Samuel Adams, Paul Revere, Elbridge Gerry 
Illustrations 
Questions 
Several black and white pictures 
1 . Why did Mr. Elbridge Gerry speak against ratifying the 
. new Constitution? 
2. Why did lawless men want t he Constitution to fail? 
Dean, Leon vi. PIRATE LAIR. 
New York, Rinehart and Company, Incorporated, 1947, 246 pp. 
Time 
1803-1804 
Story 
Setting 
Vermont, Mediterrru1ean Sea, 
Tripoli 
Darius Kent leaves his Vermont home to visit his uncle in 
Portsmouth, New Hampshire. Here he is kidnapped and put on a vessel 
bound for Philadelphia. He decides to join the navy who are about 
to fight the Barbary pirates. He is captured but escapes and takes 
part in many engagements of the American fleet against the Moors of 
Tripoli. 
Topics 
Oxcart transportation to town--three-day stage coach trip 
from Hiddlebury to Portsmouth--dress of the period--fighting fires 
with bucket brigade--American fleet in Mediterranean to protect 
American shipping from Barbary pirates--rescue of a merchantman 
from pirates--two million annually paid in tribute to Tripoli by 
the United States--the PHILADELPHIA blockades the harbor of Tripoli--
pirates capture crew of grounded PHILADELPHIA--the bashaw's palace--
customs of Tripolitans--the bazaar--pirates raise the PHILADELPHIA 
from reef--escape to American fleet at :t--1alte.--ENTERPRISE burns the 
captured PHILADELPHIA--American fleet attacks the enemy--hand to 
hand fighting with pirates--shelling Tripoli--INTREPID fitted out 
as a. floating mine is prematurely blmm up with loss of crew 
Historical Characters 
Commodore Edward Prebl~, Lt. Commander Stephen Decatur 
Illustrations 
Black and white sketches 
Questions 
1. vfuy did the pirates attack .American shipping? 
2. How did Jonathan find out his name? 
Hewes, Agnes Danforth. THE CODFISH MUSKET. 
New York, Doubleday, Doran and Company, Incorporated, 1936, 390 pp. 
Tim.e _ 
1800-1804 
Setting 
Boston, Washington, the 
frontier 
Story 
Young Dan Boit lived in an era of pioneering. As a. Boston 
Clerk he helped outfit ships for the run to the Northwest to collect 
furs to sell in the China trade. In an effort to learn whether the 
, United States would go to war to open up the Mississippi to west~rn 
trade, he met President Jefferson and became his secretary. Later as 
messenger to Meriwether Lewis, he broke up a plot of British agents 
to destroy the expedition. 
Topics 
Arrival of the COLUMBIA from Canton--need for new trade out-
lets because England has closed foreign ports--sea-otter pelts from 
Northewest coast much in demand in China--outfitting Nor'westmen with 
guns and supplies--theft of guns from stores in Boston--Captain Gray 
names the Columbia River--Spain commands the Mississippi--Spain cedes 
Louisiana Territory to France--war talk--threat of West to secede--
yellow fever wipes out French threat to ~~erica in Haiti--prepara-
tions are made for Lewis and Clark expedition--purchase of Louisiana 
Territory--difficulties of travel to Ohio--many wagons on the trail--
flatboats bring farm crops to New Orleans--musketsstolen in Boston 
were sold to Indians by_British agents--plot to sabotage the expe-
dition fails 
Historical Characters 
Charles Bulfinch, John Q. Adams, Thomas Jefferson, 
Meriwether Lewis 
Illustrations 
Questions 
Black and white pictures 
1. vfuer~ did British agents get the guns they used? 
What did they do with them? Why? 
2. Why did the West threaten to secede? 
3. w'hy was it necessary for the United States to find 
new ports to tTade? 
11
. *Van Loon, Hendrik Willem. THOMAS J EFFERSON. 
I New York, Dodd, Mead, and Company, 1943, 105 pp. 
I Time I ~743-1826 Setting Virginia 
/1 s tory 
!I This biography of Thomas Jeff erson is briefly told but highlights the important contributions which he made to American 
government and American society in the course. of' a busy useful life-
time. 
Topics 
Yeoman ancestry of Wales-~love of country and hatred of 
cities--attended William and Mary College--loved sports--became a 
lawyer--mediocre speaker but effective writer--Noteworthy accomplish-
ments: wrote Declaration of Independence; persuaded Virginia to 
abolish "entail" and "primogeniture"; sponsored laws for religious 
freedom in Virginia; father of University of Virginia; minister to 
France; first Secretary of State; vice-.president; third president; 
support Lewis and Clark expedition 
Historical Char acters 
Thomas Jefferson 
Illustrations 
Many colored pictures 
Questions 
1. List the accomplishments of Thomas Jeff erson that you 
consider most important. 
2 . Why i s he considered a truly great American? 
I 
*Vance, Marguerite. PATSY JEFFERSON OF MONTICELLO. 
New York, E. P. Dutton and Company, Incorporated, 1948, 254 pp. 
Time 
---"1784-1803 
Story 
Setting 
Virginia and France 
This story is an account of the beloved daughter of ThomB_s 
Jefferson. The author's primary purpose has been to give the main 
characters substance and spirit. Historical events form a background 
to the tale. 
Topic,£ 
Dress of the period--family background--Monticello· --father 
at Second Continental Congress-acquaintance ;.rith Hessian prisoners 
of war and wives--Jefferson, Governor of Virginia--flight from British--
colonial travel--boarding school in Philadelphia--accompanies father 
to France--attends convent for four years while Jefferson is American 
Minister to France--presented at French Court--beginning of French 
Revolution--marriage to Tom Randolph--becomes First Lady at presi-
dency of father 
Historical Characters 
Thomas Jefferson, Paul Revere, King and Queen of France 
Illustrations 
Many black and white drawings 
ctuestions 
1. 
2. 
\~y did Patsy accompany her father to France? 
What was his work there? 
List as many achievements of Jefferson as you can 
remember. 
'~ 
*Carroll, Mary Tarver. THE MAN \,'HO WOULD NOT WAIT. 
(The Story of .Aaron Burr) 
New York, Longmans, Green and Company, 1941, 223 pp. 
Time 
~766-1836 
Story 
Setting 
New York, Washington, the West, 
New Jersey, burope 
This biography of Aaron Burr gives a vivid account of the 
man's driving energy, perseverance, and unfailing kindness to the 
poor and unfortUnate. He craved a place of leadership, but his 
superiority and reckless impatience made men mistrust his motives. 
His political ambitions were constantly thwarted by Washington 
and Jefferson, and Ha ilton was his bitter enemy. His caree·r was 
a most colorful one in the dramatic era of his day. 
Topi cs 
Unhappy childhood--unrest and resentment over taxation--
War begins--joins Arnold's ill-fated expedition to Quebec--reck-
less superiority develops--joins staff of Washington and later 
Putnam--campaign for the Hudson--Benedict Arnold's treachery--
New York of 1783--US Senator of second Congress--growing struggle 
between Federalists and Republicans--Washington refuses to appoint 
him Minister to France--opposes Jay's Treaty--Alien and Sedition 
Acts rouse country--Jefferson and Burr in a tie vote for Presidency--
Hamilton's influence swings election to Jefferson--Louisiana Pur-
chase--Burr kills Hamilton in a duel--presides over impeachment of 
Judge Chase of Supreme Court--tries to enlist British support to 
wrest New Orleans from Spain--found not guilty of treason--attempts 
to get support in Europe for his colonization scheme. 
Historical Characters 
Aaron Burr, James Madison, John Marshall, Alexander Ha.milton, 
Thomas Jefferson, George Washington, Benedict Arnold, General 
James Wilkinson 
Illustrations 
Two sketches 
Questions 
1. Why did many people mistrust Aaron Burr? 
*Horgan, Helen L. MISTRESS OF 'IHt: "\tilliTE HOUSE. 
Philadelphia, The Westminster Press, 1946, 248 pp. 
Time 
--1782-1814 
tietting 
Virginia, Philadelphia, 
1-iashington 
Stor:x-
Dolly Payne's first marris.ge to Quaker John Todd ended in 
his death during the yellow fever epidemic in Philadelphia. Shortly 
afte:nm.rd the young widow became the bride of James Hadison who rose 
to the presidence. The characters are treated very sympathetically 
againt the social and political background of one of the most fascina-
ting eras in our history. 
Topics 
'!'raveling by coach from Virginia to Philadelphia--night 
stops at friends and taverns--Quaker beliefs--bad times of post-
Revolutionary days--annou_ncing intentions to wed in Quaker Meeting--
Quaker wedding--yellow fever epidemic in Philadelphia--Hamilton's 
currency activities benefit wealthy--Hadison attacks the currency 
bill as robbing the poor--'\lihiskey Insurrection in Pennsylvania--
French P~yal refugees in Philadelphia--Jay Treaty-~Washington's 
farewell as President--the new capital--Madison, Secretary of 
State--Jefferson's i nformality criticized by aristocrats and diplo-
mats--Louisiana Purchase--Aaron Burr arrested for treason--Madison 
repeals embargo--"Madison's War"--evacuation andburning of Washing-
ton--Treat~ of Ghent 
Hi s torical Characters 
George Washington, James Mdison, Thomas Jefferson, Aaron 
Burr, Meriwether Lewis 
Illustrations 
Black and white pictures 
1. 1{hy did the soldiers object to Hamilton's currency 
law? 
2. Why was Washington evacuated? 
Meader, Stephen W. CLEAR FOR ACTION! 
New York, Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1940, 323 pp. 
'I'ime 
1912 
Story 
Setting 
Maine coast and at sea 
Jeff Robbins goes to sea and is impressed by a British 
ship while at sea. Hm·rever he escapes to an island and is rescued 
by a privateer. Meanwhile the United States has declared war on 
Engl and. Jeff decides to spend the rest of the war on a privateer 
.harassing British shipping. 
Topics 
Effects of the Embargo and Nonintercourse Acts on shipping--
empressment of seamen--a hurricane at sea--the ABIGAIL is boarded at 
sea and fuur men are impressed by a British f rigate--surrender of a 
French ship--war declared by the United States on Britain--escape oi' 
impressed Americans to an island--rescue by privateer 
Historical Characters 
None 
Illustrations 
Black and white sketches 
Questions 
1. Why did the British ships impress American seamen? 
2. ~fuat did the United States finally do about it? 
3. Why were so many ships idle at Boston? 
Swanson, Neil H. THE FLAG IS STILL THERE. 
New York, G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1933, 148 pp. 
Time 
--1812 
Story 
Setting 
Baltimore 
.brent Van Buren, a sixteen-year old lad, takes his 
brother 1 s place in the Baltimore l''encibles when the British ships 
arrive in the bay. · He spends an exciting three days as mounted 
staf f officer between :f:.he regiments and takes part in the def ense 
of l''ort l'i.cHenry. 
Topics 
Description of various Maryland regiments advancing to defend 
Baltimore--poor reputation of militiamen-- the shelling of .r·ort McHenry--
a landing party of British i s r epell ed by f iring marsh grass--the Star 
i:ipangled Banner 
Historical Characters 
.N one 
Illustrations 
~uestions 
None 
1. why did Brent try to take his brother Is place? 
2. How did he help prevent the British from landing at 
the end of the story? 
3. Why did the British have the advantage in the shelling? 
. ,t:;. 
' lt. •' 
Fox, Genevieve. BORDER GIRL. 
Boston, Lit tle, Brown and Company, 1939, 272 pp. 
Time 
--1812-1814 
Story 
Setting 
Covington, Vermont 
The War of 1812 affected the border village of Covington, 
Vermont. Many of the men with whom the war was unpopular smuggled 
cattle into Canada where they commanded a higher price from the 
British. Deborah Owens discovers their secret trail and the 
smuggling is stopped. 
Topicw 
Training Day in the town--Embargo Act brings hard times--
l-Iar-hawks in Congress demand war--War Hawks versus the Federalists--
war comes and fear of Indians cause families to move away from the 
Canadian line--visiting shoemaker--unpopularity of war leads to smug-
gling and illegal trading with British--cattle are stolen and driven to 
Canada--Anti-smuggling commit tees formed--the quilting bee--village 
men off for Plattsburg 
Historical Characters 
None 
Illustrations 
OJ!estions 
Few black and white drawings 
1. How were the village folks divided in their feeling 
about the war? 
2. Why did some men smuggle their cattle into Canada? 
Sperry, Armstrong, STO~f CMfVAS. 
Philadelphia, The John C. Winston Company, 1944, 294 pp. 
Time 
1814 
Story 
. . 
Setting 
Atlantic Ocean, Haiti, 
Bridgeport 
Jason Cobb rtms away from his step-father to join the 
THUNDERBOLT which is planning to run the British blockade. After 
the ship reaches the high seas, it has many narrow escapes from 
British warships while on its way to Haiti. Here Captain Tom Blythe 
hopes to persuade King Henri-Christophe to help the American cause 
by closing the ports of Haiti to British shipping. 
Topics 
British blockade of Atlantic seaboard--proposed treaty 
between Haiti and the United States--American ships betrayed to 
British for money--breaking through the blockade--chores and life 
on shipboard--description of the court of Henri-Christophe--United 
States asks that Haitian ports be closed to British ships-Britain 
plans to ca.pture New Orleans and invade New York from Canada--
encounter with British West Indian fleet--news of treaty of Ghent 
Historical Characters 
Henri-Christophe 
Illustrations 
Questions 
Black and white sketches, one picture in color 
1. What was the reason for the British blockade? 
2. What did Captain Tom hope to get from the King of 
Haiti? 
*Carroll, Mary Tarver~ KEEP MY FLAG FLYING, (Daniel Webster). 
New York, Longmans, Green and Company, Incorporated, 1945, 281 pp. 
Time 
1792-1852 
Setting 
New Hampshire, Massachusetts, 
1.Yashington 
Story 
This is an eoccellent account of the life of Daniel \-Tebster. 
The background of the social and political history of the period is 
simply told and should be very understandable to the young reader. 
Topics 
Great love of reading--frail body--difficulty of obtaining 
education due to poor circumstances--education: village school, 
tutoring by minister, Dartmouth College, reading law in Boston--
early success in Portsmouth--decade of 1800's one of trouble with 
Engl and and France--Federalist Congressman in 1813--immediate dis-
like of Henry Clay--great orator and debater--upheld Constitution 
in all debates: favored second Bank of the United States; pleaded 
for charter of Dartmouth College as binding upon the Constitution; 
favored the sale of public lands for small price; favored Greek 
independence; argued that the monopoly granted the Livingstone 
interests by New York was against the power of Congress to regulate 
interstate commerce; supported Andrew Jackson against South Carolina; 
feted in Europe--met Queen Victoria--became Secretary of State under 
Harrison, Tyler--settled boundaries of Maine with England; ended 
impressment of American seamen--great disappointment at never re-
ceiving the Presidence--seventh of March speech to uphold the Con-
stitution and preserve the Union--supported Henry Clay in Compromise 
of 1850 
Historical Characters 
Henry Clay, John C. Calhoun, Thomas Benton, Thomas Jefferson, 
Andrew Jackson, Robert Hayne 
Illustrations 
Questions 
One in color, two black and white pictures 
1. 1~at were some of the characteristics of Daniel Webster 
that let to his success? 
*Nolan, Jea~~ette Covert. ANDREW JACKSON. 
New York, Julian Messner, Incorporated, 1949, 171 pp. · 
Story 
Setting· 
South Carolina, Tennessee, 
Washington 
This biography of Andrew Jackson is interestingly told 
against a background of historical and political events. 
Topics 
Early life--reader for post rider--Revolutionary fighting 
in South Carolina: British repelled at Charles Town (1775); 
Tarleton's Raiders; Greene and Cornwallis battle at Camden; John 
Sevier at King's Mountain;--Andy imprisonned by British; death of 
two brothers and mother by war and smallpox ; restless youth--be-
comes lawyer and goes to Nashville as prosecutor and circuit rider--
divorce of Rachel Robard--marriage to Andrew Jackson-~Tennessee becomes 
state, 1796--becomes representative from Tennessee--Jefferson adherent--
despises pomp of Washington's administration--United States Senator at 
30--on bench of Tennessee Supreme Court--hints at irregularity of 
marriage disturb his career--England infringes on American rights--
Jackson unwittingly helps Burr in his scheme to divide Union--jealousy 
keeps Jackson from active service in early part of War of 1812--1814, 
conquers Indians of Alabama--allies with piTates to defend New Orleans 
from British--victory--loses presidency scandalous attacks against 
himself and wife--1928, Presidency and new era in democracy: Spoils 
System, lower tariffs, "kitchen cabinet," dissolvesUS Bank 
Historical Characters 
Andrew Jackson 
Illustrations 
Questions 
Black and white sketches 
1. How did Andrew Jackson serve his country during the 
War of 1812? 
.2. What changes did he make as president? 
*Daugherty, James. DANIEL BOONE. 
New York, The Viking Press, 1939, 95 pp. 
Time 
1730-1820 
Setting 
The Frontier 
Story 
This biography of Daniel Boone is simply told and interesting-
ly related. The colored lithographs form a valuable addition to this 
tale of America's f oremost pioneer. 
Topics 
Family pioneersfrom Pennsylvania to North Carolina--rifle-
man with General Braddock--flight of Boones to Fort Dobbs and to 
Virginia to escape Indians--rifleman with Carolina backwoodsmen against 
Cherokees--hunter and trapper in Ohio country--leads group into Ken-
tucky--Transylvania Company buys land from Indians--proprietary govern-
ment ends and Transylvania becomes counties of Virginia--fort of Boones~ 
borough--capture of three girls from salf camp at French Lick--capture 
and escape of Boone from Shawnees--siege of Boonesborough by French 
and Indians--trickery of Indians foiled--Indian tactics: connell, 
flaming arrows, digging tunnels, fagot fires,--Boone, a representative 
in Virginia Assembly for a county in Kentucky--Girty, renegade white save 
l ife of Simon Kenton from Indian savagery--1800, pioneers into St. Louis, 
Spanish town--friend of John James Audubon 
ffistorical Characters 
Daniel Boone, Simon Kenton, Colonel Calloway, Colonel 
Richard Henderson, John James Audubon -
Illustrations 
Questions 
Large lithographs in color 
1. What were some of the hardships and dangers of pioneer-
ing in a new country? 
2. How did the Indians try to capture Boonesborough? 
Bolton, Ivy. TENNESSEE OUTPOST. 
New York, Longmans, Green and Company, 1939, 244 pp. 
Time 
1780 
Story 
Setting 
Tennessee plantation on the 
Misssissippi 
Brian O'Neill and his sister foil a Spanish plot to seize 
the grants and deeds of purchase to their uncle's plantation in his 
absence. Both refuse to . reveal the hiding place of the important 
papers even under torture. The story tells of Spain's desire to 
keep the English east of the Alleghenies. 
Topics 
Mi smanaged expedition on Wabash routed by Indians--frontier 
is Mi ssissippi River--Spanish permit needed to sail to New Orleans--
plantation life--hiding places from enemy--grants and deeds of pur-
chase h i dden for protection--Spain desires to secure land to Alle-
gheneies--cotton shipment on river saved from Spanish seizure--capture 
by Cherokees and running the gantlet--Spanish agents incite Cherokees 
to war against pioneers 
Historical Characters 
General George Washington, Alexander Hamilton, Jack Sevier, 
James Robertson, Andrew Jackson 
Illustrations 
Questions 
Small sketches 
1. Why was the Spaniard, Mendoza; , so anxious to get hold 
of the important papers? 
2. Why was it difficult to ship cotton to New 'Orleans? 
3. How did Brian prove he was not a coward? 
1 o ... · 
J. / i 
Caudill, Rebecca. TREE OF· FREEDON:. 
New York, The Viking Press, 1949, 279 pp. 
Time 
1700 
Story 
Setting 
Kentucky 
The Venable family leave Carolina for Kentucky. They travel 
afoot for many weeks with the horse carrying the younger children and 
chickens. The older children drive the cow, sheep, and pigs. There 
is some question about their land claim but they hopefully continue 
to clear the land and build the cabin. The oldest boy becomes a soldier 
in Colonel George Rogers Clark's army and fights the Indians and British 
in the backwoods. The other children stay home and keep the crops grow-
ing while the father becomes an express messenger to the Virginia 
capital. · 
Topics 
Walking from the Carolinas to Kentucky--clothes of frontiers-
man--description of Harrod's Fort--warrant for land by planting com--
surveying--land speculators and land laws--lack of hard money--con-
testing a land claim--royal grant versus corn roots for land claim--
clearing land and planting crops before building cabin--lack of salt--
Colonel Clark defends Kentucky against Indians--household chores--
"expressing" messages to Virginia 
Historical Characters 
Colonel George Rogers Clark 
Illustrations 
Questions 
Black and white drawings 
1. How did the Venables travel to Kentucky? 
2. Wh~t trouble did they have with their land claim? 
3. ~fuat do Noel and Steffy decide to become when they 
are old enough? Why? 
4. Who defended General Washington and his army from the 
gossipers? What did he say? 
Bolton, Ivy. WAYFARING LAD. 
New York, Julian Messner, Incorporated, 1948, 192 pp. 
'Iim.e 
---A-fter the Revol ution 
Story 
Setting 
Tennessee 
Richard Nolan, a lonely boy of sixteen with no incentive 
to work, was condemned by Watauga as a laggard and wastrel. He was 
banished from the settlement and put out on the "Ylilderness Road. He 
befriended a Cherokee boy and won the conf idence of the ~ribe. He 
helped a French family in distress and redeemed his black reputation. 
Topics 
Grass fire endagers settlement--lost cattle irreplaceable 
banishment as a wastrel by the Committee of Safety--background of 
history of Tennesseee--the Wilderness Road--hostility of Indians--
a Cherokee camp--French land grants had to be filed in New Orleans--
Spanish half-breed incite Chickamaugas to attack settlements 
Historical Characters 
John Sevier, James ' Robertson 
Illustrations 
Black and white sketches 
Questions 
1. How did Richard redeem his reputati9n as a wastrel? 
2. How did he shm-r courage? 
3. Name some of the harsh laws of the time. 
r'J' 
. ' 
Lender, Charles :franklin. PIRATES ON THE OHIO. 
New York, Howell, Soskin, Publishers, Incorporated, 1947, 196 pp. 
Time 
1800 
Story 
Setting 
Ohio River 
In 1800 sailing down the Ohio River was dangerous due to 
murderous pirates waiting for cargoes. This is the story of the ·first 
sailing vessel built at Marietta to bypass ·the Spaniards at New Orleans 
and take their produce directly to the markets of the world. This brig's 
clever skipper manages to destroy the worst gang of pirates on the 
river. 
Topics 
Pirates on the Ohio capture cargoes going to New Orleans on 
broadhorns--French settlements on the Ohio-floating mill--deep sea 
vessels built at Marietta sail for Caribbean 
Historical Characters 
None 
Illustrations 
Black and white sketches 
Q.uestions 
1. How did the pirates capture cargoes from the rivermen? 
2. Why were deep sailing vessels built on the Ohio? 
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Hawthorne, Hildegarde. 'WESTI·JARD THE COURSE. 
New York, Don~~s, Green, and Company, 1946, 280 pp. 
Time 
--1804-1809 
Story 
Setting 
Missouri River to the 
Pacific Ocean 
This is the story of the Lewis and Clark expedition to 
explore the Louisiana Territory. It gives a detailed account of the 
personalities, hardships.,-. and experiences of the members of the group. 
Topics 
Recruiting Volunteers of the Discovery of the West--description 
of Lewis a.nd Clark--the plan for exploration of the Louisiana terri tory--
eql!ipment--background of the purchase--halted by the Spanish governor 
at St. Louis--wintering at St. Louis--difficulties of navigating the 
Missouri--signaling by prairie fire--councils with. various I ndian tribes--
second winter at F't. Nandan--Sacajawea joins expedition--boats abandonned · 
when rapids grow too strong--naming rivers--third winter near mouth of 
the Columbis. R.iver--return trip in five months 
Historical Ch~racters 
Captains Meriwether Lewis and Willia.m Clark· 
Illustrations 
None; one map 
Questions 
1. How w-as Sacajawea helpful to the ecpedi tion? 
2. '\olhy do you think it ended in success? 
3. vlhat was the most interesting part to you? 
I 
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Allen, Merritt Parmelee. THE SPIRIT OF THE EAGLE. 
New York, Longmans, Green and Company, 1947, 234 pp. 
Time 
--1832-1834 
Story 
Setting 
The West 
Thorp Mason is captured by Pawnees who have killed his uncle 
and three other bee hunters. He is released after the medicine man 
has tattooed mysterious slashes on his chest. He encounters Captain 
Bonneville's party on its way to explore and map the country between 
our frontier and the Pacific. He experiences hardships and thrilling 
discoveries in the next two years. A half-breed Indian tries several 
times to kill Thorp because of the mysterious tattooing which he bears, 
the spirit of the eagle. 
Topics 
The Indians mourn their dead--medicine man tattoos his captive's 
chest and releases him--joining Captain Bonneville's expedition to the 
Pacific--superstitions of the half-breed concerning the tattooing--
Mountain Men, ir:d:repid hunters of all land west of the Mississippi--
the Continental Divide is crossed-fur trappers and Indians from a 
dozen tribes gather at designated spot to trade furs with American 
lt'ur Company and Rocky Mountain l<ur Company--Indians vary in feelings 
tm.rard whites: Blackfeet, hostile; Nez Perct!ls and Flatheads, friendly; 
Crows, notorious thieves; Diggers, degernate Indians who feed on fish and 
dry roots; Bannocks, .unf'riendly--starva tion time for expedition--Hudson 
Bay Company forts reaching farther inland--Company's representative re-
fuses to sell supplies to four men of expedition--furs are sent down 
river to St. Louis--parties trap and explore various section of Rocky 
Mts.--dangers: animals died; food exhausted; intense cold or heat; un-
friendly Indians 
Historical Characters 
Captain B. Bonneville, Jim Bridger, Sublette brothers 
Illustrations 
One in color 
Questions 
1. 'fJhy did the hal f -breed fear the tattooing? 
;a1.06 
Stafflebach, E. H. FOR TEXAS AND FREEDOM. 
Philadelphia, Macrae,-Smith Company, 194S, 271 pp. 
Story 
Setting 
Texas 
_ . Santa Anna, the tyrant, is planning to wipe out all 
Americans in Texas and to destroy the freedom of the Mexicans there. 
The Tex~s rally to defind themselves and Sam Houston becomes their 
Commander-in-chief. Pierre is sent by President Jackson to deliver 
a secret message to Houston and acts as a .scout for Houston's army. 
Topics 
Santa Anna, tyrant of Mexican liberties, plans to drive 
~ericans from Texas--messenger from President Jackson travels by 
horse to Pittsburg, steamboat on Ohio and Mississippi, horse to 
Nacogdoches--Jackson's dream of Texas as a step to California and 
the Pacific--Santa Anna's spies in capital and on the trail--
Nacogdoches, former French settlement--Texas clamor for offensive 
war- -Houston deposed temporarily--Houston urges Alamo be abandonned--
leaves to persuade Indians to keep peace--siege· of Alamo--Texas 
Constitution--Houston becomes Commander-in-chief of Texan forces--
one attack and victory 
Historical Characters 
President Andrew Jackson, General Sam Houston, Colonel 
Davy Crockett, Colonel Bowie, Colonel Travis, Captain 
Bonneville-Santa Anna 
Illustrations 
G:uestions 
Black and white sketches 
1. What was Santa Anna's plan? 
2. Why was General Sam Houston deposed as head of the 
army for awhile? 
3. \\lhat became the rallying cry of the Texan army? 
Darby, Ada Claire. KETURAH C.A.\1E 'B.DUND THE HORN. 
New York, Frederick A. Stokes Company, 1935, 296 pp. 
Story 
Setting 
California 
Keturah Greenough accompanies her father sea-captain around 
the Horn to California. She becomes fast friends with several Spanish 
families in San Diego and shares in their li.fe and play. The United 
States government sends soldiers to annex California to the United 
States before other countries of Europe can do so. The Californians 
resent this annexation and a brief war follmfs. 
Tonics 
Russia, Bngland, Mexico, and the United States compete for 
California--INDIAN MAID arrives from Boston around the Horn in six 
months voyage--collecting hides on the coast--description of the Presidio, 
a fort--missions along the El Camino Real--a Spanish hacienda--the 
American flag hoisted by Major Frt!mont over San Diego--Californians 
resist--battle at San Pasquale under General Kearney--bullying tactics 
of Stockton--fiesta--enmity of General Kearney and Commodore Stockton--
Castro, Californian l eader, surrenders 
Historical Chara.cters 
Major Fr~mont, Ket Carson, General Kearney, Commodore Stockton 
Illustrations 
Black and white pictures, one map 
Questions 
1. \.Jhat countries wanted California? 
2. How did the Californians feel about annexation? 
Af:f n 
.LM.J8 
Lathrop, \.Jest. KEEP THE WAGONS MOVING! 
New York, Random House, 1949, 337 pp. 
Time 
--1846 
Story 
Settin__g_ 
Missouri to Oregon 
Jason Coit hires out to help the Strongs travel to Oregon. 
On the way Asa Strong is drowned fording a river and Mrs. Strong· re-
turns to Missouri, Jason continues on with the wagon. This is a tale 
of the trials and adventures of the wagon train settlers before they 
reach their new homes. 
Topics 
Wagon trai n leaves Missouri for Oregon--electing a captain--
division of the trail: one route to Santa F~ and the other to Oregon--
wandering Indians--hunting buffalo--"buffalo chips" for fuel--trials 
of the trail: tiring oxen, steep mountain descents, heavy loads, 
fording rivers, dust, drouth--treeless plains north of the Platte--
differences in Indian tribes and behavior--Fort La!'amie built by 
American Fur Company--Fort Hall, a British fort of the Hudson Bay 
Company--rumor of treaty setting boundary at forty-ninth parallel 
Historical Characters 
None 
Illustrations 
Questions 
Eight black and white drawings 
1. Why did the English urge the pioneers to go to 
California? 
2. \~at were some of the trials of the trip? 
3. Why did some wagon trains have trouble with the 
Indians? 
:t09 
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*Garst, Shannon. KIT CARSON. 
New York, Julian Messner, Incorporated, 1942, 228 pp. 
Time 
--1809-1868 
Story 
Setting 
West of the Mississippi 
Kit Carson lived a lif e full of excitement and danger as a 
fur trapper and scout. He gave valuable help to Fremont in his two 
expeditions to explore and map western territories. In the '50's 
and during t he Civil War, he led forces to subdue the Apache and 
Navajo Indians in the western plains. Although Kit Carson was 
illiterate, he spoke Spanish and several dialicts of the Indian 
l anguage. He was greatly respected by the Indians f or his fair-
ness and honesty. 
Topics 
Family pioneer to Missouri--no f ormal education--mastered 
ability to shoot and stalk ·game--a.prenticed to a saddlemaker--escape 
to join a trade caravan to Santa Fa--hardships of the trail--buffalo 
stampede--description of Santa. Fe in 1824-Mexican customs tax of 
$500 a wagon--years of trapping in many areas of the Far West--an-
counters with Indians--acts as guide to Fremont exploring and charter-
ing the interior--Fremont's capture of Cal ifornia--Kearny besieged 
by Mexicans-bad fee l ing between Fremont and Kearny--description of 
Carson--success as Indian fighter--appointed Lot. Col. in Civil War 
to keep Apaches in order 
Hi storical Characters 
Kit Carson, Fremont, President Polk 
Illustrations 
Questions 
Black and white pictures 
1. Which of Kit Carson's adventures interested you mo st? 
2. wnat do you consider his most valuable work for his 
country? 
McDonough, Marian Mcintyre. CARAVAJ.IfS TO SANTA FE. 
Philadelphia, The Penn Publishing Compe~y, 1940, 285 pp. 
Time 
--1846 
Story 
Setting 
Cimarron Cut-o·fr, Santa Fe 
Sabina and Barry 'Wynsett join a 'lo.ragon train going to Santa 
F~. 'I'hey are searching for their father who has been missing ten 
years. On the way the caravan is destroyed by Indians, but they es-
cape and join a Spanish trade caravan going to Santa Fe. War breaks 
out and Barry and Sabina have exciting experiences before they find 
their father. · 
Topics 
Independence, Missouri: outfitting point for Santa Fe Trade 
and Oregon Trail--muleskinners and bullwhackers lead wagon trains--
customs duty at Santa F~--hunting for water--Indians attack 1-ra.gon 
train--buffalo stampede toward wagon train--Santa :F'e--Uni ted States 
declares war on Mexico--unfriendly attitude of natives towards 
Americans--Spanish wedding--surrender of Mexicans. to General Kearny 
Historical Characters 
General Kearny 
Illustrations 
Questions 
One map, four pictures, small sketches 
1. For whom were Sabina and Barry searching? 
2. \<.lhy was Captain Bull in such a hurry to cross the 
prairies? 
3. What was the attitude of the people of Santa Fe to-
wards the Americans? 
Darby, Ada Claire. YONDER THE GOLDEN GATE. 
New York, Frederick A. Stokes Company, 1939, 341 pp. 
Time 
--r848 
Story 
Setting 
California 
Joe Beattie, a Missouri lad, is in California when gold is 
discovered. He works in the gold fields and ame.sses gold only to 
have it stolen or to gamble itaway in a few hours. He witnesses the 
phenomenal growth of San F'rancisco ·and lives through the dangers of 
its lawlBss era. 
Topics 
Monterey, capital of California--divided sentiments about 
the United States, victor in recent struggle--express rider brings 
news of discovery oi' gold--Sutter's :fort--digging for gold--the San 
Francisco of 1949--lawlessness of town--prices soar--town mushrooms--
streets paved with sacks of beans, tobacco, or anything firm-
Constitutional Convention for California--first election--volunteer 
fire departments established--California becomes a state--MacKay's 
clippers arrive in record time 
Historical Characters 
Captain Sutter 
Illustrations 
Questions 
Black and white· pictures 
1. Why was California so lawless at this time? 
.2. viha t happened to Joe ' s gold? 
3. Why did Ca lifornia rejoice to see the clipper ships? 
lrl-12 
Medary, Marjorie. PRAIRIE ~NCHORAGE. 
New York, Longmans, Green and Company, 1933, 276 pp. 
Time 
1855 
Story 
Setting 
New York City to Iowa 
Hannah Jameson and her family pioneer from Nova Scotia 
to Iowa. They travel by schooner, train, and lake steamer. Pioneer-
ing is hard work but the family make a good start in their new 
surroundings. l1any of the social customs of the day are depicted 
as well a s good descriptions of the various types of travel. 
Topics 
Emigrating from Yarmouth to New York City by schooner--New 
York Harbor in 1$55--steamboats; slippers; schooners; packet ship of 
the Collins Line;--description of the streets of New York City--train 
travel from New York to Dunkirk on Lake Erie: stops for meals; wooden 
seats and coaches; smoke and cinders from engine; sleeping bunks in 
three layers; wooden rails stripped with iron--telegr aph· holds down 
accident rate-helping a fugitive sl ave escape--Mrs. Bloomer's views 
on women' s rights, clothes, and temperance--Detroit, gateway to 
t he Middl e West--Scandinavians arriving--steamboating on the Mississi-
ppi--money of dif ferent values due to unstable banks--land for t l.25 
an acre--pioneering in Iovra 
Hi s torical Characters 
Mrs. Amelia Bloomer 
Illustrations 
Questions 
Black and white pictures 
1. 'Why was Mrs. Bloomer considered peculiar? 
2. \~y did money have different values in the various 
places they traveled? 
3. What are some of the changes t hat have taken place in 
railroad traveling since this story was written? 
ll *Perry, Frances M. 
New York; American 
FOUR AMERICAN INVENTORS. 
Book Company, 1901, 206 pp. 
I 
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Time 
---"1765-1901 
Story 
Setting 
Eastern United States, 1urope 
These are brief biographical sketches of Robert fUlton, 
Eli vlhitney, Samuel Morse, and Thomas Edison. 
II Robert Fulton - inventive childhood--studied painting under Benjamin West--in England, designed system of locks for canals, mill 
Topics and Historical Characters 
I for sawing marble, machine for spinning fla.'1C and one for removing earth--invented, but could not sell, diving boat and torpedo--Livingstone 
I financed his experiments with steamboat--first successful boat, THE 
i CLERMONT, sailed up Hudson River. 
II Eli lolnitne:.v - inventive childhood--graduate of Yale--private 
I
ll tutor in Georgia--made cotton gin--simplicity caused much duplication--
began firm of Miller & Wnitney--many law suits over ownership--began 
I arms factory at New Haven 
I 
I 
Samuel Morse - at college became interested in properties 
of electricity-~artist in London and . in New. York--devised idea of a 
telegraph on a jorney home from Italy-1837 ,. invented electric tele-
graph--1851, Western Union Telegraph Company formed 
I Thomas A. Edison - early interest in chemis try-boy tele-
1 . g~aph ope~at~r-~i~ente~ vot~ r~c~rd~~'him~~~ed existing machines, 
I ;~:::::i~s es mm or e ec r c g 
I 
I 
Questions 
Photographs 
1. Tell briefly how the invention of each man greatly 
changed our ways of living. 
~~-
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Meader, Stephen W. 'WHO RIDES IN THE DARK? 
New York, Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1937, 281 pp. 
Setting 
Deptford, New Hampshire 
Story 
I 
I 
L.1·5 
I' 
,, 
'I 
Dan Drew becomes a stable boy at a village tavern. ifuile 1 
he works hard, his life is exciting because he meets so many different · 1 
people who stay at the inn. He is captured by a gang of outlaws and I 
is rescued by the villagers. His discovery of the identity of the 
highwaymen earn for him a considerable reward. 
Topics 
Transportation: stage coach f or mail and pe.ssengers; 
Pennsylvania wagon for freight; drovers lead animals--Inn: descrip-
tion; teamsters sleep on sanded floor of keeping-room; stage coach 
passengers in bedrooms; common table--recreation, harvest-home--
la1-rlessness punished by branding for horse stealing~-enforcement of 
law by posse--last of Indian tribe--December, month for bringing farm 
pr oducts of city on sleighs--types of rigs 
Historical Characters 
None 
Illustrations 
Questions 
Sketches 
1. 1-Jb.y did this highwayman wear his hair low on his 
forehead? 
2. ifuat made this man turn criminal? 
3. Do you think teamsters had a hard life? Explain. 
I 
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*Judson, Clara Ingram. BOAT BUILDER, THE STORY OF ROBERT FULTON. 
New York, Charles Scribner's Sons, 1940, 119 pp. 
Time 
1774-1815 
Setting 
New York, Pennsylvania, Europe 
Sto:cy 
Robert Fulton developed a talent for inventing and designing 
as a young boy. Later he "Yrent to Philadelphia. and then to Europe where 
he became a pupil of Benjamin West. However, his interest in designing 
and inventing led him away from the career of painting. He can be 
credited with many useful inventions but is best known as the · inventor 
of the first successful steamboat. 
Topics 
Schools of the period--Hessians prisoners camp in Lancaster--
talented at drawing and designing at thirteen--first invention, making 
a hand-turned crank for a scow--became a painter in Philadelphia--
s tudied ~~th Benjamin West in London--as visitor of nobility, invented 
labor saving deviees and canal projects--early attempts with steam-
boat and torpedo fired from submarine--Robert Livingstone financed 
steamboat--description and trial of CLERMONT--experiment with torpedo 
fired from submarine before Congress 
Historical Characters 
Robert Fulton, Robert Livingstone, Benjamin Franklin, 
Benjamin West 
Illustrations 
Questions 
Black and white pictures 
1. What were some of Robert :F'ul ton's early inventions?' 
2. ¥fuat two careers were open to Fulton? 
3. \o.lbat other invention of his was he never able to 
sell? 
4. Wnat experiments with steamboats were made before 
Fulton's? 
Crawford, Phillis. "HELLO, THE BOAT!" 
New York, Henry Holt and Company, 1938, 227 pp. 
Time 
1817 
Story 
Setting 
Ohio River 
The Doak f amily travel from Pittsburgh to Cincinnati on 
a storeboat. They stop at all the f arms and to•m along the river 
to trade with the isolated peoples • . 
Touics 
Moving west on a storeboat--stopping at houses at the 
river's edge to sell--the Lancaster School--Fulton and Livingstone 
monopolies hinder growth of s_teamboating on the Ohio--Shreve's 
cases against monopolies--transportation on Ohio: keepboats, rafts, 
steamboats, storyboats--circuit rider--trading by barter--paper 
and weaving mills run by steam power--New National Road--Indian 
burial mounds--news that Er:Le Canal is to be built--silver dollars 
cut into sections called "cut money." 
Historical Characters 
1Ulliam Henry Harrison 
Illustrations 
Questions 
Large black and white drawings 
1. What kinds of transportation were to be found on the 
Ohio at this time? 
2. l~y was Captain Shreve sueing the Fulton and Living-
stone company? 
3. 1·lhat were "riffles 11 ? 
Meadowcroft, ~nid LaMonte. P~ONG THE BRIE TO~TATH. 
New York, Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1940, 227 pp. 
Time 
--1823-1825 
Story 
Setting 
Albany, Erie Canal 
This is the story of the Burns family and how their lives 
were affected by the most important happening of their day--the 
building of the Eire Canal. A very vivid picture of life on a 
canal boat is given. 
Topics 
Traveling by steamboat from Ne~r York City to Albany--opening 
of the Erie Canal at Albany--the Lancaster School--market day-laws 
regarding pigs on streets--land transportation: Pennsylvania wagons 
carry freight; stagecoaches; horseback; tin peddlers --high cost of 
letter carrying--description of packet boat--towpath--life on a 
ca.nal boat 
Historical Characters 
Governor DeWitt Clinton 
Illustrations 
Questions 
Large black and white drawings; six large colored pictures 
1. Why was the Erie Canal an important step in the story 
of transportation? 
8 
Berry, Erick. WHISTLE AROUND THE BEND. 
New York, Oxford University Press, 1941, 265 pp. 
Time Setting 
Around 1840 New Haven 
Story 
This is a story of early railroading in Connecticut. Aaron 
Herrick helps to survey for a new-proposed railroad from New Haven 
to New York. Some of the townspeople oppose the railroad as danger~ 
ous to life and property; others do not want competition with steam-
boating. However, the railroad is finally accepted by the city. 
Topics 
Distrust of the new railroad by many people.--surveying for 
new railroad from New Haven to New York--eff orts of steamboat men to 
prevent this railroad-debating advantages of railroad for New Haven 
early railroading--Mend! negroes arrive in New Haven after escaping 
from their owners--adopted by the town--Spanish owners bring case 
to trial--negroes freed and returned to Africa--no slavery allowed 
in Connecticut 
Historical Characters 
None 
Illustrations 
Questions 
Black and white pictures 
1. v1hat were some of the objections to the new 
railroad? 
2. How did the negroes get to New Haven? "Hhat 
happened to them? 
• 
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Hewes, Agnes Danforth. GLORY OF THE SEAS. 
New York, Alfred A. Knopf, Incorporated, 1933, 314 pp. 
Story 
Setting 
Boston 
John Seagrave, a young counting-house clerk, is caught in 
the spell of fascination brought by the new clipper ships. They 
are the means of a brisk trade with the new free state of California, 
the price of which was the ~1lgitive Slave Law. The business men 
and abolitionists of Boston look upon the law, ;d th different view-
points and many ignore its provisions. John helps a runaway s lave 
to escape and also discovers the identity of an illegal slave runner. 
Topics 
"Magnetic Telegraph"--new era of speed, record of eighty-
nine days from New York to San Francisco--Donald McKay's clipper 
ships--papers of the day: COURIER, HERALD, LIBERATOR, MARINE JOURNAL--
description of counting-house and Central 'VJharf--lure of Calif ornia 
and California clipper--brisk trade with California--new Fugitive 
Slave Law--bitter contradiction between business men and the 
Abolitionists--Yankee captains sail slavers--Lt. ¥mury's Wind and 
Current Charts--McKay shipyards--Cunarder arrives from Liverpool--
fugitive slave is caught and returned by law to his owner 
Historical Cha.racters 
Donald McKay, Lt. Maury 
Referred to: Longfellow, Melville, Richard Dana, 
Theodore Parker, Daniel Webster, Harriet Beecher 
Stowe, William Garrison 
Illustrations 
Questions 
One in color 
1. Why did the judge resign his position? 
2. ~~y were clipper ships invented at jus t the 
right time? 
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*Hawthorne, Hildegarde. OX-TEAM HIRACLE (THE STORY OF ALEXANDER MAJORS). 
New York, Longmans, Green and Company, 1942, 236 pp. 
Time 
--1821-1869 
Story 
Setting 
The \-lest 
In one .of the most colorful periods of American history, 
Alexander Majors organized the ox-team freight wagons which moved 
millions of pounds of desperately needed goods into the far West. 
This service was performed through flood, drought, bitter storms, 
dangers from hostile Indians, and made possible the rapid develop-
ment of our vast continent. Its usefulness lasted twenty years and 
came to an end when a quicker and cheaper means of transportation, 
the railroad, penetrated the continent. 
Topics 
I .1 21 
II 
I! 
I 
Pioneering in Missouri--opening of the Santa F'e Trail--the 
Hormons are driven out of Missouri--growing western migration pour-
ing through I•Testport Landing (Kansas City)--small start of the ox- I 
freight interprise--first trip to Santa Fe: ninety-two days round trip-- ! 
enlarging the business- -transporting supplies to western army forts-- I 
the firm becomes Russell, Majors, and Waddell: Russell in charge of j 
contracts in vlashington, r.-Ia.jors in charge of teams, \ifaddell of I 
finances--losses by storms and Indian raids--Mormons defy army in 
Utah--financing stage coach line and Pony Express--bankruptcy of firm--
supplying ties for Union Pacific Railroad 
Historical Characters 
Alexander Hajors, Brigham Young 
Illustrations 
Questions 
One in color 
1. How did the business enterprise of Alexander Majors 
contribute to the development. 9f the West? 
j' 
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Rogers, Frances and Alice Beard. JE_BEMY PEPPER. 
Philadelphia, J. B. Lippincott, 1946, 271 pp. 
Time 
1773-1774 
Setting 
Pennsylvania 
Story 
Jeremy Pepper is bound out to the Stiegel glass factory at 
Manheim, Pennsylvania. Here Baron Henry Stiegel controls his ¥rorkers 
like feudal lords of old. However, Jeremy is happy and, under the 
tutelage of an expert German glass blower, he begins to learn the in-
tricate art of glass making. 
Topics 
Apprenticed to the Stiegel glass factory at Manheim, Pennsyl-
vania--expert German glass blo1..rer arriving from Europe--town crier 
calls description of runaway apprentice--traveling by coach on corduroy 
roads--life of apprentices--chores of apprentices: treading clay 
with feet; mixing cle.y with water; other steps: making big clay 
pots; blowing hot glass into shapes; carrhing new blown bottles to 
ovens--description of Henry Stiegel--conducts his village like 
feudal barony--s-eats in church according to importance--Stiegel 
preached the sermon--lotteries to keep Stiegel's creditors satis-
fied--Moravian Brethren make bronze church bells--formation of Sons 
of Liberty--news of Boston Tea Party--Stiegel is j ailed for debt--
Governor and Assembly free Stiegel 
Historical Characters 
Henry Stiegel 
Illustrations 
One colored picture, black and white pictures. 
Questions 
1. How was news circulated at this period? 
2. Hhat bm early indUstries were mentioned in t his story? 
3. Why did Peter Van Kleeck lie about his occupation to 
come to ~~erica? · 
4. Why did Mr. Stiegel manage his village like a feudal 
lord? 
==-~-==~--rr~==============================================================~====,====~ 
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Malvern, Gladys. ANN LA1.JRENCE OF OLD NEW YOFK. 
New York, Julian Messner, Incorporated, 1947, 203 pp. 
Time 
--1811 
Story 
Setting 
New York 
Eighteen-year old Ann Lawrence is mother to her orphaned 
brothers and sis~er. They farm on the outskirts of New York City 
and go in daily with produce to sell in the Fly Market. But the 
city is expanding and they are forced to give up their farm. The 
seven Lawrences are forced to separate but for most of them it be-
comes an opportunity to realize some cherished ambition. 
Topics 
Free school in New York--Gouverneur Morris and his City 
Planners prepare for future expansion--Fulton's Clermont--hair 
styles of period--Fly Market supplies produce--customs of marketing--
description of farm kitchen of period--Washington Irving, Lawyer 
and writer--new woolen mills--talk of war with England--New build-
ings: City Hallr Part St. Theater,--City Post-Office, room twelve 
by fifteen feet-Noah \·lebster, editor of THE MORNING CHRONICLE--
great boom in building--farmers refuse to give up land but i'inally 
evacuate--Dr. Hosack, doctor in attendance on Hamilton after his 
duel with Aaron Burr--no way for girl to earn her living--only al-
ternatives, marriage or living with relatives--fire destroys much 
property 
Historical Characters 
Noah Webster, Dr. Hosack 
Illustrations 
Questions 
Hany attractive black and white pictures 
1. Why couldn 1t Ann earn her living when the family 
separated? 
2~ . \•!hat were some other customs that have since dis-
appeared? 
Snedeker, Caroline Dale. THE BECKONING ROAD. 
Garden City, New York, Doubleday, Doran and Company, Incorporated, 
1929, 326 PP• 
Time 
1830's 
Story 
Setting 
New Harmony 
The Coffyn family leave Nantucket to go to New Harmony, 
Indie~a, where Robert Owen is building his communistic community. 
The Coffyns have a long, difficult journey by Conestoga wagon to 
the Ohio and by keelboat to Indiana. They are very happy in the 
enlightened atmosphere of their new surroundings. ·When jealousy 
and disatisfaction cause the abandonment of Robert Owen's project, 
most of' the famili es stay on in the community. 
Topics 
Robert Owen's plan--leaving Nantucket for New Harmoney, 
Indiana, in a Conestoga wagon--whale business in New London--Albany 
Post Road to New York City--National Road--poor inns--dangers and 
hardships of the trail--hospitality of wayfarers--description of 
Robert Owen--keel boat--gathering of enlightened people from all 
parts of the world--Owen's philosophy--life at New Harmony--paid in 
labor notes--disa,tisfa.ctions, dismissals, readjustments lead to 
abandonment of communistic community--visited by famous men from 
all over the world interested in scientific development 
Historical Characters 
F.obert Owen 
Illustrations 
One in color, many black and white sketches 
Qu.estions 
1. \fuat "1-ras Robert Owen 1s purpose in starting New Harmony? 
2. Why didn't the plan succeed? 
Howard, Elizabeth. DORINDA. 
New York, Lothrop, Lee and Shepard Company, 1944, 303 pp. 
Time 
1834-1835 
Story 
Setting 
Chicago 
Dorinda Duffield leaves her Indiana farm to spend the 
winter with her aunt in Chicago. \<lhile there she a ttends a girls 1 
seminary. This is a ver<.J in.:forma.tive and entertaining account of 
the social history of the period in this frontier town of two 
thousand people. 
Topics 
l~ny Massachusetts settlers in Indiana--a quilting party 
for the bride-to-b&-fall making of soap--goldenrod for dye--circuit 
rider performs 1-redding--hauling food to mB.rket by ox-1-ragon--muddy 
roads--stops at homes, inns, or by roadside--Chicago of 1934; two 
thousand people ; plank and log houses; muddy streets; wolves in 
winter--seminary for girls: art of reading with expression; elocu-
tion; graceful and genteel handwriting; moral philosophy; English 
grammar; femal e biography and female mythology; ornamental and 
practical needlework--dress of period--s teaEboats on Lake Michigan--
l etters sent by travelers--half day of school a t Christmas--songs 
and dances of period--fresh food in stores ey~austed before spring--
f Brmers' carts eagerly welcomed 
Historical Characters 
None 
Illus trations 
Questions 
Black and white sketches 
1. There are many contrasts between this period and no,.r . 
vfuich do you think are the strongest? 
I 
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Widdemer, Mabel Cleland. THE WISHING STAR. 
New York, The Bobbs-Merrill Company, 1948, 230 pp. 
Time 
--1835 
Story 
Setting 
New York City and Tarrytmm. 
This is a t ale of the life and customs in New York in 1835. 
Mona O'Connor stays with the Holderness fa~ly while her guardi~~s 
are a-trray. She befriends a boy who l ater turns out to be her long 
lost brother. \.Jashington Irving i s a close friend and constant 
visitor of the family. 
Topics 
Great fire of New York--water obtained from wells and 
cis tersn--water peddlers--talk o•f vrater system from Croton River 
or Passaic River--scene of Nathan Hale's hanging-- stagecoaches 
and sleighs on the Post Road 
Historical Characters 
\.Jashington Irving 
Illustrations 
Questions 
SI118.ll black and white sketches 
1. Why did Captain Smith chase Thomas Eames? 
2. Who was "\>Tashington Irving? 
3. Why did a water peddler earn a good living 
winter time? 
I 
I. 
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Vinton, Iris. FLYING EBONY. 
New York, Dodd, Mead and Company, 1947, 289 pp. 
Time 
--1848 
Story 
Setting 
Long I sland 
FLYING EBONY is the tale of a wondrous black horse who kept 
vigil with his young rider, Jonathan Feathers, on the beaches near tm 
Port of New York. At the first sign of a ship in distress, Jonathan 
rode swiftly to alert the fishermen near the coast snd to the nearest 
post-office on a main stage road to forward word of the disaster. 
Ship o~~ers and marine insurance companies depended on Jonathan 
and other riders like him in an era 1-rhere there WiS no fast method of 
communication. 
'T' • 
.. mncs 
\~ale oil industry of Long Island towns--stage-coach arrival 
at tavern--history of marine insurance--Marine Underwriters establish 
lifesaving stations along the Long Island coast--grand opening of the 
lir'e-saving station--gifts from South America--piratical attack on 
ships off the coast--Walt \.\lhitm.an writes and delivers his paper--
enticing ships on t.o the beach with false lights--the rescue of 
passengers from a sinking ship--capturing the pirates res'ponsible 
for the sinking--cannon shot greets the arrival of a whaler 
Hi s torical Characters 
None 
Illustrations 
Black and white pictures 
Questions 
1. How did Jonathan get possession of EBONY? 
2. vfuy were life-saving stations established? 
3. 1-ihy was a s~Tift messenger needed? 
I' 
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Price, Olive. THREE GOLDEN RIVERS. 
New York, The Bobbs-Merrill Company, 1948, 272 pp. 
Story 
Setting 
Pittsburg 
The four orphaned Bayard shildren arrive in Pittsburg to 
earn their living. Sixteen-year old Jenny goes to work at the lead-
ing hotel. Fifteen-year old Stephen is apprenticed as a glass'llaker 
for which work he shows great talent. Thirteen-year old Carlotta 
has small parts in tbe theatre and eight-year old Mady does the 
household chores. Excellent social history of the period is intro-
duced. 
Topics 
Busy river port of Pittsburg-- the HIVER QUEEN--life on a 
"clinger" in the hills--the glass factory--melting pot of nationalit:i:s 
in the steel mills--private lending library--luxury of the leading 
hotel, the Monongahela House--theatre news of the period: Fannie 
Kemble, leading actress; plays, THE FOB.EST ROSE, THE Pl!;OPLE 1S LAWYER, 
FASHION; Anna Cora Mowatt, playwright--coming of Jenny Lind to America.--
Stephen Foster signs on the RIVER QUEEN--Stephen wins aHard for a 
year's study of gla ssmaking in Europe--brief history of glassmaking 
Historical Characters 
Young Andrew Carnegie, Stephen Foster 
Illustrat;ons 
Q.uestions 
None 
1. -wha t was a "clinger"? \,fhy vras it so called? 
2 . '\o;lhat people mentioned in this story later became famous? 
3. ~lhat does the title of this book have to do with the 
story itself? 
I 
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Howard, Eliza.bet:h. SUMl1ER UNDER SAIL. 
New York, I.Jillie.m Morrow and Company, 1947, 213 pp . 
Time 
1852 
Story 
Setting 
Cleveland and the Great Lakes 
Clarissa Heade loves the lakes and wants desperately to 
spend a summer sailing on them with her father or gr andfather. 
However, her mother considers such a notion unladylike. It isn't 
until Clarissa goes to a lecture unaccompanied that she is sent 
to her grandfather's schooner in disgrace. This is an interesting 
story sho•dng quite vividly the idea prevalent at the time that 
a woman's place was in the home. 
Topics 
Sail and steam shipping on the Great Lakes--old-timers 
dislike coal f or fuel--port of Cleveland in 1852--customs regard-
ing la.dies: escorted on streets in the evening; chaperoned at 
all public affairs; no vocation possible but marriage; dislike 
of women on public plat f orm; education for girls strictly genteel--
overcrowded wooden steamers often blow up and bum--laws needed 
to regulate safety measures--tugs tow sailing ship through straits 
from Lake Erie to Huron--heavy German, Norwegian, Dutch immigra-
tion on lakes--Henry Clay's body brought 1D Ohio on BUCK:t;YE STATE 
Historical Characters 
None 
Illustrat ions 
Questions 
None 
1. Why was Clarissa's teacher shocked at her composition 
on "Women's Rights"? 
2. Why were lake steamers considered dangerous? 
I 
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Unit Five 
SECTIONAL DIFFERENCES LEAD TO WAR 
(1830-1865) 
When the Constitution was written, the planting states of 
the South and the Commercial states of the North were almost evenly 
balanced in power. By 1860, that balance had been destroyed be-
cause practically all industry, foreign commerce, and banking c~pi-
tal were in the North. Certain sectional problems, particularly 
slavery, kept arising and interfering with national welfare until 
the time came when these differences had to be settled one way 
or the other. The break came with the secession of eleven South-
ern states when Lincoln was elected president. The four bitter 
years of the war when each side felt it was fighting for the 
right ended in a victory for the North. 
~30 
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Unit Five - Table of Contents 
(arranged chronologically) 
Pre-Civil War Days 
*Swift, Hildegarde THE RAILROAD TO FREEDOM 
Howard, Elizabeth NORTH 'NINDS BLOW FREE 
Allee, Marjorie Hill SUSANNA AND TRISTRAM 
Medary, Marjorie PRAIRIE PRINTER 
Long, Laura RANN.AH COURAGEOUS 
Pre-Civil War and Civil War Days 
*Meadowcroft, Enid L. .ABR.AlLiiM LINCOLN 
Singmaster, Elsie THE LOVING HEART 
Hayes, Marjorie GREEN PEACE 
Knox, Rose B. GRAY: C.APS 
Singmaster, Elsie SWORDS OF STEEL 
MaoKaye, Loring TEE FAR DISTANT BUGLE 
Dwight , Allan LINN DICKSON, CONFEDERATE 
Lavender, David MIKE MAROl'lli""Y, RAIDER 
Allen, Merritt Parmelee THE WHITE FEM'HER 
HUbbard, Freeman H. VINNIE RE..AM AND MR. LINCOLN 
Darby, Ada Claire "LOOK AWAY, DIXIE L.AND% 11 
*Nolan, Jeannette c. THE STORY OF CLARA BARTON 
Post-Civil War Days 
Wheelwright, Jere G.ENl'LEMEN, HUSH! 
Sterne, Emma Gelders NO SURRENDER 
*Biography 
-*Swift, Hildegarde Hoyt. THE RAILROAD TO FREEDOM. 
New York, Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1932, 353 pp. 
Time 
~831-1865 
Setting 
Haryland; Canada; Auburn, New York 
Story 
Harriet Tubman was born a slave in Maryland and, as a young 
girl, made her way North to freedom. vli th rare courage she let over 
three hundred negroes to freedom by mean~ of the Underground Rail-
road. She became knm-m as the "Mosesn of her people. During the 
Civil -war she rendered inv:aluable work as a nurse, spy, and scout. 
Topics 
Conditions of slavery in the South--King Cotton economy--
various types of masters--Calhoun justifies the Mexican War for the 
expansion of the cotton-growing economy--Calhoun believes that the 
rights of a state are more important than the Union--ltlilmot Proviso-
Quakers are strong abolitionists--Harriet's escape from 11aryland 
to Philadelphia--Harriet brings slaves north with evergrowing price 
on her head--Harriet addresses audiences in the North--learns routes 
and agents from Maryland to Canada--becomes a "Moses" to her people 
John Brown's plan--the Civil War--Harriet becomes nurse--joins Negro 
troop from Boston as a scout and spy 
Historical Characters 
Jolin Calhoun, 'lb.omas Garrett, Theodore Parker, 
vlilliam H. Se1-;ard, John Brown, Governor Andrew of 
IVJassachusetts, Bronson Alcott, Ralph 1-laldo Emerson 
Illustrations 
Black and white sketches 
Questions 
1. w'hy was Harriet called '-Moses" by many? 
2. How did she show rare courage? 
I 
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Howard, Elizabeth. NORTH WINDS BL01.J' FREE. 
New York, William Morrow and Company, 1949, 192 pp. 
Setting 
Michigan and Canada 
Story 
Elspeth McLaren's father sells th~ir home in Michigan 
and move to Canada to help start a settlement for the rehabilita-
tion of f ugitive slaves. The .reader learns of the unselfish devo-
tion of these people who believed that "all men are created equal" 
and worked to make their beliefs come true. 
Topics 
Underground Railroad station in the family springhouse--
Fugitive Slave Law rouses wrath of North in general--planning a 
settlemtn for fugitives in Canada--Colonization Society--Freedom 
Settlement in Canada--money raised in Presbyterian Church for 
support of settlement-- severe treatment in South to men found 
helping fugitive : slaves 
Hi storical Characters 
None 
Illustration 
One in color 
Qu estions 
1. Why was Freedom Settlement started? 
I, 
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~llee, Marjorie Hill. SUSANNA AND TRISTRAM • 
.l:ioston, Houghton Mifflin Company, 1929, 220 pp. 
Time 
1851 
Story 
Setting 
Ohio 
Susanna Coffin helps her uncle, Levi Coffin, president 
of the Underground Railway, to harbor and escort runaway slaves 
on their way to Canada. Her work leads her into many dangerous 
and exciting adventures. 
Tooics 
Underground Railway--crossing Ohio in skiffs--large group 
leaves Cincinnati under guise of funeral procession--German immi-
grants in Cincinnati--route of Underground Railway: Kentucky 
to Ohio to Canada--secret closets for refuge 
Historical Characters 
Levi Coffin 
Illustrations 
Several black and white pictures 
Questions 
1. Describe briefly the route· of the Underground Railway? 
2. lfuy was it dangerous work? 
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Medary, Marjorie. PRAIRIE PRINTER. 
New York, Longmans, Green and Company, 1949, 2g6 pp. 
Time 
--1856 
Story 
Setting 
Iowa frontier 
Tom Kenyon, Ohio printer of 1g56, heads westward to the 
Iowa frontier. The political confusion of 1856 with parties split 
over slavery extension and the presidential campaign of Fremont ver-
sus Buchanan form the background of the story. 
Topics 
Travel: stagecoach or steamboat; fording streams necessary 
when bridges gave. out; diving-bell boat on Mississippi; railroad 
promoters arrive to seek land for forthcoming railroad--soddy 
house- -light from saucer of lard with wick--new Republican Party 
candidate, Fremont the Pathfinder--Republican platform of 1856: 
denounces the Kansas-Nebraska Act; admission of Kansas as free 
state--news of Dred Scott decision 
Hi-st orical Characters 
None 
Illustrations 
None 
Qu estions 
1. Why was Tom unhappy as a farmer? 
2. How were newspapers supported in this period? 
J. How were the people disturbed in pglitics at this 
period? 
II 
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Long, Laura. HANNAH COURAGEOUS. 
New York, Longmans, Green and Company, 1939, 246 pp. 
Time 
1857 
Story 
Setting 
New Albion 
Hannah Nicholson is the daughter of a Quaker frunily drawn 
into the conflict over slavery. Her father is an agent of the 
Underground Railway and helps the fugitive slaves on tneir way 
north to freedom. Other members of her family become free settlers 
in Kansas. 
Tonics 
Quaker beliefs-helps fugitive slaves to escape under God's 
laws--busy river port of New Albion--toll gates in use--profession-
al slavers hunt fugitives for own gain--stations and agents of under-
ground railway scatters from Ohio River to the Great Lakes and 
Canada--P~ti-Slavery Society sponsors Underground Railway--~mssa­
chusetts Emigrant Society sends free settlers to Kansas--sub-
scription school 
Historical Characters 
None 
Illustrations 
Black and white sketches 
Questions 
1. What was Hannah's hobby? 
2. ~~at were professional slavers? 
3. wny were so many free settlers going to Kansas? 
4. \·lhy was it dangerous to help runaway slaves? 
*Meadowcroft, Enid LaMonte. ABRAH.Al-1 LINCOLN. 
New York, Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1942, 189 pp. 
Time 
--1816-1865 
Story 
Setting 
Indiana, Illinois, Washington 
This is an excellent account of the life of Abraham 
Lincoln. The social history of t he period and· the political 
events of this fateful half-century are simply and interestingly 
related. 
Topics 
Pioneering from Kentucky tp Omdoama--goods on flatboat 
first, on horseback, wagon--making a half-faced camp--hard work 
of w~derness--milk-sickness epidemic kills Nancy Lincoln--
secondmother, Sarah--eager for education--great love of reading 
and of people--works on Mississippi flatboat--city of New Orleans 
in 1828--election of .Andrew Jackson--family moves to Illinois--
New Salem storekeeper--joins volunteers against Black Hawks--be-
comes postmaster, surveyor,--elected to Illinois Legislature--
death of Ann Rutledge--becomes lawyer in Springfiel-d--ma.rridge 
to Mary Todd--election to Congress~-speaks against Mexican Wa~-­
Kansas-Nebraska Act of Douglas--formation of Republican Party 
to restore Missouri Compromise--Lincoln-Douglas debates--
election to Presidency--Confederacy formed--Sumter attacked--
call to arms--four years of war--Lincoln's assassination 
Historical Characters 
Abraham Lincoln, Stephen Douglas 
Illustrations 
Black and white pictures 
questions 
1. w~at part of Lincoln's life did you like the 
best? 
2. wny did people like Lincoln? 
Singmaster, Elsie. THE LOVING HEART. 
Boston, Houghton Mifflin Company, 1937, 244 pp. 
Time 
--185 8-1863 
Setting 
Gettysburg, Pennsylvania 
Story 
Berry Pontifrac lives with her grandmother on the outskirts 
of Gettysburg. \'i'hen their funds run out, Berry becomes a companion 
and servant to Mrs. Mcilvraine. 1\lhen the Civil \>Tar breaks out, she 
becomes the nurse of Mrs. Mcilvraine's grandson who is motherless. 
She saves the child's life during the battle of Gettysburg and nurses 
the •tTounded and dying. 
Topics 
Helping fugitive slaves--County Farm for destitute--description 
of clothing and manners of the day--education at Gettysburg: college, 
seminary, public school, three academies--railroad comes to the town~­
John Brown's B~id--election of Lincoln--South secedes--songs of Civil 
War--militiamen respond to Lincoln's call--fluctuating tide of 
battles and generals--heavy casualties--Emancipation Proclamation--
battle of Gettysburg--caring for the wounded and dying 
Historical Characters 
Thaddeus Stevens, General Jeb Stuart 
Illustrations 
One in color 
Questions 
1. How did Berry show her loyalty and devotion to the 
Mcilvraine family? 
2. Compare her with Melissa. 
Hayes, ~mrjorie. GREEN PEACE. 
Philadelphia, J. B. Lippincott Company, 1945, 228 pp. 
Time 
--1859-1862 
Setting 
Boston, 'Vlashington 
Stor:y 
This is a tale of life in Boston just before the Civil 
Vlar begins. It centers around the family of Dr. Samuel Gridley 
Howe who was director of the Perkins Institute and Massachusetts 
School for the Blind. His wife, Julia Ward Howe, later wrote the 
famous war song, BATTLE HYMN OF THE REPUBLIC. Famous people a.re 
introduced in the story, as well a s the customs and beliefs of 
that era. 
Perkins Institute and Massachusetts School for the Blind--
John Brown attends a meeting of the Anti-Slavery Society in 
Boston--John Brown's plan for freeing the slaves--Garrison's 
LIBERATOR--Massachusetts men go to become Free-State men in 
Kansas--Handel and Haydn Society- -South secedes and war is 
declared--Massachusetts Third, Fourth, and Sixth Regiments 
outfitted in Boston--Sixth fired upon while cr.ossing Baltimore--
Washington in wartime--Dorothea Dix asks women of Boston for 
medical.. suppli es--writing of "Battle Hymn of the Republic" 
Historical Cha racters 
Dr. Samuel Gridley Howe, Julia 1-lard Howe, John Brown, 
Laura Bridgman, Louis Agassiz, Whittier, Governor Job~ 
Albion .A..ndrew 
. Illustra-tions 
Black and white pictures 
1. vJha t was John Brown's plan? 
? . \•!hat famous song did Julia v!a.rd Howe write? 
Where did she get the idea for it? 
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Knox, Rose B. GRAY CAPS. 
New York, Doubleday, Doran a.nd Company, Incorporated, 1932, 304 pp. 
Time 
--1859-1865 
Sto:ry 
Setting 
North Carolina 
The Forrest family on a Southern plantation take part in 
the war between the States. This story tells of their high hopes 
in the first stages of the war and their gradual but inevitable 
acceptance of defeat. Episodes of daring the pathos are inter-
woven to bring in the courage and bravery of the members of the 
fa.mily. 
Topics 
Life on a Southern plantation--tutor system of education--
news of John Brown's raid--split of Democratic Party--secession 
of Southern s-t:.ates--confederacy organized--Fort Sumter brings war--
recru.i ting begins--Y.:anassas, Confederate victory-Morgan's men 
raid Kentucky--new draft laws--profiteering--despondency of people--
running a blockade 
Historical Characters 
None 
Illustrations 
Four black and white drawings, one in color 
Questions 
1. How did the war affect the Forrest family? 
2. Why was the NELLI E; F'I ER'S journey a dangerous one? 
3. Give examples of the honorable and respectful way one 
side treated the other. 
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Singmaster, Elsie. SWORDS OF STEEL. 
Boston, Houghton, Hifflin Company, 1933, 262 pp. 
Time 
--1859-1865 
Setting 
Gettysburg, Pennsylvania i 
I' 
Story 
John Deane lives through the heart-rending times of pre-
Civil War and Civil 1-Tar days. His faithful negro friend, Nichola s , 
is kidnapped by prof essional sl avers. He witnesses John Brown's 
r aid on Harper's Ferry arsenal. His father goes to 1.;ar and hi s 
home is destroyed during the battle of Gettysburg. Although under-
age, he enters the Union army in the l ast six months of the war. 
Topics 
Professional s lavers kidnap free negroes--description of 
Getty sburg--charcoal burning f or iron industry--John Brown's raid 
on Harper' s Ferry--Capture of John Brown by Federal troops--
Fourth of July celebration--presidential nominees of 1860 election--
I 
helping fugitive sl aves--Lincoln election--South secedes--Sumter 
1 is fired upon--Lincoln calls for 75,000 volunteers--ninety militia- 1 
men of Gettysburg l eave for Washington--fluctuating tide of victory 11 
and defeat for both sides--succession of Union generals--battle 
of Gettysburg--building breastworks with trees, clothing , feather- 1 
beds--dedicating Gettysburg burial ground--famous dedication ,! 
address of Lincoln--surrender of Lee 
I 
Historical Characters I 
John Brown, Abraham Lincoln, Colonel Robert E. Lee, 
Jeb St uart 
Illustra tions 
Black and white pictures 
Questions 
1. vfuat were professional sl avers? 
2. 1-.lb.a t was John Brown's pl an? 
3. When did John Deane see Lir;coln? 
' 
Mackaye, Loring. THE FAR DISTft~ BUGLE. 
New York, Longmans, Green and Company, 1948, 264 pp. 
Time 
--1860 
Storx 
Setting 
Utah Territory 
Joe Littlebee was an orphan brought up in the vicinity 
of Fort Bridger. When the Civil War begins, he does valuable 
wor k in scouting and keeping the one road op:en to the West. 
Topics 
Election campaign stirs Fort Bridger--family conflicts 
over the secession issue--descripton of Fort Bridger--traffic 
on the Road: coaches, ox-freight trains, express riders, Conestoga 
wagons--trader's stor e--pony express--secession of the 0outh begins--
southern officers desert US Army post to fight for South--western 
regiments ordered East to fight--outlaws and Indians begin raiding 
country 
Hi storical Characters 
None 
Illustrations 
None 
Questions 
l. Why did Dick's father desert the post? 
2• vfuat did Judge Carter say that his army of 
soldiers must do? 
3. vJhy didn't Joe become reunited with his mother sooner? 
Dwight, il.llan. LINN DICKSON, CONFEDERATE. 
New York, The Macmillan Company, 1934, 264 pp. 
Time 
1861-1863 
.§.ettin_g 
South 
Story 
Linn Dickson is a yoti.ng Confederate soldier in t he .8:rmy of 
Northern Virginia. He discovers ·the identity of two men who are 
betraying the ar.my's plans to the Union forces. ~Vhen he is not 
believed by his superior officers, he follows a clue to get con-
crete evidence to prove his suspicions. 
Topics 
Captured by a Yank patrol--Richmond of 1862--description of 
Stonewall Jackson--great admiration of troops for Jackson--songs of 
the Civil War: THE GIRL I LEFT BEHIND ME; BONl~IE BLUE FLAG; OH! 
SUSANNAH; LORENA; NELLIE GRAY; THE DEW IS ON THE GRASS; THE BUGLES 
SANG TRUE; DIXIE--Battle of I~lvern Hills--great casualty lists--
comradeship of soldiers of both sides--Jeb Stuart's cavalry raids--
capture, jailed in Washington, flight and refuge with the under-
ground--battle of Cemetery Ridge--capture of traitors to the South 
Historical Characters 
Generals Robert E. Lee, Stonewall Jackson, Jeb Stuart 
Illustrations 
S,11estions 
Black and white sketches 
1. What three important Southern generals are mentione d 
in this story? 
2. How did it happen that the Northern and Southern 
soldiers were friendly when they met? 
3. How was Lim able to get back to his brigade after 
his escape? 
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Lavender, David. NIKE l•fARONEY, RAIDER. 
Philadelphia, The Hestminster Press, 1945, 242 pp. 
Time 
--1861-1863 
Story 
Setting 
South 
Mike Maroney, a sixteen-year old lad from Tennessee, joins 
a handful of men \vho penetrated the Confederate lines and stole a 
train under the noses of a regiment. They were p1rsued and captured 
as they dashed north. They attempted two desperate escapes from 
an infamous dungeon prison knovm as Swim's hole. Some were tried 
and h2.nged as spies. Those that lived to reach the North were 
interviewed by President Lincoln and presented the first Congress-
ional Medals of Honor ever issued by the Government of the United 
States. This story is based on fact. 
Tonics 
Smuggling between Union and Confederate lines--planning a 
raid to disrupt Rebel communications by stealing a train and burn-
ing bridges behind them--penetrating enemy lines in pairs from 
Tennessee to Georgia--the capture of the train--the chase and 
capture of the raiders--months in a dungeon prison--trial of leaders 
and execution as spies--two attempts at escape--the underground 
helps fugitive Union soldiers escape North and spies to penetrate 
enemy lines--Abraham Lincoln awards the new Congressional Medal 
of Honor to survivors of the raid 
Historical Characters 
James J. Andre,.rs, leader of the raid 
Secretary of War Stanton, Abraham LincoLD 
Illustrations 
One black and white picture 
'%.'uestions 
1. \fua t was Andrew's plan? 'tJhy did it go wrong? 
2. How did Hike finally escape? 
I 
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Allen, -Herritt Parmelee. THE ~illiTE FEATHER. 
New York, Longmans, Green and Company, 1944, 196 pp. 
Time 
--1861-1865 
Story 
Setting 
The South 
Beau Craigen leaves the hills of Kentucky to look for his 
father's people in Georgia. On his way he meets Tom Morgan and 
becomes one of Morgan's Raiders. This story tells of their many 
exploits during the four years of the Civil Uar. 
Tonics 
Kentucky is divided in loyalty--makeshift equipment of 
soldiery--Morgan 's raids into enemy territory--jealousy of older 
generals--battle of Shiloh-- the Raiders in Ohio and Indiana--
approaching deterioration of the South and the breaking poL~t 
in Southern morale 
Historical Characters 
General Jollll Morgan, General Bragg, Genera l Grant 
Illus trations 
None 
Questions 
1. What was Morgan's r eputation in the South? In the 
North? 
2. \fu.at did he achieve for the South? 
Hubbard, Freeman H. VINNIE BEA.M AND HR. LINCOLN. 
New York, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Incorporated, 1949, 265 pp. 
Time 
--1862-1865 
Setting 
\vashington 
Story 
Vinnie Ream lives in Washington during the Civil War and 
works in the Post-Office. She is ambitious to become a sculptor 
and studies under Clark Ydll, the leading sculptor of his day. 
Vinnie meets President Lincoln and is a llowed to study him daily 
while he is in his office transacting business. Later she is 
commissioned by the Secretary of the Interior to create a life -
sized s t atue of the dead president to be pl aced in the rot unda of 
the Capitol. 
Topics 
Washington during the Civil Far--soldiers s:i.p.ging: 
"John Brown's Body," Tenting Tonight_, Haryland, All Quiet Along 
the Potomac Tonight, Yankee Doodle, .Oon.nie Blue Flag 11--Post-
Office hires girls for first time at $60 a month--divided 
sympathies: Copperheads favor the South--Capitol used as 
barracks, arsenal, hospital, s torehouse, and bakery--Lincoln 
and his family--proposed evacuation of Washington--change of 
leadership in army: General McClellan, Burnside, Meade, Grrult--
new Ford Theatre--Emancipation Proclamation--fluctuating tide 
of victory for each side--end of war--Lincoln shot at theatre--
Lincoln's death 
Historical Characters 
.!:'resident Abraham Lincoln; Stanton, Secretai"J of lvar; 
Hrs. Lincoln 
Illustrations 
Nany photographs 
Questions 
1. wno were Copperheads? 1.J"as Vinnie one? 
2. ~~y did the Union side have so many generals 
during this war? 
Darby, Ada Claire. "LOOK AWAY, DIXIE LAND!" 
Ne1.;r York, Frederick A. Stokes Company, 1941, 339 pp. 
Time 
--1860-1865 
Setting 
Lexington, l>iissouri 
Story 
Loyalties of the people of Missouri are bitterly divided 
during the Civil \-Jar. While the state does not secede, many men 
and boys leave secretly to join the Confederate ranks. Missouri 
is placed under martial law and residents grow increasingly bitter 
a t t he petty regulations against their beliefs and pride. Raiders 
from both sides deal death and destruction to the civilian popu-
l a tion and property. Victoria Royal and Bettie Belle Buckner are 
on opposing sides. Although their relations become strained, yet 
t he ties of affection remain unbroken. 
Topics 
Divided loyalties of Missourians--Missnuri refuses to 
furnish Lincoln's quota of soldiers--life of the Southern aristo.,.. . 
crats--Missouri under martial law--arrival of Federal troops--General 
Fremont frees slaves but Lincoln retracts proclamation--evacuation 
by carriage, wagon, steamboat--battle for control of Mi ssouri--
ca.ring for the wounded--dual government and mill tia in 1-lissouri--
Oath of Allegiance to State and :B'ederal government required--bush-
whackers rob government supplies--Quantrell raids Kansas--succession 
of Military orders embitters the people--some Missourians go to 
Mexico rather than surrender 
HistoricA.l Characters 
General Sterling Price, General Jo Shelby 
Illustrations 
Black and white · sketches 
Questions 
1. How did the military orders do mor e harm than good? 
2. How did the friends in this story help each other 
even when on opposing sides? 
*Nolan, Jeannette Covert. THE STORY OF CLARA BARTON. 
New York, Julian Messner, Incorporated, 1941, 277 pp. 
Time 
1821-1912 
Story 
Setting 
United States and Europe 
Clara Barton's lif e is one of service to mankind. She 
organized a free public school, aided in establishing the nursing 
corps during the Civil ~-lar, and formed t he bureau to locate the 
war missing. After several years of Red Cross service in Europe, 
she returned to the United States and "\-rorked ten years before she 
was successful i n getting official approval in establishing the 
.AmeriMn Red Cross. 
Topics 
Happy active childhood--shy and sensitive~-nursed brother 
during long illness--worked in brother's weaving mill--became 
district school teacher--attended Libera l Institute in Clinton, 
New York--opened a public school in Bordentown, New Jersey--
the i-Tashington of 1854--first lady to work in US Patent Office--
tolerated slavery--attended Senate debates on slavery--favored 
Fremont for Presidency which caused her dismissal--Events lead 
to Civil War: John Bro•m's Raid, election of Lincoln, attack on 
Fort Sumter-victims of Maryland mob arrive in \<lashington--dis-
tributes gifts to ex-students in Massachusetts regiments and 
others--nurses on the battlef ield--appointed Supt. of Nurses 
for Army of James--collapse of Conf ederacy--establishes bureau 
to locate the war missing--lecture to r aise funds--works for Red 
Cross in Europe--years of eff ort to get official approval of 
American Red Cross 
Historical Character s 
Clara Barton, Abraham Lincoln, President Garf ield 
Illustrations 
Black and white pictures 
Questions 
1. List Clara Barton's contributions to better 
American civilization. 
I Wheelwright, Jere. GENTLEMEN, HUSH ! 
I New York, Ch&.rles Scribner's Sons, 1948, 190 pp. 
Time 
--1865 
Stor-t 
Setting 
Virginia 
Three young Confederate soldiers of the Army of Northern 
Virginia return home after Le~'s surrender. Their home has been burned 
to the ground and stock is gone . With no money nor supplies, they be-
gan painstakingly rebuilding the f a.rm under a military government for 
Virginia . 
Tonics 
Growing shortage of Confederate supplies--extreme youth of 
fighting men--despondency of Southern troops--surrender of Lee--
bushwhackers and deserters terrorize countryside--Freedmen's Bureau--
destitution of the South--Virginia becomes Military District Number 
one 
Historical Characters 
General Robert E. Lee, Colonel Mosby 
Illustrations 
Black and white drawings 
Questions 
1. Why did the South have to surrender? 
2. How did the boys find conditions at home? 
3. \olhat 1-1as the :f reedmen 1 s Bureau? 
Sterne, Emma Gelders. NO SUF.RENDER. 
New York, Duffield and Green, 1932, 193 pp. 
Time 
--1865 
Storv 
Setting 
Alabama 
The surrender of Lee comes as a great shock to the Thomas 
family isolated in Alabama. The children and two devoted negroes plant 
a cotton crop. They live in constant fear that a Yankee foraging 
party will destroy their fields and commandeer the horse and mule. 
The father finally r eturns after being released from a prison hospital. 
The whol e family courageously face a new way of life. 
Topics 
Surrender of Lee--burning of University of Alabama by the 
Yankees--some negroes desert--Yankees on a foraging party--planting 
post-war cotton--scarcity of cotton--high price of cotton--metals 
discovered in mountai~s of South--English money for investment 
Historical Characters 
None . 
Ill us trs.tions 
Portraits of people in story 
Qu_estions 
1. Hmr did the Thomas negroes react to their freedom? 
2. 1.Jhat does the title mean in connection with this story? 
Unit Six 
CLOSING FRONI'IEBS .AND OPENING THE W~ FOR BIG 
BUSINESS 
(1865-1900) 
The end of the Civil War ushered in a new era, an era of 
rapid growth in the United States. Newly built tailroad hurried 
settlers to the free lands in the West. Vast stores of minerals 
were discovered. Indians were conquered and placed on reserva-
tiona. Open plains gave way .to farms. Increased population brought 
statehood to Western territories. 
Inventions of many kinds s~onsored a great industrial 
revolution in the East. Big business enterprises headed by 
masters of capital soon employed millions of workers. The popula-
tion was greatly increased by the arrival of millions of immigrants. 
It was a period of opportunity for men of vision. 
Thegpvernment was busy trying to solve the problems that 
accompanied this rapid growth. Accrued wealth and popular demand 
brought a measure of educational, cultural and social reforms. 
,, 
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*Biography 
Brink, Carol Ryrie. . CADDIE WOODLA1.ffi. 
New York, The Macmillan Company, 1943, 270 pp. 
Time 
--1864-1866 
Story 
Setting 
Wisconsin 
This is the story of a real girl and her family who pioneered 
from Boston to 1-Tisconsin. Some incidents in the story 1.rere added for 
the purposes of the plot. However, the characters and the major inci-
dents are real. 
Tooics 
Visit of Circuit Rider is a great occasion: weddings, 
christenings, benediction of new graves, church services in the 
school-- slaughter of passenger pigeons--weekly arrival of river 
steamboat--sharing school teacher and school months with next 
community--scarcity of money during the Civil \1Tar--fear of massacre 
by Indians--news of Lee's surrender and Lincoln's death--magazines 
of the day: GODEY'S LP~Y'S BOOK, THE MOTHER'S ASSISTANT, THE YOUNG 
LADIES 1 FRIEND 
Historical Characters 
None 
Illustrations 
Black and white pictures 
Questions 
1. Why ~id Caddie have so little schooling? 
2. 1,-Jhy was the Circuit Rider's visit a great occasion? 
I 
I 
I 
Summers, Richard Aldrich. CONQUERORS Of THE RIVER. 
New York, Oxford UniYersity Press, 1939, 195 pp. 
Time 
1868 
Story 
Setting 
The Colorado River 
This is the story of ¥~jor Powell's expedition to explore 
and chart the Colorado River. The men brave tremendous hardships 
and dangers on their thousand mile trip through uncharted waters. 
Four of the men grew discouraged and deserted the expedition. But 
the remaining six continued to become the first conquerors of the 
mighty Colorado. 
Topics 
The \>lest, hope of the war weary co"U!ltry in 1865--Indians 
now very dangerous--Chinese imported to work on railroad--Pm1ell 
expedition prepares to explore and ma.p the Colorado River--four boats 
begin the thousand mile journey--note taking, chipping off speicimens , 
hunting fossils, ~easuring heights of rim of' canyons, studying geo-
logical foundations~-dangers: rapids , falling boulders, portaging 
dangerous rapids, nerves become frayed, food rots and spoils, boats 
lost in rapids, boats set afire--men desert expedition--description 
of canyons along the way 
Histor ical Characters 
Major John Pm-rell 
Illustrations 
Questions 
Black and white sketches 
1. What did Major Powell do as they traveled south on the 
Colorado? 
2. \fuy did some of the men desert the expedition? 
I'1S5 
II Fernald, Helen Clark. SMOKE BLOi-!S WEST. 
jl New York, Longmans, Green and Company, 19.38, :285 pp. 
I 
I 
II 
'I 
Time 
--1869 
Sto;r:y 
Setting 
Kansas 
Tom Stonebride's father is drowned while on his way to 
Kansas when the steamboathits a sand bar in a thick fog. Tom con-
tinues on alone and becomes a prairie scout and messenger. He gives 
the town of Neosho Bend his inheritance to raise enough money to 
have the railroad constructed through the town. He also helps the 
Grand Texas Trunk railroad win its race to the Indian Territory 
agaLnst its .river, the Gulf Line. 
Tcpics 
Description of the ~~STERN MOON--many drowned when steam-
boat explodes after collision in a dense fog--Congress to grant right 
of w·ay to first railroad whose tracks reach the Indian Terri tory--
race between the Grand Texas Trunk and the Gulf Line--t01-m of Neosho 
Bend strives to get railroad through the town--possibility of getting 
t he r a ilroad causes the town to boom--work and life at a railros.d 
camp --news of loss of the railroad causes exodus of new settlers--
damage from the cyclone--at a Pawnee camp-- The Great Railroad Meeting 
at Neosho Bend: town pledges $75,000 in subscriptions--attemps to 
sabotage the Grand Trunk Line--Grand Trunk line wins the race by 
two miles 
Historical Characters 
None 
Illustrations 
Questions 
Bla.ck and white pictures 
1. ~~y were the two railroads racing to the Indian 
Territory? Why was the town eager t~ get the railroad? 
I 
_____ ,, 
Rush, William Marshall. RED FOX OF THE KINAPOO. 
New York, Longmans, Green and Company, 1949, 279 pp. 
Time 
--H!'72-1875 
Setting 
Idaho 
Story 
The Nez Perc.~s are driven out of their lands. Treaties are 
made and broken and the Indians are confused in their dealings with 
the government. Chief Joseph of the Nez Perc~s held firmly to his 
beliefs of what was right but fell before the greater power of the 
invading whites. 
Topics 
Animosity between whites and Indie~s at Fort Lapwai--illegal 
to sell liquor to Indians--village of the Nez Perc~s--religious beliefs--
ceremony of becoming a man--Indian village life--white inroads on In-
dian land--tribe forced onto reservation--war 
Historical Character 
Chief Joseph of Nez Perc~s 
Illustrations 
Questions 
Small sketches 
1. Give the Indian side of the land dispute. 
2. Why were the treaties between the Indian and the 
whites so often broken? 
I 
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Wyatt, Geraldine. BUFFALO GOLD. 
New York, Long;rnans, Green and Company, 194S, 184 pp. 
Story 
Setting 
Kansas 
The Hull family settle on a farm in Kansas. Their first 
horne is a ¢iugout with a sod roof. The first year is s. very difficult 
one because of the severe drought. They are just about ready to give 
up when they discofer that a certain type of wheat, called Russian 
wheat, is suited for winter planting. 
Topics 
Uses of the buffalo to the early settler--Indians fire pra~r~e 
to drive herds of buffalo in a certain direction--lack of wood on the 
prairie causes settlers to build dugouts with sod roofs--hunting buffalo--
towns resent settlers, prefer cattlemen--cowboys deliberately drive herds 
-into vTheat fields on their way to railroad--severe drought causes crop 
failure--Mennonite settlement of Russians grow winter wheat--trapping 
large herds of wild horses 
Historical Characters 
None 
Illustrations 
Questions 
Black and white pictures 
1. In_ how many ways did the early settler use the 
buffalo? 
2. 1-Jhy did the cowboys drive their he~ds_ into the wheat 
field? 
3. ~~y is winter_wheat better for Kansas weather? 
. ,, 
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*Garst, Shannon. BUFFALO BILL. 
i New York, Julian Hessner, Incorporated, 1948, 200 pp. 
I. 
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Time 
1852-1917 
Story 
Setting 
The West, New York 
lvilliam Cody, better knmm as Buffalo Bill, ha.d one of the 
most varied careers that ever befell a man. He got his first job 
at nine and, from then on, his life was one of ceaseless adventure. 
His great fame was achieved as a buffalo hunter for the new rail-
road. In the 1880's he organized his vlild West shows and toured 
the United States and Europe. Although he made vast sums of money, 
he died a pauper and was buried atop Lookout Mountain near Denver. 
Topics 
Family pioneers to Kansas--slaveholders and anti-slave. 
men strive for possession of Kansas--first job at nine herding · 
cattle for freighting firm, Russell, Majors, and Waddell--successive 
jobs as: driver ¥rith wagon trains; trapper; prospector in gold 
rush to Pikes Peak Country; ranger, dispatch bearer, and scout in 
service of Union during the Civil \.Jar; soldier in Kansas Volunteer 
Infantry; stage drive~ in Nebraska; government scout £~r army in 
Kansas; promoted town of Rome; buffalo hunter for Kansas Pacific 
Railro~d; serves with army on various expeditions against Indians; 
member of Nebraska Legislature; cattle rancher; star of theatrical 
tours and organizer of Wild vTest Combination; tours United States, 
England and Europe ., 
Historical Characters 
Buffalo Bill, Kit Carson 
Illustrations 
Black and white pictures 
Questions 
1. How did William Cody get his name? 
2. Explain his job as a Pony Express Rider. 
I 
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Fuller, Alice Cook. GOLD FOR THE GRAH~1S. 
New York, Julian Messner, Incorporated, 1948, 194 pp. 
~ 
1877 
Story 
Setting 
Iowa to Dakota Territory 
After two bad years on an Iowa farm, the Grahams decide to move 
to the Dakota Territory where gold had been discovered. Mr. Graham goes 
on ahead and the family follow in the spring. A prairie fire almost 
destroys the wagon train, but the Grahams reach Terraville without 
further incident. 
Topics 
"Gold rush" in Dakota Territory--high prices at the gold mine--
thieves rob \.Jells-Fargo coaches carrying gold--disappearance of buffalo 
on prairie cause Indians to fight for existence--dangers of crossing 
the prairies: prairie fire; Indian raids; swollen rivers which must 
be forded; buffalo stampedes; bad weather; muddy trail--river steam- J 
boat up the Missouri--Indians shoot at the boat-ill-treatment of an .j 
Indian brings vengeance of tribe to wagon trains--setting a backfire I 
to stop a prairie fire from engulfing the wagon train--Chinese establish 
laundries in mining camp--placer mining 1 
Historical Characters I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
None I 
Illustrations 
Questions 
Black and white pictures 
1. Why did the Grahams decide to leave their Iowa farm? 
2. w"hat was the J:?iggest danger the Grahams experienced on 
their trip to the Black Hills? 
I 
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Downey, Fairfax. THE SEVENTH'S STAGHOUND~ 
New York, Dodd, Mead and Company, 1948, 230 pp. 
Time 
-y875 
Story 
Setting 
The Dakota Terri tory 
Peter Shannon enlists and is assigned to the 7th Cavalry to 
serve as trumpeter under General Custer. He trains a young puppy ' who 
becomes a valuable staghound. The dog proves his worth by saving the 
life of Peter and Peter's sweetheart. Peter is saved from being 
massacred by the Indians in the battle of Little Big Horn when Custer 
sends him to bring reinforcements. While he is gone , thousands of 
Sioux and Cheyenne warriors kill and mutilate the two hundred men in 
Custer's command. 
Topics 
Army recruiting in New York for service against the Indians--
7th Cavalry at Fort Abraham Lihcoln--divided loyalty to Custer, stern 
disciplinarian--army deserters to gold rush in the Black Hills--veteran 
cavalry horses know every trumpet call--government ineff iciency· and broken 
treaties force Sioux and Cheyennes to fight for their lands--Secretary 
of War Belknap resigns under fire--exposures of graft by Indian agents 
and tribute money paid to higher-ups-- General Custer recalled to testi-
fy before a congressional committee on War Department expenditures--
buffalo nearing extinction, purposely slaughtered to contribute toward 
the L'ldians conquest--buf.falo hunt--camp of Sioux and Cheyennes in the 
valley of Lit tle Big Horn--three thousa.lld ,..,arriors armed by unscrupulous \ 
traders and Indian agents--army led by General Terry divides to surround 
the enemy--rout of Reno's command of 112 men--Custer's regiment surrounded 1 
and killed j 
His torical Char acters 
General George Custer, Captain Benteen, Major Reno 
Illustrations 
Black and white sketches 
Questions 
1. What grievances did the Sioux and Cheyenne tribes have 
against the white men? 
,, 
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Means, Florence Crannell. SHADOW OVER WIDE RUIN. 
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin Company, 1942, 227 pp. 
Time 
1S80 1s 
Story 
Setting 
New Mexico 
Hepzibah Plumb, a. sixteen-year old girl, goes to live with 
her aunt and uncle at a trading-post in the heart of t..he Navaj-o country. 
The Navajos suspect her uncle of stealing t heir sacred turquoise, but 
Hepzibah discovers who is really behind the thefts. She learns to 
understand these India ns and is very respectful of their tribal customs 
and beliefs. The Navajos, in turn, look up to Hepzibah as a special 
person and believe t hat she is of their tribe, a white Navajo. 
Topics 
LaHlessness of Gallup, New Mexico--trading-post in the Nava,j o 
country--Navajo hogans--trading wool for supplies--worlananship of 
Nava jo blankets deteriorating due to use of aniline dyes and commercial 
yarns--use of beads and jewelry for cash--redeemable pawn--low ceiling 
adobe houses--scarcity of water --tales of Maximilians buried treasure--
lack of schools for Navajo due to broken government promises--Navajo 
funeral customs--ceremony of house ·Harming--placing the dying outside 
the hogan to die 
Historical Char acters 
None 
Ill ustrations 
Bl ack and 1-rhi te pictures 
Questions 
1. Why did Uncle Ezra's business become so poor? 
2. What are some of the Navajo tribal customs? 
3. Why did t he Navajos have no schools? 
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Terett, Courtenay. THE 1.J11ITE CHEYENI'ill . 
Ne'\v York, Dodd, Mead and Company, 1949, 311 pp. 
Story 
Setting 
Montana 
Denny Baldwin, a sixteen-year old lad from New York, goes to 
Montana to visit his uncle. He enjoys his life on a ranch and is 
taught an appreciation of the Indian and the white man's responsi-
bility for his low state of civilization. His best friend is Tom, 
the son of a Cheye~~e chief, and together the boys roam the range 
and learn each other's language and customs. 
Topics 
Frontier town of Miles City in 1900--dress of rancher--high 
railroad freight rates a concern of ranchmen--former army strategy 
of keeping Indians moving in sma~l bands--opinions vary re Indian--
a visit to Chief Little Wolf, a weary old man~-poor living conditions 
of Indians--Indians have no immunity to white man's diseases--dis-
appearance of buffalo after thousands of years on plains--Texas long-
horns disappear in four years--duties about the ranch--significance 
of eagle feathers to Cheyenne--George Custer's slaughter due to vanity 
of men--Indian Bureau doles out supplies to Indians--Indians not 
allowed to own cattle--broken promises of government to Indians--white 
boy is ho stage in Indian village for safety of Indian on way to stand 
trial--village of Cheye~~e 
Historical Characters 
None 
Illustrations 
Black and white pictures 
Questions 
1. How did Ma.j or Randall feel about the Indian? 
2. vfuy was Denny given an eagle f eather by ~~ite Bull? 
I 
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Peck, Anne Herriman and Johnson, mid.. YOUNG AMERICANS FROM MANY LANDS. 
New York, Albert wnibmu1 and Company, 1935, 273 pp. 
Time 
Indefinite 
Setting 
The United States 
Story 
This book is intended to show how many races go to make up 
America. These children of foreign heritage have a backgroQ~d to be 
proud of and they have something to contibute to American life. 
Tonics 
Portuguese Fisherfolk of Cape Cod 
love of sea, adventure, bravery 
Chinese of San Francisco 
an appreciation of art and beauty 
Czechs of Chicago 
love of music, dancing, and the land 
Spanish of Nei-r Mexico 
love of religion, happy nature 
Italians of New York City 
love of music, religion, oEncing 
Swedes of Minnesota 
love of animals and the land 
French of Louisiana 
love of the home, cooking, hand skills 
Gypsies 
love of adventure, music, dancing, care free 
Jews of New York 
love of the home, religion, liberty 
Historical Characters 
None 
Illustrations 
Many in color, black and white pictures 
C;uestions 
1. Why is .American called "The Melting Pot 11 ? 
2. Do your ancestors belong to any of the above groups? 
I 
Judson, Clara Ingram. THEY CAME FROM SCOTLAND. 
Rost on, Houghton, Jv1ifflin Company, 1944, 198 pp. 
Time 
1838 
Story 
Setting 
Indianapolis 
The McGregor family arrive in Indianapolis from Scotland. 
They are practically destitute but, with hard work and frugality, 
they pa.y their debts and begin to prosper. This is an excellent 
account of the social history of this period. 
Topics 
Posters in Scotland call for immigrants to America--heavy 
travel on Na.tional Road: stagecoaches, pushcarts, private carriages, 
Conestoga wagons--Varied people going West: English, Irish, Scotch, 
Germans--Irish immigrants build canals--varied work of the family: 
milling, general store, selling at the Market Stall--meaning of the 
term "Hoosier"--Methodist annual camp meeting--Sunday School reci-
tation contest--pay schools 
Historical Characters 
Henry l-Iard Beecher 
Illustrations 
One ma.p, one colored picture, many black and white pictures 
Questions 
1. \ihy did the McGregors come to America? 
2. How did they prosper? 
3. vlhy did it seem a "land of plenty" to them? 
Havighurst, Walter and Harion. SONG OF THE PINES. 
Philadelphia, The John C. Winston Company, 1949, 205 pp. 
Time 
--"1860's 
Story 
Setting 
Wisconsin 
Nils Thorsen, an orphan knife-grinder, leaves his native 
Norwa.y in the company of other families vrho are coming to settle in 
America. He begins to save his earnings as knife grinder and cant-
hook maker in a lumber camp so that he can buy a piece of land on 
which to farm. 
Topics 
A native Norwegian returns to tell his former countrymen of 
the wonders of .America--description of the Norwegian mountains, 
valleys, and fjiords--traveling the water route to 1-lisconsin: 
steamer to Albany, barge through the 'Erie c~~al; lake vessel to 
Milwaukee--staking a claim, registering it a.t the land office, 
payment of $1.25 an acre--house-raising--kPife-grinding around the 
countryside--making cant-hooks at the lumber camp--lif e in a lumber 
camp--forerunners of growing stream of Norwegians arriving in viis-
cons in and Minnesota 
Historical Characters 
None 
Illustrations 
One map, black and white pictures 
Question~ 
1. Why did these Norwegians leave their native land? 
2. How did they earn their living in America? 
3. Where did they settle? 
-Judson, Clara Ingram. THE LOST VIOLIN. 
Boston, Houghton Mifflin Company, 1947, 204 pp. 
Story 
Setting 
Chicago 
The Kovec family arrive from Czechoslovakia to settle in 
Chicao. A valuable Mittenwald violin is stolen fr.ain.~ thirteen-year 
old Anna. After months of trying to locate it, it is returned to 
her by the boy who had stolen it. Foreigners are disliked by Americans 
and the families in the foreign quarters endure taunts and becklings. 
Hull House and Miss Jane Addams prove to be a haven of refuge for these 
newcomers who are trying to become loyal Americans. 
Topics 
Arrival of immigrant train in Chicago--various foreign 
quarters of the city--work at the lumberyard--attitude of Americans 
toward the new immigrants--twelve hour day: man's salary, $1.50; 
boy's, $ .50--Sunday picnic of Czechs dispersed by police--the Bo-
hemian-American school in preparation for public school--Hull House: 
a source of all kinds of help to the foreign-born--a 11 stripping 11 
party--p-r-eparations for the 1tJorld 1 s fair--piece-work finishing 
in the home--Bohemian Day at the World's Fair--horse drawn trucks 
Historical Characters 
• 
Jane Addams, Anton Dvorak 
Illustrations 
Large black and white pictures 
guestions 
1. Why were the new immigrants hated by the Americans? 
2. How did Hull House help the newcomers? 
Angelo, Valenti. GOLDEN GATE. 
New York, The Viking Press, 1939, 273 pp. 
Time 
1907 
Story 
Setting 
California 
Nino, his mother, and grandfather leave Italy to join Nino's 
father in California. After a long, strange voyage across the ocean 
and the continent they reach California. The grandfather begins to 
plant the fruit trees that he loves while Nino goes to school. 
Topics 
Sailing from Genoa to New York--first view of the Statue of 
Liberty--Ellis Island--first night in New York--trail journey to Cali-
fornia--learning new customs--at school--meeting the Chinese fishma.n on 
his houseboat--grandfather plants fruit trees and makes a grape arbor--
snows from the Si~rras · f±ood the valley 
Historical Characters 
None 
Illustrations 
Questions 
Black and white pictures 
1. What new customs did Nino and his family learn in 
.America? 
2. \~y did the grandfather plant all the fruit trees? 
Judson, Clara Ingram. PETAR1S TREASURE. 
Boston, Houghton Mifflin Company, 1945, 186 pp. 
Time 
--1906-1908 
Story 
Setting 
Dalmatia, Mississippi 
The Petrovich family leave Dalmatia where it is difficult 
to earn a bar living and .where the sons must serve in the Austrian 
army. They settle near Biloxi, Mississippi, and become workers for 
a large fish cannery. They save all they possibly can so that the 
father can buy his own schooner. The children quickly learn English 
and are eager to adopt American ways. 
Topics 
Reasons for leaving Dalmatia: very poor living from the sea, 
compulsory service in the Austrian army--brother sends money for 
father to go to America--family wait two years amid great hardships--
father sends money to go to Biloxi--steerage from Genoa--many foreigners 
on six weeks voyage--arrival at Ellis Island--man meets boat to recruit 
cheap labor--foreign men work on schooners to bring in fish, women and 
children at cannery to shell oysters and shrimps--factory bells ring 
at four AM when fish schooners come into harbor--children work at 
cannery before and after school--paid in metal tokens called "factory 
checks 11 --checks redeemable at grocery stores--children attend school--
save all possible checks in jelly glasses for schooner for father--
Da lmatians get wood for fuel from nearby islands--contribute money 
to build own church--summer work: dumping oysters on newly seeded 
bed; repairing boats and seines; making a strimp net--discovering 
valuable antique French copper kettles buried -in t he sand 
Historical Char acters 
None 
Illustrations 
Questions 
Large black and white pictures 
1. ~fuat did Petar's treasure turn out to be? 
2. What was the family's great ambition when they arrived 
in America? 
*Beard, Annie E. S. OUR FOR£IGN-BOP~ CITIZENS. 
New York, Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1922, 1925, 1932, 396 pp. 
Time 
1820-present 
Setting 
The United States 
Story 
These are short biographical sketches of forty-three foreign-
born citizens who made great contributions to the land of their 
adoption. 
Topics and Historical Characters 
Naturalists 
Louis Agassiz--aroused interest in study of natural sciences 
John Audubon--painter and student of birds 
John Muir --explored and preserved our natural beauties 
Medicine 
Alexis Carrel--antiseptic irrigation and others 
Invention. 
Alexander G. Bell--telephone 
John Ericsson--steel gunboat with revolving turret 
John P. Holland--submarine 
Ottmar Mergenthaler--linotype 
Music 
Percy Grainger--creative muSlClan 
Theodore Thomas--orchestral leader 
Reformer 
Jacob Riis--slums sanitation, child labor, schools 
Anna Shaw--temperance, women suffrage 
Education 
Angelo Patri--modern idea that life and school are one 
Scientist 
Michael Pupin--first X-ray for surgical work 
Charles Steinmetz--electricity 
Sports 
Knute Rockne--football coach 
Industrialist 
Andrew Carnegie--steel magnate 
James J. Hill-empire builder and railroad magnate 
Beard. (OUR FOREIGN-BORN CITIZENS). (Continued) 
Newspaper 
James Gordon Bennett--modem repertorial features on 
New York Herald 
Edward Bok--mB.de LADIES HOME JOUNAL a vital force in 
lives of readers 
Joseph Pulitzer--NEW YORK WORLD 
Government Service 
Henry Morgenthau--e~bassador 
Carl Schurz--US Senate, Sec~etary of Interior 
Builder 
George 1-l. Goethals--engineer of Panama Canal 
Gustav Lindenthal--bridges 
Labor 
.Al"t 
Samuel Gompers--President of American Federation of 
Labor for thirty years 
Augustus St. Gaudens--sculptor 
Literature 
Mary Antin--subject, immigrant 
Philanthropy 
~tlchael Ananos--administrator of Perkins School for 
Blind for thirty years 
Stephen Girard--founded a college for orphan boys 
Joseph Pu~itzer--scholarships, prize awards, Columbia 
School of Journalism 
Nathan Straus--milk pasteurization for community uses 
~~drew Carnegie--libraries, hospitals, parks, halls, 
endowed funds 
Illustrations 
Photographs 
Questions 
1. Which of the above' people impressed you the most? Why? 
Judson, Clara Ingram. THE GREEN GINGER JAR. 
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin Company, 1949, 211 pp. 
Time 
1935 
Sto:r;r 
Setting 
Chicago's Chinatown 
This story tells of the conflicts of customs and emotional 
attitudes that befall a Chinese family living in America. The parents 
respect the century-old Chinese traditions and are ruled by the iron 
hand of the grandmother. But the American-born children rebel and 
gradually introduce more individual and democratic ways of living. 
Topics 
Chicago's Chinatown--autocracy of grandmother--Chinese customs--
work of brothers of family: restaurant owner, art shop owner, laundry, 
store owner--need for recreation in crowded area--attendance at American 
and Chinese schools--Chinese foods and eating habits--tong as a busi-
ness and social guild--. Double Ten Holiday (Chinese Fourth of July) 
on October tenth 
Historical Characters 
None 
Illustrations 
Qu estions 
Black and white pictures 
1. vlhy was the ginger jar important to the family? 
2. How did Ai-Mei and Pu-ping change the thinking of the 
grandmother who ruled the family? 
"\.fyatt, Geraldine. WRONGHAND. 
New York, Longmans, Green and Company, 1949, 206 pp. 
Time 
1868 
S.tory 
Setting 
Texas to Kansas 
_ Todd Parrish, a sixteen-uear old lad, has to take his father's 
place after his death as a Confederate soldier. I:Ie heads the first 
drive of cattle to northern markets up the Chisholm trail and faces 
dangers f rom hostile Indians, swollen rivers, lack of water, and the 
stampede of cattle. 
Topics 
Plight and poverty of South after Civil "\olar--scarcity of 
labor--resentment of anything Yankee--dangers of trail: hostile 
Indians, swollen rivers--stampedes, dry areas, storms, scarcity of 
trained drive men--Comanche village--buffalo stampede 
Historical Characters 
None 
Illustrations 
Black and white pictures 
Questions 
1. Why was Todd called 11\<Tronghand"? 
2. 1>/hy was Todd faced with the responsibli ty of driving 
cattle to Kansas? 
3. What were some of the dsngers faeeo by the cowboys? 
*\'fade, Mary H. THE MASTER BUILDERS. 
Little, Brown and Company, 1925, 263 pp. 
Time 
1835-1925 
Setting 
The United States 
Storr 
These are short biographical sketches of six men who became 
leaders in the fields of busness, science, and education. 
Topics and Historical Characters 
James Jerome Hill~-Railroad magnate and empire builder: 
bought bankrupt St. Paul and Pacific Railroad, gradual 
extension to become the Great Northern.--opened up vast 
country with valuable mines, forests, farm lands, 
grazing lands. 
Alexander Graham Bell--teacher and inventor*: 
system of teaching deaf-mutes; sending out sound on 
electric wire led to telephone 
Booker T. Washington--educator 
born a slave, ambition led him to Hampton Institute 
for education, founded normal school for colored at 
Tuskegee, Alabama, taught the dignity of labor as well 
as book knowledge 
George Washington Goethals--builder 
army engineer and builder of Panama Canal 
Andrew Carnegie--steel king and philanthropist 
rose step by step from messenger boy to ownership of 
Pittsburg Locomotive Works, Keystone Bridge Works, 
oil companies, Homestead Steel Works.--gave free 
libraries, hospitals, public parks, public halls, 
Hague Peace Palace, funds for advancement of teach-
ing and international peace 
Henry Ford--manufacturer of low-priced car 
Illustrations 
worked on gasoline driven automobile--initiated better 
wages and working conditions, profit sharing in his 
factories 
Photographs 
*Bachman, li'rank P. GREAT INVENTORS AND THEIR INVENTIONS. 
New York, The American Book Company, 1918, 269 pp. 
'l ime 
--1765-1909 
Story 
Setting 
The United States, Europe 
This book contains twelve stories of famous inventors and their 
inventions which have greatly added to the development of the world's 
progress in the fields of transportation, Communication, manufactur-
ing, and production. 
Topics and Historical Characters 
Transportation 
a. James vlatt 
b. Robert Fulton 
c. George Stephenson 
d. Orville and Wilbur 
V-I right 
e. John P. Bolland 
Communication 
a. John Gutenberg 
b. Samuel Morse 
c. Alexander Bell 
d. Guglielmo Marconi 
inventor of the steam engine 
inventor of the steamboat 
inventor of the locomotive 
inventors of the airplane 
inventor of the submarine 
inventor of the printing press 
inventor of the telegraph 
inventor of the telephone 
inventor of the wireless telegraph 
Manufacturing and Production 
a. James Hargreaves inventor of the spinning jenny 
b. Eli Whitney inventor of the cotton gin 
c. Elias Howe inventor of the sewing machine 
d. Cyrus McCormick inventor of the reaper 
e. Henry Bessemer inventor of the steel converter 
f. Thomas A. Edison inventor of the electric light bulb 
Illustrations 
Photographs, pictures, and sketches 
Questions 
1. Which of the above men were not Americans? 
·2. Explain how t heir inventions form the bases of others to f ollow. 
*Bolton, Sarah K. LIVES OF GIRLS WHO BECAME F'AMOUS. 
New York, Thomas Y. Crowell Company, revised edition, 1936, 352 pp. 
Setting 
The United Ste.tes 
Story 
~~se are short biographical sketches of twenty-seven womenof 
all nationalities who contributed to the world's civilization. Al-
though all inf'luenced .our history in some degree, the following out-
line deals with American women only. 
Touics and Historical Characters 
Authors 
Harriet Beecher Sto1.re--best know for "Uncle Tom's Cabin 11 
Helen Hunt Jackson--wrote in defense of Indian tiRa.mona 11 
' . , best work 
Margaret Fuller Ossoli--wrote reviews for New York Tribune 
Louisa May Alcott--author of children's books 
Julia Ward Howe--best known for BATTLE HYMN 
t'ducators 
Mary Lyon--founder of Mt. Holyoke Seminary · 
Reformers 
Lucretia Matt--abolitionist, suffragette, temperance worker 
Mary Livermore--temperance worker, member of Sanitary Commission 
during Civil War 
J~~e Addams--helped to obtain state laws to better working 
conditions, founder of Hull House for immigrant 
Susan B. Anthony--lecturer for equal rights for women 
Anna Howard Shaw--worker for prison reform, temperance, women 
suffrage 
France's Willard--worker for temperance movement 
~lizabeth Blackwell--first woman doctor--founded New York 
Informary for Women . 
Clara Barton--founder of American Red Cross, superintendent 
of Dept. of Nurses during the Civil War 
Illustrations 
Photographs of the above 
Questions 
1. How do you think these women tried to make a better America? 
1W6 
-:f-Overmyer, Grace. FJJ.fOUS AMERICAN COMPOSERS. 
New York, Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1944, 202 pp. 
Time 
1783-present 
Story 
Setting 
The United States 
These are very well written biographical sketches of Americans 
who have contributed to our musical heritage. Much social history 
of the various periods is introduced. 
Topics 
F'rancis Hopkinson (1737-1791): signer of Declaration of Inde-
pendence; composer of America's first song, MY DAYS HAVE BEEN SO 
WONDROUS FREE; experimented to improve tone quality of harPsichord. 
Lowell Mason (1792-1872): Composer of hymns; Pioneer music edu-
cator; taught children in Boston churches; results brought teaching 
of singing in public schools; established Boston Academy of Music 
for adults; Mason's Normal Institutes and Husical Conventions for 
teacher training. 
Stephen Foster (1826-1864): song writer; theme of the American 
slave; composed words and music of 188 songs; wrote twelve instru-
mental works. 
Louis Gottschalk (1829-1869): concert. pianist and c.omposer of 
piano pieces, songs, two symphonies; two operas. 
Theodore Thomas (1835-1905): conductor whose work led to develop-
ment of symphony orchestras and music festivals in J?-BnY cities. 
John Philip Sousa (1854-1932): composer of 105 marches; Conductor 
of US Marine Band under five presidents and Sousa Band. 
Edward Alexander MacDowell (1861-1908): teacher, comnoser, 
pianist; taught at Columbia University; wrote songs, piano pieces, 
concertos, suites. 
Harry Thacker Burleigh (1866- ) : baritone, song '<Triter; 
arranged and preserved music of the negro. 
Louise Homer (1872- ): opera singer. 
Charles Wakefield Cadman (1877-
music of the American Indian. 
): composer, adampter of 
OVERMYER. FAMOUS AMERICAN COMPOSERS. (Continued) 
George Gershwin (1898-19.37): composer of musical comedies of· 
jazz era. and jazz compositions for symphony orchestra. 
Aaron Copeland (1900- ): Composer of modern music. 
Hi s torical Characters 
See above list 
Illustrations 
None 
Questions 
1. With which of the above composers are you familiar? 
I 
I 
I 
*Sickels, Eleanor. TWELVE DAIJGHl'ERS OF D.El\tiOCRACY. 
(Tue Stories of American Women, 1865-1930) 
New York, The Viking Press. 
Time 
1865-1930 
Setting 
The United States 
Story 
These are short biographical sketches of women vho contributed 
in some way toward the building of America. The background of social 
history is a valuable part of the book. 
Topics and Historical Characters 
Hetty Green--lived in heyday of American capitalia~-once the 
richest woman in world--power on Wall Street 
Mary Harris--known as Mother Jones, fought fifty years (1870-
1920) for industrial justice--organized for United Mine 
Workers, stirring men and women to strike for better 
conditions 
Frances Folsom Cleveland--married to President, pupular 
throughout country 
&ugusta Tabor--pioneer-wife in mining town--wife of one of 
Colorado's most famous "bonanza kings." 
Libby Smith Collins--cattle queen of Montana 
Mary Dahl Everson--immigrant girl, representative of thousands 
of pioneer women of the Great Plains 
llnna at>len Snow--entertainer and pioneer in Alaska with hus-
band and family 
Olympia Brown--pioneer for women's rights--ordained preacher--
campaigned for women suffrage 
Janie Porter Barrett--leader in educational ~ork among Negroes . 
Sophie Irene Loeb--imndgrant girl who campaigned for "welfare 
legislation" which should protect underprivileged 
Kate Richards O'Hara--leader in Socialist Movement--political 
prisoner for ~eeohes against United States entry in 
World War I--wrote and lectures on abuses of the prison 
system 
Illustrations 
Black and white sketches 
'$'Uestions 
1. Which woman impressed you most? Why? 
Unit Seven 
.AMERICA BECOMES A WORLD POWER 
(1900-1950) 
The beginning of the twentieth oentury is reoognized as the 
date when the United States became a world power. Our expanding 
commerce caused us to seek world markets and naval bases to protect 
the routes to them. The consequences of the war with Spain brought 
us actively in the realm of world affairs. i'ie joined in establish-
ing the "open door" policy in China, acquired Hawaii, built the 
Panama . Canal. Eventually we were drawn into two World Wars. 
Today the airplane and atomic power compels us to take a 
greater part in world cooperation. It has also given us a realiza-
tion that only through an educated citizenry can we hope to achieve 
worthwhile goals of peace and goodwill among men and an int elligent 
electorate to safeguard the principles of democracy. 
I 
II 
Unit Seven - 1'able of Cont.ents 
(Topics arranged chronologically) 
Acquiring Possessions 
*Stone, Adrienne 
*Wood, L. N. 
*Judson, Clara Ingram 
*Fast, Howard 
HAWAII'S QUEEN LlLUOKAL.ANI 
WALTER BEED, DOCTOR IN UNIFORM 
SOLDIER Doc•roR (William Gorgas) 
GOETHALS .AN'D 1'HE P.ANliMA CANAL 
The Government in New Problems 
*Harlow, Alvin F. THEODORE ROOSEVELT 
*Rosenblum, Marc~s THE STORY OF FiUU~LIN ROOSEVELT 
Development of Better Citizenship 
•Garst, Shannon l!!viELIA EARIU.RT 
Gates, Doris NORT:a: FORK 
Kj elgaard, Jim A NOSE FOR TROUBLE 
Davis, Robert GID GRAN'GER 
Wellman, N~nly w. THE SLEUTH PATROL 
DeLeeuw, Adele 1,HTH A HIGH HEART 
Stories of World War II 
*Lovelace, Delos GEN.C:RAL "IKE" EISENH0'.1t'ER 
Blackburn, · Casper ANNAPOLIS, .AHOY! 
Sperry, Armstrong HULL-DO~N FOR ACTION 
Schmidt, Sarah L. THE HURRICANE MYSTERY 
Meader, Stephen w. THE SEA EN.AKE 
Riesenberg, Felix (Jr.) THE PHllNTOM FREIGHTER 
!Jj8 1_ 
I 
t 
Radford, Ruby L. 
White, Robb 
*Biography 
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*Stone, Adrienne. HA1iAII 'S QUEEN LILIUOKALANI. 
New York, Julian Messne~ Incorporated, 1947, 264 pp. 
Time 
1838-1917 
Setting 
Hawaii 
Story 
Queen Liliuokalani was Hawaii's last queen. She was forced 
to abdicate to Annexationists who wanted to become part of the United 
States. This story tells of the strange customs of the native chiefs. 
The extreme susceptibility of the natives to diseases of the white 
men caused this race to practically vanish. Intermarriage was the 
other weakening factor that spelled the doom of a once strong people. 
Topics 
Custom of passing children from one chief to another--in-
tense interest in Christianity--Royal School of missionaries, Mr. ~~d 
1'1rs. Cooke--measles epidemic caused 10,000 deaths--some revert to pagan 
rites of shorn heads and teeth knocked out or filed--much inter-
marriage with whites~-very susceptible to liquor and no immunity to 
sickness--busy social life of capital--visit of Prince Alfred of 
England--royal line dies out--kings elected by people--King visits 
Congress and gives exclusive rights of Pearl Harbor to US--Liliuokalani 
acts as regent--leper colony at Molakai--London visit in honor of 
Queen Victoria's golden jubilee--visits President Cleveland and •·rife 
in 1-.lhite House--1893, Queen forced to abdicate to Provisional Govern-
ment--Cleveland's Commissioner upholds rights of Queen--republic set 
up--~~een impriso~~ed and abdicates--lg98, President McKinley annexes 
Hawaii 
Historical Characters 
Queen Liliuokalani, '4ueen Victoria, President Cleveland 
Illustrations 
Questions 
Black and white pictures 
1. 1-.That strange customs did the Hawaiians have? 
2. vfuy were native-born whites so anxious to have the 
United States annex the islands? 
' 
-:<-Wood, L. N. \lALTER REED, DOCTOR IN UNIFORM. 
New York, Julian Messner, Incorporated, 1943, 254 pp. 
Time 
--1865-1902 
Setting 
United States and Cuba 
Story 
i.Jalter Reed was one of the youngest doctors to graduate 
from the University of Virginia. He became an army doctor and served 
his first fi f teen years at western army posts. He was always keenly 
interested in new discoveries in medicine, especially in the fields 
of bacteriology and pathology. His studies and growing reputation won 
for him a high place in the new Army Medical School. He served on 
sever al commissions to discover the causes of yellow fever and typhoid. 
Topics 
Closing weeks of the Civil War in Virginia--the rural Vir-
g1n1a of the 1850's--University of Virginia of 1867--ruins of Monticello-
medical education of t he period--Health Inspector in New York--New York 
of the 1860's--unrestricted ~migration, slums, and diseases--entrance 
to Army Medical Corps--isolated army posts in the West--assassination 
of Garfiel d-- advanced in medicine--studies at John Hopkins--Washington 
in 1890--Army Hedical School established--high casualty rate in army 
camps during and after the Spanish Americ~~ War due to i gnorance of 
sanitation--scourge of yellow fever for two centuries--Yellmr Fever 
Board--Dr. Finlay's theory of cause of yellow fever--success in dis-
covering causes 
Historical Characters 
Doctors Walter Reed, Carl Finlay, James Carroll, Jesse Lazear 
Illustrations 
Questions 
Black and white pictures 
1. i.fuy was a doctor's course so short when \falter Reed be-
came one? 
2. vJhat two diseases did he help to investigate? 
3. Can you explain how each was caused? 
*Judson, Clara Ingram. SOLDIER DOCTOR (THE STORY OF WILLIM1 GORGAS). 
New York, Charles Scribner's Sons, 1942, 151 pp. 
Time 
--1865-1932 
Setting 
United States, Cuba, Panama 
Story 
Young William Gorgas, sonof a West Point graduate who be-
came a Confederateofficer, was denied entrance to West Point by Presi-
dent Grant. Determined to enter the army, he studies medicine and 
entered as an army doctor. He became interested in yellow fever 
and, through his attempts and those of other doctors, succeeded in 
discovering t he cause of yellow fever. His work at cleaning up Cuba 
and ~he Canal Zone led to worldwide renown as a sanitation expert. 
Topics 
Evacuation of Richmond in 1865--post-wa_r pverty in South--
yellow fever epidemics in Southern cities--denied admittance to 
West Point, studied medicine in New York to enter army-- cleaned up 
Cuba but yellow fever unabated--"The Yellow Fever Boe_rd" appoint-
ed by President to study disease-- experiments with Stegomyia mosquito--
educating Cubans to preventive measures--War of 1898 showed great need 
of a canal to connect Atlantic and Pacif ic-yellow fever and malaria 
halt French attempts--Sanitation Commission cleans up Canal Zone-~ 
building Panama Canal--advised British in Rhodesia--as Surgeon-General 
in World War I, reorganized and expanded medical corps--director of 
International Health Board in charge of yellow fever projects all 
over the world 
Historical Characters 
Doctors: Carl Finaly, Walter Read, Jesse Lazear, Major-
General William Gorgas 
Illustrations 
Questions 
One colored map, black and white pictures 
1. Why did Dr. Gorgas receive so little cooperation in 
his early attempts to control yellow fever? 
2. In how many ways did vlilliam Gorgas show that he had 
the trait of perseverance? 
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*Fast, Hm-1ard. GOETHALS AND THE PAA'IJAMA CAl~AL. 
New York; Julian l'ilessner, Incorporated, 19!~2, 223 pp. 
Time 
1858-1929 
Story 
Setting 
The United States and Panama 
George Washington Goethals was the army engineer chosen to 
complete the Panama Canal. His six years of work with its locks, cuts, 
and dams , was an important piece of engineering which linked our two 
great oceans together and strengthened the United States both in peace 
and in war. 
Topics 
Father in wave of immigrants that followed uns,.1ccessful 1848 
uprlsLng in Europe--graduate of West Point--student officer at Engineer 
School of Application--difficult eilgineering ··problems of t he day in lap 
of the · army: dredging rivers, improving harbors, finding routes for 
railroads, building locks and dams--hi story of French attempt to 
build the Panama Canal--revolution of Panama--setting Canal Zone in 
order--1907, Goethals appointed to canal job--highlights of the work : 
Chagres River damned up; nine mile ditch dug into mountain; building 
locks and gates--Canal opened August 3, 1914--Canal Zone, key of 
defense--Goethals became first governor of Panama Canal Zone 
Historical Characters 
George Washington Goethals 
Illustrations 
Questions 
Maps, diagrams, photographs 
1. What were some of the problems that had to be solved 
i n building the Canal? 
2. Of what importance is the Canal to us today? 
*Harlo·w, Alvin F. THEODORE ROOSEVELT. 
New York, Julian Messner, Incorporated, 1943, 281 pp. 
Time 
1858-1919 
Story 
Setting 
United States, Cuba, Europe 
This biography of Theodore Roosevelt emphasizes the vital, 
strenuous personaility of the man who did so much to rid city, stater 
and the national governments of corruption and inefficiency. Living 
in the heyday of powerful party machines, he nevertheless succeeded 
in opposing them and his success was measured in the same degree as 
the desire of the people for better. government. 
Topics 
Happy, active childhood~-frail--great interest in nature-~ 
travel in Europe--private schools and tutoring--reputation of 
eccentricity at Harvard--interest in politics in era of corruption--
youngest Assemblyman in New York State in 1881--becomes known as 
"Scotch Terrier" for tenacity in bringing out in the open the cor-
ruptness of politicians and big business--fails at ranching in 
Dakotas--author 
Reform career: shows people of value of a Civil Service 
based on efficiency when Commissioner; as Police Commissioner of 
Nerr York City, stops graft, corruptness, inefficiency in depart-
ment; as Assistant Secretary of Navy, reorganized system of rank 
and promotion, urged new war vessels;--became Lieutenant Colonel 
of Rough Riders in Spanish American vJar--more reform as governor 
of New York--side-tracked to Vice-Presidency 
President: control of big corporations, settling of boundary 
between Canada and Alaska; kept Burope out of South .America; re-
cognized independence of Panama sponsored Conservation measures-- · 
big game hunting in Africa 
Histor1cal Characters 
Theodore Roosevelt 
Illustrations 
Questions 
Black and white pictures 
1. Tell in as many ways as you can how Theodore Roosevelt 
gave his country better government? 
. 87 
*Rosenblum, Marcus. THE STORY OF' RRft~LIN ROOSEVELT. 
:New Y-ork, Simon and Schuster, 1949, 52 pp. 
Time 
- .-1885-1945 
Story 
s:etting 
United States and Europe 
This is a briefly told biography of Franklin D. Roosevelt 
whic~ gives a short account of his chilQhood, education, and political 
accomplishments. 
Topics 
Childhood: active, busy; traveled extensively 
with parents; attended German school for awhile. 
Education: prepared at Groton; interested inJ;hotography, 
dramatics, sports, debating; graduated from Harvard and Columbia 
Law School. -
Political Life: elected to New York State Senate; Assistant 
Secretary of Navy; attended Peace Conference in Paris after World 
War I; lost Vice-Presidency in 1919; Governor of New York; Presi-
dent of the United StatBs; elected four times. 
Progressive measures -to combat depression: local projects 
for unemployed; keeping up farm prices; social security measures; 
use of great natural resources. 
Historical Characters 
Franklin D. Roosevelt 
Illustrations 
Photographs and sketches 
Q.uestions 
1. How did Franklin D. Rooseveltshow his courage and perseverance? 
2 . \.Jhy did people have faith in him? 
J. 1v'ha t great custom or tradition did he break? 
4. Why were his twelve years as President very difficult ones? 
*Garst, Shannon. AMELIA EARHART. 
New York, Julian Messner, Incorporated, 1947, 180 pp. 
Time 
1899-1937 
Stor..v 
Setting 
The World 
Amelia Earhart became one of the women pioneers in aviation. 
She 'fron acclaim and was known throughout the world for her successful 
work in promoting aviation. 
Tonics 
Childhood: rich, active, inventive, tomboyish, constant 
moving about due to father's work, interested in sports and 
nature. 
Girlhood: sensitive, few friends, unhappy at Finishing 
School, nurses' aide at military hospital during World War I, 
developed interest in airplanes at t his pe_riod. 
Adulthood: began flying lessons in Calif'ornia, received 
pilot's license, social worker in Boston; 1928, first woman to 
fly Atlantic; 1929, third in Powder-Puff Derby; 1932, soloed 
Atlantic in thirteen hours and a half, feted thoughout Europe; 
1935, hop from Hawaii to Ca~ifornia ; 1937, lost on a flight 
around the world. 
Historical Characters 
Ruth Nicols, William Beebe, George Putnam 
Illustrations 
Photographs 
Questions 
1. What would you say that Amelia Earhart did for aviation? 
Gates, Dori s • . NORTH FORK. 
New York, The Viking Press, 1945, 211 pp. 
Time 
Indefinite present 
Story 
Setting 
California's Sierra Mountain 
region 
Drew Saunders, the orphan son of a lumber mill owner, is sent 
to live in a lumber town. He is a bit conceited but he soon realizes 
that a man's worth is in himself. His best friend is an Indian lad 
named Honty. Together they roam the forests. Monty plans to become 
a forest ranger when he grows ~p while Drew wants to be a scientific 
lumberman. 
Topics 
Lumbering town of North li'ork--large population of Indians--
flume carrying water to generators--forest service: supervies stock 
grazing in mountains; marks trees for lumbering to preserve water-
shed; enemies of trees: fire, insect pests, disease--mission for 
Indian orphans--search for lost plane--replanting denuded mountain 
slope 
Historical Characters 
None 
Illustrations 
None 
Questions 
1. What did Monty and Drew want to become when they completed 
college? 
2. Ho'I-T were their views about trees the same? How different? 
l:t.90 
Kjelgaard, Jim. A NOSE FOR TROUBLE. 
New York, Holiday House, 1949, 260 pp. 
'I'i.'lle 
Indefinite 
Setting 
Indefinite mountain a rea 
Story 
Tom Rainse becomes orie of t1m game wardens in his native 
mountains to try to help stop the needless slaughter of vdld life. 
A group of law breakers headed by an unknown called Black Elk are 
ruthlessly killing and selling game and furs to nearby ci tie·s. Many 
mountaineers resent the game wardens since their presence interferes 
with their accustomed ways of getting their meat. However many are 
led to see the value of conservation and help the two game ·hra.rdens 
round up the law breakers. 
Topics 
Warden's job of inforcing game laws--resentment of native 
mountaineers toward game wardens--lawless gang systematically destroy-
ing all wild life--riding and tracking in the mountains~-judge refuses 
to prosecute first offenders caught--ripping a beaver dam 
Historical Characters 
None 
Illustrations 
Questions 
One black and white picture 
1. Why did the mountaineers resent the game wardens? 
2. Why was it necessary to protect the game on the 
mountain? 
3. Why did the judge refuse to prosecute the men brought 
in the first time? 
Davis, Robert. GID GRANGER. 
New York, Holiday House, Incorporated, 1945, 179 pp. 
Time 
1942 
Setting 
Gilead, Vermont 
Gid Granger, a seventeen-year old lad, is left in charge of 
the family when the older brother goes to war. Love of the land is 
his heritage and Gid shows great resourcefulness in dealing with his 
new task. The 4-H Club is very active in this community and the boys 
and girls cooperate in working out many of their farm and community 
problems. A refugee family is welcomed into the community and the 
members contribute their knowledge to the service of the townspeople. 
Topics 
Farm chores--members of the 4-H Club; pledge themselves to 
projects to aid the war effort; agree to pool machinery and labor--
killing a bear in a cave--equipment and chores needed for tapping sugar 
bush--arrival of refugee family--community helpfulness in time of need--
city boy who came as farm helper brings knowledge of machinery--other 
city boys bring suggestions to 4-H Club meetings--waterpower and dam 
of old Carding Machine factory is harnessed to furnish power f or cutting 
wood--attic reaps a fortune in early American wares--town meeting votes 
on harnessing dam for electric power in the village--village cooperates 
in picking fruit in valley 
Historical Characters 
None 
Illustrations 
Questions 
Black and white pictures 
1. How did the refugee family prove itself a valuable 
addition to the comnnLnity? 
2 . What valuable work was done by 4-H Club members in 
the village? 
1B2 
Wellman, Manly Wade. THE SL~UTH PATROL. 
New Yo:rk, Thomas Nelson and Sons, 1947, 192 pp. 
Tl1ne 
Indefinite present 
Story 
Setting 
Millwood 
l''ive boys form a new scout troop. Because they are all 
interested in crime detection, they call their patrol the Hounds. 
While on a camping trip, the boys succeed in tracking down a pair 
of auto thieves. One of them gets away but Leader Holmes (Sherlock) 
Hamilton follows his tracks and discovers his hiding place. 
Topics 
~orming a new patrol whose interest is crime detection--
using clues and deduction to uncover petty criminal--scouts' life at 
summer camp--competition of patrols in special events--stirred by 
haunted house to inspection--disc,overy of two car thieves in haunted 
house--stolen cars in cellar--capture of one thief, escape of the 
other--tracking down escaped thief--capture by Scout Leader and police 
sergeant 
Historical Characters 
None 
Illustrations 
Quest-tons 
Black and white pictures 
1. What was the most exciting part of the story · in your 
opinion? 
De Leeuw, Adele. vliTR A HIGH H~ART. 
New York, The Macmillan Company, 1945, 207 pp. 
Time 
1940's 
Story 
Setting 
Tilden, New Jersey 
Anne McLane who is a student librarian receiyes a summer 
assignment as county librarian. At f irst she is bitterly disappointed 
because she had hoped for training in a large city. However, she 
becomes acquainted with many people on her rounds with the Bookmobile 
and, in spite of herself, grows very attached to the work and its 
possibilities. 
Topics 
Student librarian--assignments for summer training--the 
Bookmobile--work at various branches in small communities--bringing 
comfort and cheer to the forlorn and the needy--the Grange, its 
history and its work--the Talking Book for the blind--community pro-
jects with library as nucleus of activity--books give necessary 
balance for well-integrated personality--convincing the Ration Board 
that the Bookmobile was a necessity in the lives of the secluded 
Historical Characters 
None 
Ill ustrations 
Questions 
None 
1. What made Anne's work interesting? 
2. How did she show she was well fitted f or that kind 
of work? 
[1,94 
*Lovelace ~ Delos W • . GENERil.L ttiKE" EISENHOWER. 
New York, 'l'homas Y. Crowell Company, 1944, 135 pp. 
Time 
~890-1944 
Stor_y 
Set.ting 
The United States, Phillippines, 
Europe 
This brief biography tells of General Eisenhower's child-
hood, early years as an officer of the army, and his command in 
World War II until 1944. 
Topics 
Member of large family of boys--happy childhood on Kansas 
far.m--daily chorea--fond of sports and history--wanted college and 
thought of free education offered by west Point--popular and a born 
leader--first assignment at Fort Sam Houston, Texas--stayed as in-
structor during morld War I--had charge of a Tank Corps:. training 
center in Pennsylvania--showed signs of promise--became assi s tant 
executive in office of Assistant Secretary of War--Chief of Staff 
to MacArthur--Chief of Staff of General Walter Krueger's Third 
Army in Louisiana maneuvers--chosen by General Marshall to lead 
European Command--Commander-in-Chief of Allied Forces in North 
Africa (1942) and in European Theatre of Operations (1943) 
Historical Characters 
General Dwight Eisenhower, General George Marshall 
Illustrations 
. Photographs 
Questions 
1. What were the traits of leadership shown by General 
Eisenhower~ 
Blackburn, Casper. .ANNAPOLIS', .AHOYZ 
Philadelphia, Macrae-Smith-Company, 1945, 287 pp. 
Time 
"-1939-1940 
Story 
Sett~ 
Annapolis, US Naval Academy 
Lars Nielsen, who has been in the navy for. more than a 
year, decides to go to Annapolis Naval Academy. He meets the 
necessary requirements and is admitted. However, his sense of 
inferiority leads him to make all the wrong moves and he becomes 
unpopular from the start. He is a brilliant athlete but, because 
the team dislike him, there is little teamwork when he is around. 
He tells the crew coach that their chances for success in the 
coming race will be better without him and asks to be droppe d 
from the crew. When Lars risks getting into trouble to capture 
a Jap spy, his classmates realize that they have misjudged him 
from the start. 
Topics 
Application of qualified men in navy to enter .Annapolis-
special preparatory course at Norfolk, Virginia--a Jap sketches 
naval installations at San Diego and Norfolk--plebe days at 
Annapolis--courses required--scholarship requirements to main-
tain athletic elegibility--friction between two boys ruins team-
work--high code of conduct expected--sacrifice of personal glory 
for the good of the school, team, and coach--midshipman squadron 
to Panama--the Jap spy is followed and connered 
Historical Characters 
None 
Illustrations 
guest ions 
One in color 
1. Why was Lars disliked by his classmates? 
2. What do you suppose Soar-Face's plans wer e in Panama? 
3. Row did Lars prove his school meant more to him than 
personal glory? 
Sperry, Armstrong. hlJLL-DOWN FOR ACTION. 
New York, Doubleday, Doran and Company, Incorporated, 1945, 213 pp. 
~ 
1941 
Storl 
Setting 
South PacU'ic 
• Young Judd Anders and three companions were returning from 
gathering a cargo of shell wh~n two of the crew, a Japanese and a 
German, seized their brig and cast them adrift on a raft. After days 
of suffering, the boys landed on an island which proved to be Guadal-
canal. The natives ~ided them to an Australian Intelligence officer 
who gave them supplies and a ~ide through hostile native territory. 
The boys ·finally reached the coast, recaptured the ISLAND QUEEN, and 
sailed to .Au.stralia to join the marines. 
Topics 
Adrift on the Pacific without food, water or oars--treachery 
of Jap steward and German mate--valuable cargo of rare black-lip shell--
days adrift--sight~ng a huge Japanese sub--landing on Guadalcanal--
camouflaged building with ammunition, guns, food of Japanese--Jap 
attack and kill one Americaa~-amboushed by pygmies--description of 
pygmy village--Australian Intelligence officer training natives as 
scouts and guerrillaa--Ringapats and Lingali tribes deadly enemies--
dangers of the trail: pythons, fever, hostile Lengalis--saved from 
Lengalis by fire rockets--recapture of ISLAND QUEEN--destroyer gives 
help off ..Au.stralla--capture of enemy agents and sub base 
Historical Characters 
None 
I 11 us tra ti ons 
Questions 
One in color, sketches 
1. What was the Australian officer's job on Guadalcanal? 
2. Who did the boys finally reach the coast and the 
ISLAND QUEEN? 
Schmidt, . Sarah Lindsay~ THE HURRICANE MYSTERY. 
New York, Random House, 1943, 243 pp •. 
~ 
1941 
Story 
Setting 
Colorado 
Vict oria Tyrrell was brought up in a mine engineer's 
family and her love for the work led her to graduate from the State 
College of Mines in Colorado. Because she is a woman, she has diffi-
culty in getting work. She and her sister spend the summer following 
her graduation in the mountains. Here she spends her spare time 
looking at old abandonned mine sites to see if there is any valuabl e 
strategic materials to be found. She discovers a rich vein of tung-
sten and helps to uncover a gang of men who are smuggling valuable 
ores to the enemy. 
Topics 
Need for strategic minerals due to sources cut off by 
war--possible sources in Rocky Mountains--summer job of noting 
unusual activity in abandonned mining areas--suspicion centers 
around an old millsite--prospecting for needed metals--staking 
and r ecording a claim--a claim is "jumped"--a pack train arrives 
to begin mining operations--discovering smugglers of tungsten--
Federal Bureau of Investigation, assisted the men of United 
States Bureau of Mines, rounds up gang of smugglers and distri-
butors 
Historical Characters 
None 
Illustrations 
One map, sketches 
,S.uestions 
1. How did Vic do her share for tbe war effort? 
Meader, Stephen W. THE SEA SNAKE. 
New York, Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1943, 255 pp. 
Time 
1942 
Story 
Setting 
North Carolina Coast 
Barney Cannon becomes ~spicioua of the colony on Caldee 
Island when a fresh bread in a United States wrapper is found on a 
blasted German submarine. He investigates one night and is dis-
covered. He is imprisonned in a U-boat and spends the next two 
weeks discovering all possible ·information. He escapes off t he 
Jersey coast and gives helpful information to Naval Intelligence. 
Topics 
Volunteer Lookout Post on shora--~strian refugee adopted 
by coast family--rescue of torpedoed freighter--discovery of supplies 
delivere d to German sub from someone on coast--spying on island colony--
dis covary and capture by Nazis--taken to a German su.b--secret chemical 
used as fuel--secret base in the Caribbean--escape from sub off at-
lantic City--destruction of enemy base and capture of enemy agents 
Historical Characters 
The .President 
Illustrations .. 
'QUestions 
Black and whi ta pictures 
1. Do you think this story could haTe happened? 
Prove your answer. 
2. iiere all the German's o:pinions of the United 
States the same? 
Riesenberg, Felix (Jr. ) . THE PHANTOM FRE IGHTER~ 
New York, Dodd, Mead, and Company, 1944, 180 pp. 
~ Setting 
1943 The South Pacific 
Story 
A white fre ighter sets out to bring much needed supplies 
to a group of scientists working on a mysterious assignment on an 
island whose location is a secret. 8ecret agents from Germany and 
J apan try to l aarn the destination of the freighter. There follows 
a succession of daring exploits to foil the enemy, land the cargo, 
and keep the location of the island a secret. 
Topics 
Enemy spies on freighter--convoy is dispersed by attack 
of Jap submarines in the Pacific--white freighter proceeds alone--
murder of First Officer reveals hidden code of enemy--new First Officer 
forced overboard at designated spot by newspaper correspondent--
picked up by Jap sub, later by plane--captain of white freighter foils 
Jap plot to seize ship--camouflage of ship with white tarpaulins to 
simulate icebergs--arrival at Diamond Island--meeting fifteen famous 
scientists--secret entrance to underground caverns--capture of sub-
marine crew and enemy agents in tba United States 
Historical Characters 
None 
Ill us trat ions 
Questions 
One map 
1. Why was it important to keep the island's location 
a secret? 
2. Why was the white fre ighter's disguise not compl'etely 
perfect? 
3. How was the ship hidden from the air during its stay 
at Diamond Island? 
Radford, Bnby Lorraine. SECRET OF THE BAY. 
New York, Rowell, Soskin, Publishers, 1946, 197 pp. 
~ 
1945 
Setting 
Georgia 
Nancy and Ronnie .Ashley discover some highly important 
papers which their father left behind when he left to join an Intelli-
gence Unit during the war. .Before they can mail him the p:tpers these 
are stolen from their hall closet. With the help of an English refugee, 
Carl Stafford, the Ashley children set out to discover the identity 
of two men who have been following them. They encounter some danger 
on the marshes when they learn the plot to sabotage the Marine Coast 
Guard station on the coast. 
Topics 
Mr • .Ashley leaves for Washington--valuable papers are .1 
left behind--suspicion centers on two men attempting to buy radio 
parts--English refugee lad works at radio shOp--Ronnie's illness I 
and treatment at Warm Springs Foundation--discovery of key of code I 
in public library--book disappears as well as papers--marshes with 1 
channels make excellent hiding places for enemy agents--lost in 
the marshes--Ronnie is cap~ured by enemy agents--Carl and Nancy wit-
ness trial of new radio-controlled weapon to blow up ships from a 
distance--Ronnie escapes and is seen by a patrol plane--the Coast 
Guard is warned and a troopship is saved 
Historical Characters 
None 
Illustrations 
Questions 
None 
1. What did the enemy agents plan to do to sabotage 
our war effort? 
2. What good advice could you give to Mr. Ashley and 
the Ashley children? 
White, Robb. SECRET SEA. 
Garden City, New York, Doubleday and Company, Incorporated, 1947, 243 pp. 
Time 
1945-1946 
Story 
Setting 
The Caribbean Sea 
When Pete Martin is in the navy, he obtains a map of a 
sunken treasure ship when he rescues a ~uban during a terrible storm 
in the Caribbean. He needs money desperately to help his younger 
brother who is paralyzed from a spinal injury. When h8 becomes a 
civilian, Pete outfits an old schooner to search for the Spanish 
ship and treasure. a ruthless Nazi is also on the trail of the 
treasure and Pete has many ell:citing escapes from danger and capture. 
Topics 
Naval warfare in the Pacific--rescue of the Cuban in a 
storm--the log of the SANTA YBEL--testing an underwater detector of 
submarines--locating the depth of sunken subs and lost Santa Ybel--
attempts made to steal log--outfitting old schooner for search for 
lost treasure--foiling enemy's radar with "pip" of aluminum strips 
on dinghy--hiding and dismantling INDRA iri. lagoon--locating S.ANTA 
YBEL, diving and investigating--treasure guarded by octopus--killing 
octopus--raising treasure of golden articles made by Aztecs--capture 
of enemy--museum buys Aztec objects 
Historical Characters 
None 
Illustrations 
Black and white pictures 
~estions 
1. How did Pete use the knowledge he gained in the navy? 
2. What caused the SANTA YBEL to sink? 
3. What did Pete do with the treasure he found? 
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*Sickels, Eleanor 
Singmaster, Elsie 
Singmaster, Elsie 
Singmaster, Elsie 
Skinner~ Constance 
Skinner, Constance 
Snedeker, Caroline D. 
Sperry, ..il;rmstroll8 
Sperry, Armstrong 
Staffelback, E. H. 
Sterne, Emma G. 
*Stone, Adrienne 
Stone, Eugenia 
SWIIm rs, Richard A. 
Swanson, Neil H. · 
*Swift, Hildegarde 
Terett, Courtenay 
Turner, Nancy Byrd 
Tu.rp in, Edna 
Updegraff, Florence M. 
*Vance, ~Wrguerite 
*Vance, Mar~erite 
*Vance, Hendrik w. 
Vinton, Iris 
*Wade, Mary H. 
Wellman, Manly w. 
Wheelwright, Jere 
White, Robb 
Widdemer, Mabel C. 
*Wood, L. M. 
Wyatt, Geraldine 
Wyatt, Geraldine 
THE HORRI CANE A..'IYSTERY 
NEW FOUND WORLD 
IN CALICO &~D CRINOLINE 
'l'ViEL VE D.ADG HTERS OF DEMOCRACY 
THE LOVING HEART 
RIFLES FOR WASHINGTON 
SWORDS OF STEEL 
BECKY L.ANDERS, FRONI' lER W.AR.RIOR 
DEBBY BARNES, TRADER 
THE BECKONING ROAD 
HULL-DOWN FOR ACTION 
S'.I'ORM C.ANV AS 
FOR TEXAS AND FREEDOM 
NO SURRENDER 
HAWAII'S QUEEN LILUOK.ALANI 
FREE MEN SHALL STAND 
CONQUERORS OF THE RIVER 
THE FLAG Is STILL THERE 
THE RAI LRO.A.D TO FREEDOM 
THE WHITE CHEYENNE 
IN THE DAYS OF YOUNG W~HINGTON 
LITTLING OF GAYWOOD 
COAT FOR A SOLDIER 
NlARTHA, DAUGHTER OF VIRGINIA 
P~SY JEFFERSON OF MONTICELLO 
THOMAS JEFF'.rl:RSON 
FLYING EBONY 
THE MASTER BUILDERS 
THE SLEUTH P~ROL 
GEN.I'LEMEN, HUSH! 
SECRET SEA 
THE WISHING STAR 
WAL'I'ER REED, DOCTOR IN UNIFORM 
BUFFALO GOLD 
WRONG l!AL'ID 
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